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Does Crowe have the goods
to lead JSU to football title?

-See Sports
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Glass crusher
demonstration
to be held,
Hazle reports

Cutting up on the lob!

Staff Report
The Calloway County Jail
has obtained a glass crusher
and will demonstrate the
equipment's use and potential during
a demonstration at
the facility
on
Ray
Coursey Jr.
Drive.
Phil
Haile said
the pulverHeads
izer is on
loan from the state from
Thursday, July 24, through
August 14 and is asking
anyone with glass to discard
to contact his office at 7536150. Any type of glass bottle, empty and clean, will be
taken. The glass can be used
as mulch and mixed with
rock, concrete or asphalt.
'it will not go to the landfill therefore saving our

Proposal would put
slot machines in
counties across state
IN Winters, Henley
voice opposition
to measure to
expand gambling
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Both Sen. Ken Winters and
Rep. Melvin Henley say they
would oppose a bill filed in the
House that would further
expand legal gambling in
Kentucky through proliferation
of slot machines.
Jefferson County Rep. Toni
Burch. D-Louisville, has proposed legalizing 18,000 slot
machines for Kentucky with
about 6,000 targeted for the
Commonwealth's eight licensed
horse tracks. The remainder
could be utilized by counties
choosing to participate.
-The
Kentucky General
Assembly has debated the gambling issue in Kentucky for 12
years," Burch said in a news
release. -There have been
numerous bills debated regarding slot machines and casinos.
The time has come to either pass

II See Page 2A

New policy
lowers flags
for Kentucky
soldiers only

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

Duke Deines with Adams Construction works at the site of the new 10,000 square foot
Goodwill Industries of Kentucky store on North 12th Street near the Baymont Inn &
Suites. Tne Murray facility will be the 54th store in Kentucky. The store is scheduled to be
completed by the end of the year and open in January.

III See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
AT&T is expanding wireless
broadband coverage in Murray
with the activation of a new
tower in Murray-Calloway
Central Park.
Parks Director Matt Martin
says the move will not only benefit the company's customers,
but also bring new revenue to
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks & Recreation Department
that will help to expand recre-

House appmes rescue for
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
legislation
Rescue
sailed
the
through
House
on
Wednesday aimed at helping
400,000 strapped homeowners
avoid foreclosure and preventing the collapse of troubled
mortgage companies Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac.
The 272-152 vote reflected a
congressional push to send election-year help to struggling bor-

rowers and to reassure jittery
financial markets about the
health of two pillars of the mortgage market.
Hours before the vote,
President Bush dropped his
opposition to the measure,
which now is on track to pass
the Senate and become law
within days.
The White House swallowed
its distaste for $3.9 billion in

•See Page 2A
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a bill regarding gambling or
stop wasting taxpayers' dollars
debating the issue."
Burch says the move would
raise critically-needed funds for
the state's treasury and help
horse owners who race in
Kentucky to obtain purse
money. It could also lure
tourists to Kentucky " ...in a
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The company
announced this
week the activation of a
tower site saying the new
equipment will
Martin
further
strengthen the coverage and net-
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accept state job
as policy adviser
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Customers to benefit from
new cell tower at city park

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has started lowering
flags to half-staff only for fallen
soldiers from the Bluegrass
State, upsetting veterans and
lawmakers who say the policy
dishonors tens of thousands of
service members from other
states stationed at installations
such as Fort Campbell and Fort
Knox.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A WATCHFUL EYE: Kathy Crouch, left, East Elementary School principal, and Ashli Gore,
right, new media specialist at East Elementary, watch as Russ Gore paints around a door facing in the library at the school. The library will be taking on an ocean theme, it was reported
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)-A western Kentucky lawmaker says he plans to
resign to take a state job.
Paducah Democrat Frank
Rasche told The Paducah
Sun that he has accepted an
offer to become a policy
adviser and legislative liaison for the Kentucky
Department of F_ducation.
Rasche has been chairman
of the House Education
Committee since 1999.
Rasche said he won't offi-cially step down as a state
representative until everything is finalized for the
new job. Department of
Education spokeswoman
Lisa Gross said an
announcement could come
in a few days.
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II Slot machines ...

•Cell tower ...
From Front
in Murray and surrounding communities. The
company has reportedly invested nearly $475 million from
2005 through 2007 in the state's
wired and wireless networks
including the tower in Murray
Martin said some of the revenue
from fees paid to place it in the
park will help to fund construction of a new park office and community center.
—The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Department has great hope
for future improvements and
developments of the parks system," Martin said. "Currently the
plan is to build a new community'
building, most likely located in
Chestnut Park."
The roughly 2.000 square foot
building would host a 50 foot by
50 foot community meeting area
that would be available for rent to
the public.
—This is one way the parks
could create additional revenue to
:Mow continuous improvements
to the existing facilities," Martin
said. "We believe this would be a
great opportunity to provide a
useful addition the parks for the
citizens of the Murray-Calloway
County areas.
Other plans for the building is
development of after-school pro°rams for children as well as
potentially reestablishing summer
programs that were called off for
this year due to lack of money.
"Another positive outcome of
this building would be the availability of additional parking
spaces," Martin said."The lack of
parking is a probleni that the
parks have faced, and could be
solved by this new development.
NOlk qUalli)

Also. Lance Allison, executive
director of the Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
said he ss as pleased to hear of the
expansion.
"I appreciate AT&T's efforts to
enhance the wireless coverage to
the residents of Murray." Allison
said in a statement.
The company is planning to add
44) new cell sites in the state this
year as part of a $50 million
statewide wireless investment in
2008. There are more than 750
cell sites currently operated in the
state.
"Whether it's surfing the wireless web or using next generation
technologies such as high speed
broadband, a top-notch customer
expenence starts with the network." said Joan Coleman, president of AT&T Kentucky. "Our
ongoing investment in Kentucky
continues our commitment to
offer advanced services and
ensure high levels of reliability
for our customers.".
The company says it monitors
the quality and coverage of its
wireless network. In addition to
third-party vendors that assess the
company's network performance,
AT&T engineers constantly monitor the network and drive approximately 450,000 miles annually
across Tennessee, Kentucky and
southern Indiana to ensure that it
is operating at peak efficiency.
This year. AT&T will expand its
wireless 3G to cities in Kentucky.
which include Murray. Bowling
Green and Hopkinsville. The
expansion will bring AT&T's 3G
wireless services to nearly 350
leading U.S. markets by the end
of 2008, including all of the top
100 cities.
"Our goal is to deli s er

Kopperud Realty's
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From Front
quiet way, without all the flashing lights that casinos would
bring."
He says it could also showcase Kentucky's signature horse
industry and recruit many new
horse buyers to the Bluegrass.
"Overall this bill is my
most
to satisfy
attempt
Kentuckians regarding the gambling issue," Burch said.
But Henley, D-Murray, and
Winters, R-Murray, disagree
with Burch's reasoning.
"I have serious doubts about
it," Henley said. "It's possible
that (Rep. Greg) Stumbo's bill
to put them at racetracks might
be palatable since people are
already going there to gamble.
but I don't think throwing open
the gates to gambling in
Kentucky is going to do us any
good in the long run."
Henley said he doubts the
bill's provision to put slot
machines in Kentucky counties
will be successful in the legislature. However he might consider a move to place the machines
at race tracks.
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
"People go to race tracks for
This AT&T cell tower, located adjacent to the baseball fields
one reason and one reason only
at Murray-Calloway Central Park, will expand and strengthen
and that's to gamble,- he said.
the company's services in Murray and Calloway County. "So if they are going there to
Leasing space on the tower to AT&T and other vendors will
gamble I suppose allowing them
'also help provide funds for expanded park programs; possito have a wider range of options
bly construction of a new office and community center.
to leave their money behind
wouldn't hurt. It might be more
AT&T's wireless network is
palatable. I'm not saying I'd
unmatched network coverage and
support it, but I'd at least conquality of service," said Jim based on GSM (Global System
Thorpe, vice president and gener- for Mobile Communications) sider that."
Winters said he is opposed to
al manager of AT&T's wireless technologies. the most open and
any type of expanded gambling
operations for Tennessee and widely used wireless network
in Kentucky.
Kentucky. "This new cell site platform in the world, supporting
"I would not be supportive of
demonstrates our commitment to more than 87 percent of the peosuch an effort," Winters said.
provide our customers with an ple worldwide who use wireless
Former U.S. Rep. Carroll
exceptional wireless experience." devices.
Hubbard, D-Mayfield, Winter's
opponent it the First District

•Glass crusher ...
From Front
landfill space and saving the
city money," he said.
Haile says he has exclusive
rights to all of The Big Apple's
empty bottles and a demonstration has been arranged sometime between 11 a.m. and noon
today at the jail behind the
Calloway County Judicial
Center.

The jail has a storage bin on
the south end of the building
where the demonstration will
take place. Drop offs before or
after the event may be made
hours.
daylight
during
Businesses that want to participate are asked to collect and sort
the glass and jail personnel will
arrange a pick-up.
For more information, contact
Hazle at the jail at 753-6150

108 Pine Bark - $161,000
• Lake area property just 10 miles from Murray adjacent to Panorama Shores
• 3 bedrooms, 3 full bathroom,
• 3 beautiful wooded lots
• Near Kentucky Lake in Lake Forest Estate,
• MLS #41334

4350 Raybuni Road - $299,500
• Take 44 West to Lynn Grove. then turn left onto 893. straight at
"Y" about 5 miles.
•4 bedrooms. 3 1/2 bathrooms • Large eat-in kitchen
• Solid oak cabinets throughout • 4 acres• 3 stall horse barn
• Full sized heated indoor swimming pool • MLS 015596

II House approves ...
From Front

grants for devastated neighborhoods. In return, the administration got both the power to throw
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac a
Mass.
lifeline and the legislation
Paulson said he would push for
advocated
have
long
Republicans
to rein in the government-spon- enactment of the bill by week's
end. Despite disappointment with
sored mortgage companies.
Treasury Secretary Henry M. some items rejected, he said "porPaulson and lawmakers in both tions of this bill are orders of magparties negotiated the final deal It nitude more important to turning
accomplishes several Democratic the corner on the housing correcpriorities, including aid for hometion and supporting our markets
owners, a permanent affordable
and our economy.'
housing fund financed by the two
Bush had argued the neighbormortgage companies and the
grants would benefit
hood
money for hard-hit neighborbankers and lenders. But the
hoods.
"It is the product of a very sig- White House said a showdown
nificant set of compromises." said with Congress over the proposal
Rep. Barney Frank, chairman of would be ill-timed.

2577 West Fork Road - $122,900
• Take 641 North to left on 464 and follow the sign,
• Newer home on almost an acre lot
•Open floor plan • 3 bedrooms. 2 full bathrooms
• Detached 24x24 two car garage
• In ground tornado shelter to accommodate 6 people
• MLS #45045

111 Crossfield Drive - $429,900
• Located on two large lots in Crossfield Subdivision
•4 bedrooms. 31/2 bathrooms • 3 car garage
• Surround sound
• Patio and privacy fence
• MI.S #45716

(Advertisement)

CAN YOU HEAR BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND WORDS?
A free offer of special interest to those who hear but do not
understand words has been announced by Bellone A nonoperating model of the smallest Beltone aid of its kind will be given
absolutely tree to anyone who sends for this free model now
Send for this model, put it an and wear it in the pnvacy of your own
home. It will show you how tny heanng help can be It is not a real
heanng aid and it's yours to keep free The actual aid weighs less
than an eighth of an ounce and it's all at ear level, in one unit
These models are free, so we suggest you wnte for yours now
Again, we repeat, there is no cost and certainly no obligation. All
hearog problems are not alike and some cannot be helped by a
hearing aid but many can So. send for your free mode! now
Thousands have already been delivered, so be sure to write to
Paducah Hearing Aid Service. 918 Broadway. P0 Box 2426.
Paducah, KY 42002.

NAME

711 Main St.
753-1222

753-1222

Murray, KY

the House Financial Services
Committee. "We are dealing with
the consequences of bad decisions
and inaction and malfeasance
from years before." said Frank, D-

Senate race, said he is also
opposed to the move.
"Tom Burch's bill seeking to
place 18,000 slot machines
sounded
Kentucky
across
ridiculous upon my first heanng
about it. I have never read his
proposal and I've never discussed it with anyone in the
seven counties I'm trying to
reprsent in the state senate,"
Hubbard said. "Such legislasubstantially
unless
tion,
amended, probably won't come
up for a vote in the House of
Representatives or Senate. Most
western Kentuckians. including
me, have never used a slot
machine."
Burch said the machines could
be up and running within
months of Gov. Steve Beshear
signing an approved bill. It
would not require a constitutional amendment referendum
and only counties that want to
participate would receive slot
machines.
Counties that choose to do so
would receive revenues from
the move and would determine
where the machines would be
located. The bill would also
establish an equine symposium
to be held in Kentucky; promoting the state's preeminence in
the horse industry.
Gambling is already legal in
Kentucky with 'horse racing, a
state lottery and bingo parlors
scattered across the state in
churches, clubs and " Bingo
from Hickman to
halls"
Pikeville. Expanded gambling
through slot machines would
not require a constitutional
amendment referendum: however casino gambling - which
was defeated earlier this year in
the General Assembly - does
require a legislative recommendation and voter approval.

II Kentucky soldiers ...
From Front

ored and led to lengthy stretches
where flags were lowere6 for
Gov. Steve Beshear last month
multiple people. Between April I
changed the old policy of lowerand July 2. the state lowered flags
ing state and U.S. flags to halffor 26 soldiers, only four from
staff from the announcement of
Kentucky.
any Kentucky-based soldier's
"At one period in time, the flag
death until his or her funeral. Now
was at half-staff for about a month
the flag will be lowered only for consecutively," Tonini said. "And,
Kentucky natives and even then
who was that for? You just don't
only on the day they are buried
know."
Maj. Gen. Edward Tonini,
Ken Hart, state adjutant for the
Kentucky's adjutant general. said
American Legion of Kentucky,
the previous policy made it imposwhich represents 33,000 veterans.
sible to tell who was being hon- called the new policy ridiculous.
"If they served in a military
Mobile home fire
installation within the confines of
reported Wednesday Kentucky. let's acknowledge them
then and pay them the respect that
Staff Report
we should," he said.
was
home
mobile
A
Tort, a
Sen.
Elizabeth
destroyed Wednesday morning
encomdistrict
whose
Republican
in what appeared to be an intentionally set fire, said Murray passes Fort Knox. said any soldier
Fire Department Chief Michael stationed in Kentucky should be
Skinner
honored by the state if they're
The mobile home, located at killed in action.
200 Fleetwood Circle in
"They were deployed from the
Riviera Courts, was vacant with
state of Kentucky and gave their
no electrical power or gas lines,
life," Ton said. "The governor, as
he said.
well as everyone in our nation,
The state tire Marshal is
owes them a debt."
continuing the investigation.
The Murray Fire Department
responded to the report at 4:06
a.m. and anived on the scene
with three pumpers and 24 fireNOTICE
fighters. The Calloway County
• The Calloway County
Fire Rescue also arrived on the
Board of Elections is schedscene with their tanker.
uled to meet at 10 a.m. on
"I want to thank the
Friday. July 25 in the
Calloway County Clerks
Calloway County Fire Rescue
Office at the courthouse. On
for showing up with their
the agenda for the meeting is
tanker." said Skinner. With
discussion of preparations
only two or three hydrants in
Riviera Courts. "it's a night- for the November General
Election in the county's votSeveral
mare," he added.
ing
precincts.
CCFR firefighters stayed on the
II To report a Town Crier
scene to lend their support if
item, call 753-1916.
needed.
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Advertising Correction Notice
There is an error on page 7 of this week's
1 owe's flyer The Whirlpool Washer (item *216341)
was incorrectly tagged with a Duet Steam logo.
Thus washer does not have a steam feature

ADDRESS
CITY
ST
PHONE;

We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience to you,
our valued customer.
e warn ...et ••••••..... L,•••••••••••......4.“.
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McConnell delivers remarks on rising
fuel costs Wednesday on Senate floor
WASHINGTON. D.C. Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell delivered the
following remarks on the Senate
floor Wednesday regarding the
senous national problem of the
rising price of gas at the pump
and the need for a serious legislative response:
"Right now in Lexington and
Las Vegas and in every other
city and town across the country. Americans are hurting from
high gas prices. Right now
there's a man watching his hardearned paycheck go into his gas
tank instead of his daughter's
college fund. And that man
doesn't care about cloture petitions or 2nd degree amendments. He just wants Congress
to do something. He wants us to
act.
-We've all heard the frustrations from constituents for
months. They've made their
feelings known. And so we were
sorprised yesterday to learn
about the intentions of our
friends across the aisle when it
comes to high gas prices. The
Majority Leader told reporters
that voting on more than one
amendment per side - on the
number-one domestic issue facing our nation - is unreasonable.
"Let me repeat that: our
friends on the other side are saying that having a real debate.
that considering good ideas
from all sides is just too much
for the Senate to handle.
They've apparently rejected the
idea of finding a serious solution to high gas prices. And
instead, they want us to take up
a proposal that's designed to
fail. They want us to try to fool
our constituents into believing
that we're addressing this problem in a serious way. when
we're not.
"It's no surprise that the
Democrat Leadership won't
allow Americans' top priorities
to be heard. It's the same reason
they've been cancelling hearings and markups all week: they.
don't want to choose between
their presidential nominee.
whose position on bringing
down high gas prices is: 'No we
can't', and the demands of the
guy at the gas pump who's
watching his daughter's college
fund shrink with every gallon he
puts in the tank.
"It's a sad commentary given
the promises they made. Our
friends across the aisle promised a year and a half ago in
their 'Six for '06' pledge to
-lower gas prices' and 'free
America from dependence on
foreign oil.' But things didn't
turn out as planned. The fact is.
a gallon of gas is now more than
$1.70 higher than when the
Democrats promised to lower it.
And now - at a time when
Americans are clamoring for
them to make good on their
pledge, they must muster the
political will to do something

Levees hold but
waters rise in
Dolly's rains
BROWNSVILLE. Texas tAPi
— Widespread flooding was
expected
Thursday
from
Hurricane Dolly that has loitered
as a tropical storm overnight,
soaking deep south Texas and
northeastern Mexico with more
than foot of rain.
slammed
ashore
Dolly
Wednesday. ripping roofs off
buildings with flat mph winds
Those winds had dropped by hall
as of 7 a.m., and forecasters say
the tropical storm warning for the
Texas coast would likely be canceled later in the morning.
Emergency managers hoped to
begin assessing the storm's damage Thursday even as they rescued people from flooded or
damaged homes.
Dolly had weakened to a tropi
cal storm late Wednesday after
hitting South Padre Island around
midday as a Category 2 hum
cane.

about it.
"We should not be content to
leave town with a couple of
laded votes and a speculation
proposal that no serious economist in America believes will
have a significant impact, by
itself, on the price of gas. Let me
reiterate. Republicans believe
we can strengthen the futures
markets. Our bill would do just
that. If had actors are out there,
we'd like to find them by putting more cops on the beat and
by bringing greater transparency
to the market. But we don't
claim that this one provision
alone will solve the problem. No
serious person would. Mr.
President.
"The other side has made the
astonishing claim that the speculation provision alone will lower
the price of gas by 20-50 percent. Yet I have found no one not the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve, not the 27-nation
International Energy Agency,
not even the most famous rich
Democrat in America, Warren
Buffett, to back up this claim.
"Yesterday, our colleague, the
Junior Senator from Texas,
asked here on the floor for any
citation backing up their claim.
The Majority Leader came back
to the floor to respond. But the
only person he could name who
had made this claim has been so
thoroughly discredited here in
the Senate that the Democratic
chairman of the Senate's
Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations issued a stinging
II-page rebuttal of his recent

testimony.
"In testimony before the coinmittee, the Majority Leader's
source - a lawyer, not an economist, by the way - claimed that
'overnight,' a speculation bill
dealing with energy commodities would 'bring down the price
of crude oil. I believe, by 25 percent.' The committee's public
response to this notion of an
'overnight' reduction of '25 percent' was blunt. Here's what
they said:
'There is no credible evidence
that simply amending the
!Commodities Exchange Act) to
regulate energy commodities as
if they were agricultural commodities will lead to lower energy prices.'
"So. in other words, the one
source our friends across the
aisle point to when they claim
their bill will lower the costs of
energy by 20-50 percent is the
subject of an II-page. bipartisan
rebuke - which says there is zero
credible evidence to support his
claim.
"Let me say it again. We. like
our friends, support legislation
that keeps had actors from driving up gas prices. We've
addressed this in our bill. But
serious people understand that if
this activity is occurring, it's a
small portion of the overall
problem.
"And this leads me to a broader point. The price of gas at the
pump is a serious national problem that requires a serious legislative response. We cannot
solve this problem with timid.

half-hearted measures. We need
to act boldly. And that means we
need to consider good ideas
from both sides.
"Now is not the time to be
timid or to play political games
that are designed to benefit
single party Our job, it seems to
me, is to help the man or woman
at the gas pump who is making
hard choices in order to keep his
gas tank full. And that's why its
so irresponsible to shortchange
this debate. Until we have acted
boldly to cut gas prices and our
reliance on Middle East oil, we
will be ignoring the demands of
the American people.
"It's time to get serious. No
more unsupportable outlandish
claims: no more relying on discredited testimony; no more
canceling markups simply to
avoid taking votes on a serious
approach to lowering the price
of gas at the pump.
"We need to find more and use
less. We need to consider good
ideas from all sides. And we
need to take seriously that energy is the number-one domestic
issue facing our nation. We simply can't go through a failed
process, claim credit for 'trying: and then pack it up and go
home. Let's get serious. Let's
open this debate to more than
one good idea- rather than bring
it to a premature end. And let's
find a solution that incorporates
increased domestic supply and
conservation. We need to find
more and use less
"Americans are demanding
nothing less."

Local teachers participate
in MSU literacy initiative
MURRAY. Ky. - A group of teachers from North Calloway
Elementary. Benton Elementary, Mayfield Elementary arid
Murray Middle schools took part in the recent Kentucky
Reading Project. The two-week intensive professional development training was hosted by Murray State University and
focuses on specific strategies for literacy instruction. The
teams were comprised of Mandy Alvizo, Tamara Bennett.
Chrystie Chapman. Michele Handegan, Meagan Hemmer.
Mary Met-field, Jennifer Oliveno, Amanda Tipton and
Jennifer Wyatt. They were pan of a larger group of 25 teachers from kindergarten through fifth grade who will continue
to meet throughout the school year, learning and sharing
techniques of a balanced literacy instruction in their classrooms
This cadre from Murray State University will join their
other university cadre cohorts from across the state in
Lexington in April 200$& when they complete the program.
They will share their individual literacy action plans that they
develop dunng this year long training for their respective
schools. Each participant will also receive university graduate
credit and classroom materials.
The Kentucky Reading Project (KRPi. the hallmark initiative of the Collaborative Center for Literacy Development
(CCLD), is in its 10th year of existence, providing professional development for more than 2.500 teachers since 1998.
CCLD is a collaboration of the state's eight public universities and the National Center for Family Literacy, and is operated by the University of Kentucky College of Education.
CCLD's mission is to promote literacy throughout the
Commonwealth through professional development and
research for educators from early childhood through adulthood. More information about KRP. CCLD, and other literacy related issues may be found at wwwkentuckyliteracy.org.

Obama, German leader discuss war, economics
BERLIN (API — Democratic
presidential candidate Barack
Obama and German Chancellor
Angela Merkel discussed the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan as well a.s
climate and energy issues at
Germany's chancellery Thursday,
part of a tour aimed at lifting the

first-term senators international
standing
Their meeting featured "very'
open" and wide-ranging talks.
Merkel spokesman Ulnch Wilhelm
said in a statement issued after the
hourlong session.
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There is a
fountain filled
with youth
Sometimes it's rather amusing to watch fifty-or-over males.
Often wearing open-throat shirts and gold chains and beards.
they are spied frequently in the sporting good sections of
mall stores. Under the pretense of looking for gifts for their
wives, they size up jogging suits and running shoes, tennis
racquets, shotguns, hunting bows, knives, fishing tackle. and
basketball backboards for themselves.
They also can be spotted in automobile
accessory sections. looking at any attachable car part with chrome on it, or on
used car lots, asking about vintage vehicles. They think the high-water mark of
western civilization was reached in the '56
Chevrolet. Check out the ages of the men
driving those old cars with special Antique
license plates in those five-mile convoys
we see year-round from town to town
S
=
171
across the South.
By Larry
Yet another place to find them is in 24McGehee
hour waffle houses at 3:00 a.m., decked
Syndicated
out in boots and camouflage suits on their
Columnist
way to deer and duck blinds or in fishing
togs, depending upon the season of the
year. A sizeable number can be spotted on the golf fairways,
usually in carts rather than walking. A smaller and more
select group is into Civil War reenactment soldiering, fastidious in their attention to details of uniforms and armaments.
Judging both from where they shop and how they spend
their time, the only logical conclusion to reach is that life
for men after 50 is a form of advanced adolescence.
They are easy for me to spot because I was one of them.
I was about that age when I got, for Christmas, a size-33
Louisville Slugger baseball bat and a Wilson cowhide baseball. The bat had my name burned into it, up on the big
end where you would expect to see the autograph of Mickey
Mantle or Stan Musial, lined up with the trademark at the
center.
All that was missing was the tape which, in our real adolescence, we always wrapped tightly around the handle to
improve the grip and in vain hopes of preventing the bat
from breaking if it ever met the ball on its trademark with
home-run power. After swinging my middle-aged acquisition
a few hundred times, i spent five hours and thirty dollars
finding a wooden wall-rack on which to display my personalized baseball bat. Unlike the fading photographs around it,
which show me as I was, the bat shows me as I would
liked to have been.
Down in Florida - - in which Ponce de Leon knew was a
hidden fountain pumping out the Secret of Eternal Youth —
hundreds of middle-aged men gather each spring for spring
baseball training. They lay out lots af green stuff for the
privilege of wearing wool uniforms, rubbing limeed oil in
old fielders gloves, being coached by retired major league
All? Stars as old as themselves, and getting to play the
game again.
Statistics on heart attacks and broker bones incurred are
not released to the public, but some idea of the ngor of this
voluntary regimen can be found by tracking liniment sales in
the drug stores nearest the camp. I admire and salute them,
bruised and bloodied and battered though they may be. They
know what Yogi meant when he said, so tersely and unforgettably: "It ain't over Id it's over."
Riding their Charley horses into the sunset with felt caps
doffed, they are symbols of the unending quest for significance and meaning in life, living proof of the unacknowledged fact that dreams are not the exclusive right or property of those whom Roy °Anson and I call "only the young."
We older codgers hase ilir ;health and the will power ot
the young. We also have some things the youngsters don't,
memories and experience.
Past fifty, we lack only two things to regain our lost
youth:
One is nimbleness.
The other is acne.
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Iraq playing U.S. politics
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) --The Iraqi prime minister's
seeming endorsement of
Barack Obama's troop withdrawal plan is part of Baghdad's strategy to play U.S.
politics for the best deal
possible over America's military mission.
The goal is not necessarily to push out the Americans
quickly, but instead give
Iraqis a major voice in how
long U.S. troops stay and
what they will do while still
there.
It also is designed to
refurbish the nationalist credentials of Prime Minister
Noun al-Maliki, who owes
his political survival to the
steadfast support of President
Bush. Now, an increasingly
confident Iraqi government
seems to be undermining
long-standing White House
policies on Iraq.
The flap began Saturday
when Germany's Der Spiegel
magazine released an interview quoting al-Maliki as
saying U.S. troops should
leave Iraq "as soon as possible" and that Obama's proposed I6-month timeline to
remove combat troops was
"the right timeframe for a
withdrawal."
al-Maliki's spokesman Ali
al-Dabbagh was quick to discredit the report, saying the
prime minister's remarks
were "not conveyed accurately." A top al-Maliki adviser.
Sadiq al-Rikabi, insisted the
Iraqi government does not
intend to be "part of the
electoral campaign a the
United States.'
But that is precisely what
the Iraqis intended to do:
exploit Obama's position on
the war to force the Bush
administration into accepting
concessions considered
unthinkable a few months
ago.
Already, the Iraqi strategy
has succeeded in persuading
the White House to agree to
a "general time horizon" for
removing U.S. troops —

AP NEWS ANALYSIS
BY ROBERT H. REID
long a goal of the Shiitedominated Iraqi government.
According to senior Iraqi
officials, the decision to play
U.S. politics emerged last
month after Foreign Minister
Hoshyar Zebari's trip to
Washington for meetings with
Bush. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice, Obama
and Sen. John McCain, the
likely Republican presidential
nominee.
The visit took place as
the U.S. and Iraq were
negotiating rules that would
govern the American military
presence m Iraq once the
U.N. mandate expires at the
end of the year.
The talks had bogged
down over U.S. demands for
extensive basing rights, control of Iraqi airspace and
immunity from prosecution
under Iraqi law for U.S. soldiers and private contractors.
In the past, the Iraqis
would have bowed to American pressure. This time, they
saw an option in Obama, a
longtime critic of the war.
They could press for a
short-term agreement with
the administration and take
their chances with a new
president — Obama or
McCain.
Also. the Iraqis could flirt
with Obama's withdrawal
timetable, increasing pressure
on Bush to cut a deal more
favorable to them.
With the talks bogged
down, the Iraqis sensed desperation by the Americans to
wrap up a deal quickly
before the presidential campaign was in full swing.
"Let's squeeze them," alMaliki told his advisers, who
related the conversation to
The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because
of the sensitivity of the
issue.

"I'd worry about any kind
of rapid movement out and
creating instability where we
have stability." Mullen said ••
on "Fox News Sunday."
•
Facing down the Americans on such a critical issue
would have been unthinkable
months ago, when the very
survival of the Iraqi government depended on U.S. military support.
Last year. the adtninistration stood against suggestions
by its Arab allies to dump
al-Maliki in favor of Ayad
Allawi. a secular Shiite and
former prime minister
deemed less hostile to the
Sunni minority.
But the sharp reduction in
violence
now at its lowest level in four years —
and the routing of Shiite and
Sunni extremists from most
of their urban strongholds
have bolstered the government's self-confidence.
The decision this weekend
by the main Sunni Arab
political bloc to end its nearly yearlong boycott of the '
government has enhanced al—
Maliki's stature as leader
with support beyond his fellow Shiites.
With oil now at record
prices. Iraq is awash in
petrodollars, with estimated
revenue this year likely to
reach $70 billion.
All that has given many
Iraqis the feeling they do
not really need the Americans — certainly not on
terms they find distasteful
"We want a new president
who can deal with the Iraqi
people with a new approach
and policy that aims to put
an end to the occupation,"
said Juma al-Quraishi. a
Baghdad newspaper vendor.
"Then he can plan how to
build a new Iraq."

The squeeze came July 7.
when al-Maliki announced in
Abu Dhabi that Iraq wanted
the base deal to include
some kind of timetable for
withdrawing U.S. troops. The
prime minister also proposed
a short-term interim memorandum of agreement rather
than the more formal status
of forces agreement the two
sides had been negotiating.
Talk of a full agreement
fell by the wayside in favor
of a short-term memorandum.
More significantly. the
White House agreed this past
week to a "general time
horizon" for withdrawing
American troops — short of
a firm timetable but a dramatic shift from the administration's refusal to accept any
deadline for ending the mission in Iraq.
U S. officials in Baghdad
have sought to put a positive
spin on all this, explaining it
as a sign that Iraqis are acting more like a sovereign
government.
Nonetheless, the Iraqi
stand comes at a delicate
time. Voters in the U.S. are
faced with choosing between
two presidential candidates
with vastly differing views
on the U.S. mission in Iraq.
Military commanders are
wondering whether all the
political
or
argainingabout
timetables could
create its own unstoppable
momentum, leaving Iraqi
security forces increasingly in
charge when they may not
be ready for the task.
When asked Sunday about
the possibility of removing
U.S. combat troops within
two years, the Pentagon's top
military officer, Adm. Mike
Robert H. Reid is The
Mullen, did not mince
Associated Press chief of
words: "I think the consequences could be very danbureau in Baghdad and has
gerous."
reported from Iraq since
2003.
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lir tuncialtor Mrs Mary Nell Riley will be Friday
at II a.m. at
First Baptist Church, Murray. Rev. Boyd Smith will
officiate. Music
will be by Joyce Herta:km. pianist. and Mick Hughes,
vocalist.
Active pallbearers will be Mitch Fain, Blake
Darnell, Christopher Snider, Michael Shirley, Jeff
Stewart and Gregg Travis. An honorary group will
be members of the Wednesday Morning Bible
Study Class. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home from 5 to X p.m. today
(Thursday) and after 10 a.m. Fnday at the church.
Exp.essions of sympathy may be made to the
Building Fund of First Baptist Church. 203 Soutl
Rlloy
4th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mrs. Riley, 91, Murray. died Tuesday. July 22, 2008, at 6:10 p.m.
at her home.
She had retired as co-owner of the former Shirley Florist of
Murray after 27 years. She was a member of First Baptist Church
where she taught Sunday School for over 50 years and Wednesday
Bible Study for over 20 years.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Edgar Shirley. to
whom she was married for 42 years; her second husband, Theron
Riley, to whom she was married for 16 years, and two brothers,
Waylon Raybum and Raymond Rayburn. Born Jan. 27, 1917, in
Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Jack Rayburn
and Nona Lucneta Mahan Rayburn.
Survivors include two daughters. Patsy Fain and husband. Jim.
Murray. and Donna Hughes and husband. Mick, Creve Coeur. Mo.;
one son. Tom Shirley and wife. Sharon. Benton; five grandchildren.
Susan Brocksieper. Guilford, Conn.; Michael Shirley, Austin.
Texas; Liz Anderson. Murray; Mitch Fain. Louisville; Chnstopher
Snider, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; eight great-grandchildren.

'John Mason Darnall
John Mason Darnall, 73, Hardin, died Wednesday, July 23. 2008,
at 8:15 p.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Rice:U.S.-India nuclear
deal good for the world
PERTH, Australia tAlai -Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice said this morning that a
proposed U.S.-India nuclear
energy deal is good for both
countries and for global efforts
to reduce the spread of atomic
technology and greenhouse gas
emissions.
In her first public comments
on the agreement since India's
government won a confidence
vote that paves its way forward.
Rice said the Bush administration would press U.S. lawmakers to approve the agreement in
the coming months.
"I think we can make a very
good case that this is not just a
landmark deal but a positive
landmark deal.- she told
reporters aboard her plane as she
flew from an Asian security conference in
Singapore to
Australia.
"It's certainly our hope that
we can get through all the
processes and get this done in
the Congress, and we are going
to work very expeditiously
toward that goal," Rice said.
The pact would end more
than three decades of nuclear
isolation for India by opening its
civilian reactors to international
inspections in exchange for the
nuclear fuel and technology.
Previously, India has been
denied such outside help
because of its refusal to sign the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
and its testing of atomic
weapons.
But Rice said India has a
good record of not spreading its
nuclear technology and that
safeguards are built into the
deal. She added that its approval
would help India meet its huge
demand for energy without
using oil, coal and other petroleum products.
"India is a country that has
tremendously growing demand
for energy," she said. "It is a
country that, if it tries to meet
that demand through carbonbased sources for energy, is
going to contribute dramatically
to the continued growth of
greenhouse gas emissions."

India imports about 75 percent of its oil, and Indian Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh has
argued the country needs the
nuclear deal to power its financial growth and lift hundreds of
millions of its 1.1 billion citizens out of poverty.
On Tuesday, Singh was
forced to call a confidence vote
after communist political parties
withdrew their support for his
government this month to
protest the agreement, fearing it
would draw India closer to the
United States.
Though Singh made enemies
in his bid to push ahead with the
nuclear deal, he had the backing
of India's powerful business
community and won the vote.
In addition to congressional
approval, the deal requires India
to strike separate agreements
with the International Atomic
Energy Agency as well as the
Nuclear Suppliers Group of
countries that export nuclear
material.
Rice made her comments on
a flight to Perth, Australia. with
Australian Foreign Minister
Stephen Smith, a Perth native
Australia holds 40 percent of the
world's known uranium reserves
and is a key member of the suppliers group, where support for
the deal is crucial.
Smith said his government
would consider the agreement in
a positive light, but would not
bend a ban on exporting mania
urn to India because the nation
has not signed the nonproliferation treaty.
"We regard the US-India
civil nuclear agreement as separate from that and we don't
regard our policy on exporting
uranium as preventing us from
joining a consensus in the
Nuclear Suppliers Group on
supporting the arrangement," he
said.
"We will give very careful
consideration to the strategic
implications of the agreement."
Smith said. "We will be looking
at the arrangement with a positive and constructive frame of
mind.-
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VA official's promotion questioned

ST. LOUIS(API- Four fed- VA investigated at the Marion
eral lawmakers want a Veterans site, 10 patients died after
Affairs chief to explain the pro- receiving questionable care that
motion of a regional official to a complicated their health. offinational patient-safety role, cials have said. Investigators
claiming a string of surgical could not determine whether the
deaths at an Illinois VA hospital actual care caused those deaths.
make the appointee's track
Major surgeries at the Marion
record "questionable."
VA -- which serves veterans
Sens. Dick Durbin and from southern Illinois, southBarack Obama,
along western Indiana and western
with Reps. Jerry Costello. D-III., Kentucky - have been halted
and John Shimkus. R-III., sent a since last August. with no
letter Wednesday to VA timetable yet announced for
Secretary James Peake in hopes their resumption.
of blocking Peter Almenoff's
Although Almenoff did not
ascension to the job of VA assis- work directly at the Marion VA
tant deputy undersecretary for during the time of the questionhealth and for quality safety.
able treatment there, lawmakers
Almenoff headed the Kansas behind Wednesday's lenta sa:
City-based
VA
Heartland Almenoff "should have been
Network that included the VA aware of the mismanagement at
hospital in Marion. Ill., where at Marion - mismanagement that
least nine patient deaths between led to the deaths of veterans who
October 2006 and March 2007 had every right to trust that they
were deemed "directly attributa- would receive quality medical
ble- to substandard care there.
care.Of an additional 34 cases the
"We are not aware of any

efforts by the network to fix for quality and safety issues foi
these problems in the months the entire VA.before the spike in mortality lev'The lawmakers asked Peake
els.- the lawmakers letter read. to detail why Almenott was pro"Indeed. the Department's moted and what his new duties
reviews identified certain defi- would include. "along with any
ciencies with the network led by information the VA may have
Dr. Almenolf."
about his efforts as director of
Calls on Wednesday by The the Heartland Network to ensure
Associated Press to Almenoff', high-quality niedical care at
Kansas City VA office were not Marion"
immediately returned. A mesTwo Kentucky widows are
sage also was left with a spokes- suing the U.S. government.
woman at the VA's national blaming their husbands' deaths
headquarters.
last year at the Marion VA on
The
lawmakers
called what they consider shoddy surAlmenoff•s promotion worri- gical care. The government last
some.
Week asked a federal judge tc
"News of his promotion will dismiss one of the lawsuits on
be frustrating for the veterans procedural grounds, and for up
who rely on the Marion medical to two more months to respond
center, particularly since quality to the other case.
and safety issues were at the
Peake said last month he
forefront of the facility's trou- plans to visit the Marion VA av.
bles.- the lawmakers wrote. "It outreach, looking to demon'.
may also be of concern to veter- %trate to people who live neap
ans nationally. as Dr. Almenoff that site that the VA is there fo
presumably will he responsible them.

Minimum wage up; helps little as costs soar
WASHINGTON (AP) -- About 2 million Americans get a
raise today as the federal minimum wage rises 70 cents. The
bad news: Higher gas and food
prices are swallowing it up, and
some small businesses will pass
the cost of the wage hike to conStainers.

The increase, from $5.85 to
$6.55 per hour, is the second of
three annual increases required
by a 2007 law. Next year's boost
will bring the federal minimum
to $7.25 an hour.
Workers like Walter Jasper.
who earns minimum wage at a
car wash in Nashville, Tenn., are
happy to take the raise, but will
still struggle with the higher gas
and food prices hammering
Americans.
"It will help out a little.- said
Jasper, who with his fiancee support a family of seven, and who
earns the minimum plus commissions when customers order
premium car-wash services.
The bus fare he pays each day
to get to work already went up to
$4.80 this spring from $4. "I'd
like to be on a job where I can at
least get a car." he said.
Last week, the Labor
Department reported the fastest
inflation since 1991 -5 percent
for June compared with a year
earlier. Energy costs soared
nearly 25 percent. The price of
food rose more than 5 percent.

So the minimum wage hike is
"a drop in the bucket compared
to the increases in costs, declining labor market, and declining
household wealth that consumers have experienced in the
past year," Lehman Brothers
economist Zach Pandl said.
The new minimum is less
than the inflation-adjusted 1997
level of $7.02, and far below the
inflation-adjusted
level of
$10.06 from 40 years ago,
according
to
a
Labor
Department inflation calculator.
Twenty-three states and the
District of Columbia have laws
making the minimum wage
higher than the new federal
requirement. a group covering
60 percent of U.S. workers,
according to the Economic
Policy Institute, a think tank.
"You get desperate, because
you can't really pay for everything," said Gladys Lopez, 51, a
garment worker from Adjuntas.
Puerto Rico. who makes military
uniforms and has earned the federal minimum for 18 years.
She says she would need to
make at least $50 more a week
to pay all her bills and take care
of her 84-year-old mother.
whom she supports.
When the minimum rises
again next year. catching up with
more states, more than 5 million
workers will get a raise, said
Lisa Lynch, dean of the Heller
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have a major impact on thel
economy
because
recent
increases in productivity, which
enables companies to produce
more with fewer workers, are
keeping labor costs in check
That makes it unlikely the minimum wage increase will trigget
a "wage-price spiral." in which.
warkers facing higher costa
demand more pay. which in tuna
causes companies to raise prices
higher to preserve profits by,
passing costs on to consumers.
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University. Some small businesses are already making plans
to raise prices to offset the higher wages they have to pay their
workers. The increase in the
minimum wage could push food
prices even higher by rising the
pay for agricultural workers,
said Bnan Bethune, chief U.S.
economist at consulting firm
Global Insight. But he said he
did not expect the change to
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on 1346 - follow signs.
For additional Information call (270)970-0076
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Kids Day offers games,
crafts at quilt museum
PADUCAH. Ky. — Explore
Asian Arts at the National Quilt
Museum! For the third year.
the Quilt Museum is partnering with the Paducah Summer
Festival for Kids Day in the
Arts on Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. This is open for
children. 3 to 12 years of age.
All activities will be free
to adults and children! Plus,
enjoy free admission into the
Museum galleries to travel overseas with the exhibit 9th Quilt
Japan. featuring premier Asian
quitters.
Scheduled Activities include:
10-11 a.m. (I hour only) tethered hot air balloon rides
Ila.m. -1 p.m. - Paducah
Bank ice cream truck (free
tickets for ice cream when you
check in at registration)
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. - Story
Time with Dragons
Noon and 2 p.m. - Dragon Parades
All-Day Arts Activities

Deo/chi-2y

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have fall registration at the
Calloway County Public Library today
(Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Persons may
also register online at vvww.beecreek.org with
$5 fee apply ing for °Whir registration only
which runs through Aug. 3.
Registration will be for Competitive
(Select) Teams; U10 and above; U8 players; U6 players; U5 players; and Pee Wee
DatebOOk Players. For fee information call Andrew
By Jo Burkeen Gullixson at 227-1518 or Sally Bouley at
Community
293-6244.
Editor

include:
Name Writing in Chinese
Characters; Create Japanese
Paperdolls. Chinese Knots.
Lanterns, Masks, Fans, Fortune Cookies. Fabric Coasters,
Dancing Sticks; Sidewalk Chalk
Art; Eye Spy in the Gallery:
Face Painting. Musical Fun:
Chopstick Games & Music:
and Inflatables on the Lawn.
The National Quilt Museum is a non-profit institution
located in downtown Paducah,. The museum is open yearround. Monday-Saturday. 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. CST. also open
on Sundays 1-5 p.m. April October The Museum is ADA
compliant.
The Kentucky Arts Council. a state arts agency. supports The National Quilt Museum with state tax dollars and
federal funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts, which believes that a
great nation deserves great art.

io's

Federal employees to meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at II a.m. at August Moon on Lowes Drive,
Murray. Ron Hubbard. president, urges all active and retired
federal employees to attend.

Hughes reunion Saturday
Descendants of William Bascum and Leona Doran Hught5
will have a reunion on Saturday from 2 to 6 .m. at the Eittlily Life Center of Hazel Baptist Church. A potluck meal will
be served. For information call Ella Tidwell.

Bazzell-Carter reunion Saturday
The Bazzell-Carter reunion will be Saturday at the Farmington Community Center, instead of the usual location in
Mayfield. A meal will be served at noon with the meat furnished and others to bring dishes to share. For information call
Helen Tidwell at 435-4426.

Fort Donelson plans program
DOVER. Tenn. — The Fort
Donelson National Battlefield
Ranger staff and Paris Landing State Park are teamin up
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Whitney Delk
St Ryan Viinnahmt
Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray
Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy

Brooke Hicks
& O'Shea Hudspeth
Valerie Bransford
& Jeremy Andrew'.
Jennifer Evans
8r Drew Henry
Natalie Elkins
& Matt Thorn
iieth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds
Christine Myers
& John Taylor
Kimberly Jeffrie,
& Adam Brown
Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Tara Evans
8r Stacy Vincent
-ara Jane Curuunghan
St Jonathan Hedge,
Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton
Elizabeth Canada
& Ben Brumley

Ida(RegiStry /ir' gifts
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-ri
Saturday 10-2

to offer a special Junior Ranger
program to reconnect children
to nature on Sunday from 2
to 3:30 p.m. at the Fort Donelson
NB
Visitor
Center
amphitheater.
Participants will get a close
view of Birds of Prey from
the Paris Landing State Park
Rehabilitation Program; experience hands on activities, earn
a Junior Ranger badge and/or
Boy Scout merit badge. Bird
Study.
Junior Ranger hand books
are available a the fort Donelson visitor information desk
Children must be accompanied
by an adult. Parent volunteers
are welcome.
For more information contact Ranger Deborah Austin at
931-232-5706 or Tammy S.
South, PLSP seasonal interpretive ranger at 731-641-4465.

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Wilson
Sabrina Kneebone and Kevin Wilson were married Saturday. June 21, 2008. on the beach at Sanibel Island, Fla.
A celebratory party for family and friends was held July
12. 2008, at Orlando Gardens, Maryland Heights, Mo.
Parents of the couple are Kristie and Phil Kneebone of
Murray and Jan and Ron Wilson of O'Fallon, Mo.
The bride, a graduate of Murray High School and Murray
State University, is a third grade teacher at Barrington Elementary. Florissant, Mo.
The groom, a graduate of the University of Missouri, St.
Louis, is a systems analyst with EDS.
After a honeymoon in Punta Cana, the couple is residing
in St. Peters, Mo.

'Lovett Live' and WKMS
will present Kentucky born and
Tennessee raised musicians, The
Steeldrivers. on Friday. Aug.
8 at 7:30 p.m.
This new band's original
brand of bluegrass music is
featured on "Music From the
Front Porch." on Saturdays on

Sutnmer Open House4Sale
loi
Julyz25th '
-6 p.m.
10 a.M.Ik
iFriday,
yr
t.7 ‘zt
Saturday, July 26th • 10,MmT-5 p.m.,
0

WKMS from 10 a.m. to I p.m.
Information about the band
is also available at their website, www.steeldrivers.net. Tickets are $20 each and are available now at all Ticketmaster
locations. ticketmaster.com. the
RSEC box office, or by calling 1-877-894-4474.

ing the music program at May- portrait and landscape photofield for nine years with dis- graphs taken by Kenneth over
tinction. he resigned his teach- several decades. Many of these
ing position to found his pho- prints were selected in the 1940s
tography business, Wells Stu- and 1950s by a panel of judges
dio. He operated the business for display at national convenuntil his retirement in 1979.
tions of the Professional PhoPast president of the Ken- tographers Association.
mucky Professional PhotograBoth Kenneth and Elizabeth
phers Association and the Jack- retained a great love for all
son Purchase Historical Soci- forms of art throughout their
ety. Wells received his master lives, participating
in local
of photography degree from
school programs and commuthe Professional Photographnity concert associations in
er's Association of America in
Mayfield, Murray and Paduc1954. After retiring, he became
ah. Always eager to support
an early developer of fine grapes
in western Kentucky and sang fine arts in their community,
in the First Christian Church the Wellses would be honored
choir of Mayfield for many by the exhibit of Kenneth's
years. Wells died on Aug. 17. work on MSU's campus.
The Wells exhibit is made
1997.
Wells' wife, the former Eliz- possible courtesy of Jill Celaya
abeth Lochridge. taught piano of Wells Studio in Mayfield
before becoming a social work- and the private collection of
er with the Commonwealth of the Wells family. The exhibit
Kentucky. She was a major will be on display from Aug.
supporter in the establishment •3-Sept. 7. For more informaof her sorority. Alpha Gamma tion, contact Becky Atkinson,
Delta, at Murray State. She director of art galleries at MSU.
at 809-6734.
died January 31. 1999.
The exhibit contains both
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Hicks Cemetery plans meeting
Hicks Cemetery will have its annual meeting Saturday from
8 to 11:30 a.m. at the cemetery. If unable to attend, please
send donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Gaery Farris, 498 Farris Rd.. Murray, KY 42071 or Owen Garrison, 372
Scott Fitts Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Bazzell Cemetery plans meeting
Bazzell Cemetery meeting will be Saturday at II a.m. at
the cemetery. If unable to attend, please send donations for the
upkeep of the cemetery to Willis Sanders, 1824 St. Rt. 121
North. Murray, KY 42071.

Free outdoor concert Saturday

Steeldrivers to perform

Wells photography exhibit, reception to be held
A gallery reception featuring photography by the late
Kenneth Morgan Wells, formerly of Mayfield, will take
place Sunday, Aug. 3, from 2
to 4 p.m., in the Murray State
University Curris Center first
floor gallery. The event is free
and open to the public.
Former owner and operator
of Wells Studio in Mayfield,
Wells served as the official
photographer for the MSU
Shield for many years between
1942 and 1956. He continued
to provide special feature photographs for the Shield into
the early 1960s.
Born April 13, 1907, in
Lawson's Bottom in Cumberland County. Ky.. he attended
Campbellsville Junior College
and graduated from Georgetown
College in 1929. He later attended the Winona Lake School
of Photography in Indiana in
1940. Wells taught at Campbellsville High School and
Junior High School from 19291930, moving to Mayfield in
1930 to teach music at Mayfield High School. After direct-

• V*01111011111410111100iP4emyiedget.coak
Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Association plans registration

A free outdoor concert featuring Lindsey Smith. local
singer/songwriter, will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Magnolia Tea
Room. 306 Gilbert St., Hazel. Some seating will be available'.
but persons may bring own lawn chairs.

AARP Driving Course planned

Glory Bound is Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church.
4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella community. Featured will be
Echoes From Calvary and Roy Henderson. Items will be taken
for Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Movies in Park Friday
Harvest Land Ministries International will show a movie:
"A Father's Choice." Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the amphitheater
at Murray Central Park. Refreshments will be served and drawings for giveaways will be held. For information call the church
at 759-5107.

American Legion Post will meet
American Legion Post ff73 will meet tonight at 7 at the
new American Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr. off of North
Fourth Street. This month's meeting will be preceded by a
hamburger and hot dog cookout at 5:30 p.m. All veterans are
welcomed and invited to attend. For information call Commanl
der Duane Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

Sports physicals given
Annual sports physicals for all middle and high school athletes who attend either Murray Independent or Calloway County Schools will be given on Saturday from 8 a.m, to noon at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All student athletes must
have a physical consent form signed by a parent or guardiao.
For information call Melissa Ross at 762-1832.

We will again be sponsoring our

CZ+

CLOTHING &
SCHOOL SUPPLY
GIVEAWAY
Saturday, July 26, 2008
from 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
at the

Green Plain Church of Christ
LOCATIQN: The church building is located southeast of Murray
— one mile off Highway 641 — near the corner of Green Plain
& Murray Paris Roads.

Corner of 12th & Sycamore,* 753-9229

or

An AARP Driving Course will be held in the classroom
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center on Tuesciact
from ti a.m. to 3 pin. The cost will be $10 per person or it
a Primelife member the cost will be $2. Lunch will be served.
To register call 762-1348.

QUESTIONS: 270-492-8206
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Purchase Players brings '101 Dalmatians Kids' to area

Murray Ledger & I inies

7Jecidiny

One of Walt Disney's greatest stories is coming to Mayfield.
Purchase Players is proud
to announce that Disney's 101
Dalmatians Kids is coming to
Mayfield's Community Performing Arts Center this weekend (July 25-27) and August
1-3.
In a loving apartment in
London, Dalmatian parents
Pongo and Perdita happily raise
their Dalmatian puppies with
their owners Roger and Anita.
Their happiness is snatched
away in the blink of an eye
when the evil Cruella De Vil
plots to snatch all of their puppies for her very own Dalmatian fur coat. The story unfolds
as Pongo, Perdita, Roger and
Anita try to rescue their beloved
puppies from Cruella De Vii
and her bumbling henchmen.
"Several children have given
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Alyssa Nichols, Callie Riley,
Mary Richmond, Elijah Sandy,
Jessica
Crawford,
Olivia
Andrews, Ashton Saxon, Nikki
Spradling, Olivia McClure.
Laken Smith, Angie Richmond
and Zacharie Lamb.
—This has truly been a joy
to direct," Murphy said. "We
have so many gifted artists
involved in this production."
Murphy, a retired music
teacher from the Graves County School System and St. Joseph
Catholic School. has been a
staple in various community arts
organizations for many years.
Murphy, who is currently on
the Board of Directors for Purchase Players for the past two
years, has performed vocally,
acted and directed in several
productions.
"We have a tremendous number of talented children," said
music director Buckley Walk-

er. "We are very excited about
this production."
In addition to their time spent
on the stage. members of the
cast have been busy in the
community with publicity. Cast
members have performed a skit
at a Rotary Club meeting and
distributed posters throughout
the community.
Tickets for Disney's 101 Dalmatians Kids are $10 for general admission. Senior citizen
and student ticket prices are
$8. Tickets for children 12 and
under are $6. The box office
at the Community Performing
Arts Center will be open July
21-24 and July 28-31 from 57 p.m. so that the public may
purchase tickets in advance. The
box office will open one hour
prior to each performance for
ticket sales. For more information. contact Purchase Play ers at 251-9035.

Piano students participate in auditions

'an Hughes'
a the Fanac meal will

the Farmlocation in
meat furmation call

up the biggest part of their
summer to learn the craft of
theatre," said director Cletus
Murphy. "Countless hours have
been put into this production.
We are extremely proud of our
show."
Disney's 101 Dalmatians
Kids, a children's musical, will
highlight a wealth of talented
children from Mayfield, Graves
County and surrounding counties in the Jackson Purchase.
The cast includes: Skylar Hargrove, Mollie Beck, Meredith
Fickey, Mattison Sullivan,
Kyler Danowski, Libbie Walker, Wells Purdom, Maggie
Marrs, Ja'nae Clapp, Helena
Jones, Gus Makovsky, Jamie
Lamb, Emily Taylor, Carly
McAlpin, Micah Sandy, Audrie
Lamb, Katelin Danowski, Lilly
Makovsky, Kaylan Dowdy,
Ethan Riley, Hanan Jones, Lillie Boyd, Autumn Nichols,

Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Hill
Katrina Smith of Murray and Jeffrey Hill of Starkville,
Miss., were married Saturday, June 28, 2008, at Hardin Baptist Church, Hardin.
The bride is the daughter of Robert Smith of Jacksonville.
Fla., and Randy and Tammy Gray of Murray.
The groom is the son of Fred and Linda Hill of Starkville,
Miss.
Bro. Michael Lawrence officiated at the wedding.
Ashley Hicks of Murray was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Lyndsi Leith of Gilbertsville and Stephanie Hill
Stevens of Starkville.
Flower girls were Bella Smith and Kathryn Bell, both of
Jacksonville, Ha.,
Rob McIntyre of Clinton, Miss., was best man. Groomsmen
were Doug Tice of Franklin. Tenn., and Don Houghton of
Nashville. Tenn.
The ringbearer was Jakeb Bell of Jacksonville
A reception followed at the church.
The bride is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University
where she is now a graduate student.
The groom, a 2006 graduate of Southern Mississippi, is
now a security engineer at HCA.

Arts Council supports
local arts projects
Arts Build Communities
"We are pleased to be able
grants of up to $5,000 each to continue this matching grant
have been awarded in twelve program during tight budgetcounties to encourage new ary times," says Lori Meadopportunities and partnerships ows, executive director of the
between artists and communi- Kentucky Arts Council. "This
ty organizations for cultural, investment in communities
social and educational devel- reflects a wide range of
opment and economic growth approaches to expanding arts
opportunities that have tangithrough the arts.
One of those grants was ble benefits for Kentuckians.'
Calloway County and Balawarded to the Murray Band
lard County were the only two
Boosters.
Murray Band Boosters will Jackson Purchase counties to
present Jazz in the Park, a receive the grants.
For more information about
music clinic and festival featuring jazz school ensembles the Arts Build Communities
recruited from Ballard, Cal- grant program, contact Proloway, Carlisle, Caldwell, gram Branch Manager Chris
Christian, Fulton, Graves, Hop- Cathers at (502) 564-3757 ext.
or
kins, Hickman, Livingston, 488
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, christopher.cathers@ky.gov.
Muhlenberg, Todd, Trigg and The next application deadline
Webster counties. It will fea- is February 1, 2009. Current
ture an instructional clinic for guidelines are available at
the participating student ensem- http://artscouncil.ky.gov/guide/
bles led by Miles Osland, and prog7/abc_gdl.html.
The Kentucky Arts Council
will conclude with a free concert with Miles Osland and the is a state agency in the Tourism,
DiMartino Osland Jazz Orches- Arts and Heritage Cabinet that
tra as the headliners, at Mur- creates opportunities for Kenray's Central Park amphithe- tuckians to value, participate
in and benefit from the arts.
atre.
Community partners are the Kentucky Arts Council fundMurray Convention and Visi- ing is provided by the Kentors Bureau, Murray-Calloway tucky State Legislature and the
County Park Department, Mur- National Endowment for the
ray-Calloway County Chamber Arts.
of Commerce and WKMS-FM.

Approximately 63 area piano
students recently participated
in the annual non-competitive
National Guild of Piano Teachers auditions at Murray State
University.
The students performed a
wide variety of four to 15
memorized pieces of their
choice for adjudicator Carol
Lundy of Evansville, Ind. Each
student received a special pin
and a unique certificate with
an attached report card detailing the positive elements of their
performances and encouraging
comments. Some
students
received additional special
recognition pins for 5 years
and 10-years of performing

Purchase Players announces
Dinner Theatre auditions
MAYFIELD, Ky. -- Putchase Players of Mayfield
announces auditions for its 2008
Dinner Theatre production of
"Nonsense" on Monday and
Tuesday from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
at the Community Performing
Arts Center, located on the
corner of 9th and Water Streets
in Mayfield.
The roles call for five
women, ages 18-60. Strong
singing voices are desired, with
vocal ranges from Mezzo to
1st Soprano. Ventriloquist and
dance skills are a plus.

All ethnicities are encouraged to attend. An accompanist will be available from 7
to 9 p.m.. Each person is asked
to bring a selection of music
approximately one
lasting
minute which shows off your
vocal range.
The show is directed by Donaid Fleming, with Carol Barnes
as stage manager, Cletus Murphy as music director, and
Tracey Adams as choreographer.
For more information, call
Fleming at 270-227-1484.

Wooldridge participates in camp
Mallory Wooldridge recently participated in the Young
Author's Camp at Murray State

University.
Woodbridge read a portion
from her short story at the camp.
Children were instructed in
various kinds of writing
throughout the week.
The students read exerpts
from their writings to a large
group of family and friends.

REVIVAL \
Sinking Spring
Baptist Church
4185 Wiswell Road, Murray, KY

Carl Butler, Pastor

Speaker:
Bro. Monte Hodges
July 27th - 30th
Sunday 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m. Nightly
For more information or a ride call
753-3289

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27, 2008 AT 10:00 A.M.
AT 1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071

Mallory Wooldridge

OUTDOOR CONCERT
Featuring local singer/songwriter Lindsey Smith

Saturday, July 26th

national 10 piece programs and and James Cain.
ational), Patrick Hughes (Murinternational 15 piece programs.
Students of Margaret Wilkins ray, Ilth year) and Alison Inman
Below are Murray teachers, ( Murray): All National win- (Murray, International 15 piece
their students and their special ners: Marisa Todd ( Almo, 2nd Sonatina Award).
year), Kess Kelly (Murray, 2nd
accomplishments:
The National Guild of Pianc
year),
Etta Danielson (Murray, Teachers is the teacher diviStudents of Eleanor Brown
2nd year), Hannah Gibson(Dex- sion of the American College
(Murray): Ezra Morgan, Laura
ter, 2nd year), Graham Gibson of Musicians, a professional
Dun, Travis Dun, Kevin
(Dexter, 2nd year, Anna Cate organization with headquarters
Koelsch, . Earlena
Sheets,
Brown (Murray, 3rd year), Julie
in Austin, Texas. Each yeat
Melody Sheets, Mikala Wiggins, Thiede (Murray,
4th year), HaiSavana Murray, Brendan Park- ley Dean (Murray, 5 years), more than 100,000 students ir
er, Madelyn Coleman, Lindsey Jake Thiede (Murray, 6th year), over 880 music centers in the
Coleman, Alli Duncan, Mason Nathan Gibson (Dexter. 8th U.S. participate in the audiLu, David Lu, Kenley Kingrey, year), Rebecca Raj (Murray, tions. Teacher membership is
required for student participaLiam Parker, Shelby Blalock, 9th year NationallIntemational
Libby Trevathan, Emily Ashby, Beth Lee (Paris, Tenn., 10th tion.
Jonah Wiggins. Alex Thome, year). Daniel Hughes (Murray,
Interested teachers may conBen Thome, Breanna Bethel, 10th year), Lauren Gibson (Dex- tact Brown at 759-1389 oi
Chance Overbey, Kevin Wann ter, 10th year National/Intern- Wilkins at 753-1866.

7:00 p.m.

Admission is FREE
Desserts and beverages will be available for purchase. Some seating will be provided, but people are welcome
to bring their own lawn chairs or blankets. Casual dress- come as you are. Children arc welcome.

Mother/Daughter "Princess" Tea Party
Sunday,July 27th 2:30 p.tn.
Reservations Required
Grandmothers, Aunts, anyone who wants to treat a special little girl are welcome.
Princess wear is encouraged. A short presentation on etiquette and the origins of the practice
of "tea" will be given.

$24.95 per adult/child • $9.95 for each additional child
Please call Sallee at 492-6284
for reservations.
306 Gilbert Street

This is a bnck house with 1485 souare feet ol living area located in quiet neighborhood off State Route 121 South in the City 01
Murray It is composed of a Irving room. kitcherudong room, three bedrooms and one bath with a one car attached garage This Wouc
be an excellent buy for a family residence or an investor interested .n rental property or for resale after repairs
"The minimum acceptable bid for this property is $30 161 30
The house wilt* open tor inspection from 9 30 to 10 00 a m Wednesday August 27 2008
Payment of the current

years property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser

Clear title to this property is not warranted The U S Marshal's Deed is not a general warranty deed Buyers are actvised to have the
property's trtle examined Written notification regarding encumbrances on the property must be made tc the Paducah Rural Develop
ment Office within 30 days of the date of sale

LEBAL Wffk
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday. August 27 2008, at 10 00 a rn all 7/1 College Farm Road. Murray. KY 42071, in order to
raise the surn of $69,136.64 principal together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $27.275.04, plus interest in the
amount of $354726 as of January 24. 2008 and interest thereafter on the pre/opal at $12 7854 from January 24. 2008 until the date
of Judgment, plus interest on the Judgment amount (principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of 2 14%, computed
daily and compounded annually until paid in fug and for the costs of this action pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale, being Crvil
Action No 5 08CV-42-F1 on the Paducah Docket of the United States Dostnct Court for the Western District of Kentucky entered on
June 9. 21308, in the case of United States of Arnenca vs Robert G Saucier. ET AL. the following described property will be sold to the
highest and best bidder
House and lot at 1711 College Farm Road. Calloway County Murray, KY 42071 Being the same property conveyed by deed from
Jimmy Michael Jones and vote. Kimberly Michelle Jones to Robert Saucier and wife Sandy Saucer dated June 14. 1996 as recorded
in Book 230 Page 457 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent (10%1 of Me bid price in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the U S Marshal on Me day
Of the sale wIth good and sufficient bond for the balance, beanng interest at the rate of 2 14% per annum until paid due and payable
0 45 days and said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser the deposit shall be forfeited and retained
by the U S Marshal as a part of the Proceeds of the sale and the property shall again be offered for sale sublect to confirrnabon by the
Court
This sale shall be in bar and foreclosure of all nght, title, interest estate claim demand or equity of redemption of the defendantlsi and
of at persons dawning by. through. under or against them provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value If
the purchase price is not equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. the Deed shall contain in a hen in favor or the defendant is
reflecting the right of the clefendantls1 to redeem during the period provided by law OCRS 426 5301 Under law the purchase! IS
deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of record in the local County Clerk's Office
Inquires should be directed to
Mary Ann Smith, Rural Development Manager
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Paducah. Kentucky Telephone 270-554-7265 ext 101

COMICS / FEATURES
Man's distance from mother
is cause for wife's concern

8A • Thursday, July 24, 2008

LoolklogBack
10 years ago
Carolina LOVie Atkins of Hazel
has been appointed to the Kentucky Afncan-Amencari Heritage
Commission by Gov. Paul Patton.
Elected as new officers of the
Murray State University Rodeo
Booster Club were Terry Jackson. president; Jerry Jones. vice
president. Stacey Rister, secretary; Luna Greer. treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton H.
Cochran were married for 60
years July 23.
Births reported include a girl
to Barbara and Jesse Denton,
July 20; a boy to Shen and Thomas
Parker, July 21
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Ted
Howard, Calloway County Agricultural Extension Agent, and
Harold Williams, farmer, watching as a bale of hay was loaded
onto Williams' trailer by an
employee of Hutson Ag Service.
Eight of the large bales, donated by Virginia farmers, were
given away in a drawing on July
22 to Calloway County farmers.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'N
Gals Club hosted its annual Children's Day Fishing Tournament
at the Irvin Cobb Boat Dock.
Descendants of the late Cross
and Ada Lampkins Spann held
a reunion on July 9 at Kenlake
Hotel.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
William Witt. a University of
Kentucky weed specialist, discussing the noxious weed, Johnson grass, with local farmers during a cooperative farm tour in
the county. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Jennie B. Gordon.
Noted Kentucky Author Lee
Pennington will present a reading on his works on July 25 at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Births reported include a girl

to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cossey.
July 5.
40 years ago
Garrett Beshear, 46,fabled basketball player at Murray State University and one of all-time greats,
died suddenly this morning in
Lansing, Mich., while attending
a short summer course there. He
has been basketball and baseball
coach at Murray Training School
since graduation from Murray
State.
Mr. and Mrs. Carman Rogers
will be married for 50 years July
28
Mrs. Oren Chrisman was leader
for the program. "Voices For A
World Come of Age- at a meeting of WSCS of Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
50 years ago
• The J.G. Chemist Company has
selected Murray as a site for a
small plant, according to L.D.
Miller, executive secretary of Murray Chamber of Commerce_ The
plant will manufacture adhesives
and will have five or six employees at the beginning. Don Keller
is owner. He and his wife, Lois,
and their three sons will move
to Murray in the near future.
Ronnie Danner homered after
his twin brother, Ronnie Danner.
had doubled in the last inning
to give the Murray Little League
Team a 8-6 victory over Benton
in the first round of Little League
Regional Tournament at Benton.
60 years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of Murray State College,
reviewed briefly his recent three
months stay in Greece at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Nearly one inch of rain was
reported in Murray on July 22
about 2:30 p.m.
The Bear Creek Girl Scout
Camp on Kentucky Lake near
Nash's Boat Dock held an open
house on July 23, according to
Dewdrop Rowlett of Murray,
director for the summer season.

DEAR ABBY: My wife
thinks I have a problem because
I do not have a close relationship with my mother. We
go for weeks without talking
or seeing each other, and it
doesn't bother me. Since I was
about
13,
my parents
were hardly
ever around,
My
mom
was
a
workaholic,
and my dad
was an alcoholic, so I
became
totally selfsufficient,
By Abigail
Now
I
Van Buren
am 21, and
I'm not bothered that I have little contact
with my mother. I acknowledge that she gave me life,
but that's where it ends. I
would like to know your
thoughts about all this. -- NO
REGRETS, SAN ANGELO,
TEXAS
DEAR NO REGRETS: Its
sad that at such an important
time in your life you had no
parents to talk to. But this
wasn't your mother's fault. With
an alcoholic husband -- who
I'm guessing had trouble with
employment -- and ,a son to
provide for, it's not surprising
that she became a "workaholic."
It may have been a necessity.
1 would be curious to know
what kind of relationship you
have with your father. While
it's regrettable that you have
so little communication with
your mother, if this has been
the pattern that was set since
you were 13, it is also understandable. Your wife means

Dear Abby

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 24,
the 206th day of 2008. There are
160 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 24, 1858, Republican
senatorial candidate Abraham Lincoln formally challenged Democrat Stephen A. Douglas to a ser'es
of political debates: the result was
seven face-to-face encounters.
On this date:
In 1783, Latin Amencan revolutionary Simon Bolivar was born
in Caracas, Venezuela.
In 1847, Mormon leader
Brigham Young and his followers
arrived in the Great Salt Lake
Valley in present-day Utah.
In 1862, the eighth president
of the United States, Martin Van
Buren, died in Kinderhook, N.Y.
In 1866, Tennessee became the
first state to be readmitted to the
Union after the Civil War.

EidEkEtv

In 1929, President Hoover proclaimed the Kellogg-Briand Pact,
which renounced war as an instrument of foreign policy.
In 1937, the state of Alabama
dropped charges against four of
the nine young black men accused
of raping two white women in
the "Scottsboro Case."
In 1948, Henry A. Wallace
accepted the presidenttzl nomination of the Progressiv,.. Party in
Philadelphia.
In 1959, dunng a visit to
Moscow. Vice President Richard
M. Nixon engaged in his famous
"Kitchen Debate" with Soviet
leader Nikita Khrushchev.
In 1967, French President
Charles de Gaulle stirred controversy during a visit to Montreal,
Canada, when he declared, "Vive
le Quebec libre!" (Long live free
Quebec')
In 1974, the Supreme Court

unanimously ruled that President
Nixon had to turn over subpoenaed White House tape recordings to the Watergate special prosecutor.
Ten years ago: A gunman burst
into the U.S. Capitol, opening fire
and killing two police officers
before being shot and captured.
(The accused shooter, Russell
Eugene Weston Jr., is being held
in a federal mental facility.) The
motion picture "Saving Private
Ryan.- starring Tom Hanks and
directed by Steven Spielberg, was
released.
Five years ago: The House and
Senate intelligence committees
issued their final report on the
attacks of Sept. II. 2001, citing
countless blunders, oversights and
miscalculations that prevented
authorities from stopping the
attackers.
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well, but she should not "stir
the pot."
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have no children but
have had two dogs since we
became a couple. This year,
our two 13-year-old Da!matians passed away within four
months of each other. We are
grieving but realize our "children" are in a better, pain-free
place.
Our vets and physical therapists played an extremely
active role during their lives
passing.
after
their
and
Although it's their "job," what
is the appropriate way to
acknowledge the love and extra
efforts they put into caring for
our dogs? (One vet even gave
me her cell number.) -- SORROWFUL IN RENO, NEV.
SORROWFUL:
DEAR
You could make a donation in
their honor to an animal-relzted cause. However, no tangible item you could give them
would mean as much as a personal letter thanking them for
their caring, support and professionalism during this difficult 'time. It's something that
could be read and re-read over
the years, or even framed. And
I'm sure either gesture would
be appreciated.
DEAR ABBY: I am 26 and
lived with "Mackie" for three
years. Although we were not
legally married. I referred to
him as "my husband."
We have now split up. I
refer to this as "the divorce,"
and the time we were together as "when we were married." My conservative mother seems to understand why I
do this. However, others choose
to correct me -- rather rudely.
My question is, what would
you call this? And what do I
say to those who feel the need
to tell me how I should attribute an event in my life? -SINGLE NOW,IN MISSISSIPPI
DEAR SINGLE NOW: As
much as you loved "Mackie"
and "felt" married while you
were together, the reality is
that you were not legally married. I agree that when couples end their relationships -married or not -- it is a divorce
in the emotional sense. And
my Webster's New World Dictionary, Third College Edition,
defines divorce as "any complete separation or disunion."
So you're half-fight. Tell them
that the divorce was as painful
as if you'd had a marriage
license, and let it go at that.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: After reading your column about Zostavax.
I had to write.
I was finally able to convince
my mother to get the shingles
vaccine, but her doctor would
only give her a prescription for
it He wouldn't administer
it because of
the short window in which
it has to be
given.
Mom and
I searched for
weeks to find
a healthcare
provider who
administered
the vaccine. A
By
local internist
Dr. Peter Gott would administer it, but
only it my mother was able to
get the vaccine and bring it to
him. As you indicated, it must
be kept frozen in order for it to
be effective, so I made several
phone calls, wrote e-mails and even
contacted the health reporter from
one of our news stations in search
of a provider of the vaccine. No
one was able to help.
I finally contacted AARP, which
suggested I write to the CDC.
They, in turn, recommended that
I contact Merck, which developed
the vaccine. I went to Merck's
Web site and was able to find a
location only 30 minutes away,
where the vaccine was sold and
administered. It turned out that a
nationally known supermarket that
contains a pharmacy had the vaccine in stock. Across from the
supermarket was a clinic where
the vaccine could be given by a
health-care professional. I was
very impressed with the pharmacist, who wouldn't give my moth-

Dr. Gott

er the vaccine until he was certain that there was someone available in the clinic, right then who
would be able to administer it.
The entire process took less than
an hour, and my mother's insurance covered most of the cost.
The Web site to find a locais
tion
www.merck.com/product/mav/hom
e.html. You need to put in your
home zip code, and it will bring:
up locations that provide vaccines.
I understand how difficult it is
for some people to get the vaccine, and I hope that this helps
make it easier for them.
DEAR READER: When I first
mentioned the shingles vaccine. I
had no idea that so many people•
would have trouble getting it.
Most physicians seem to be unwilling to administer it because it
has such a small viability window.
I am printing your letter in
the hopes that it will help those
interested in getting the vaccine.
Thanks for passing along this
information.
DEAR DR. GOTT': I am 60
years old and run 10 miles a
week. I also bike 25 miles a
week. I take two caplets of Osteo
Bi-Flex Advanced Tnple Strength
Glucosamine and Chondroitin
MSM and Joint Shield daily. It
helps me a lot, and my joints
seem to benefit from it.
Is it safe to take the tablets:
daily, or should I take them only:
when I feel I need to? Is it safe',
to take folic acid for hair loss Ile
•
the same time?
.-•
DEAR READER: To the boitt:
of my knowledge, there is
interaction between Osteo Bi- Flea:
and folic acid; however. I recon,"
mend you speak to your pharmire
cist, who would better know
any possible reactions

4
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Cordractliridge
A Not-So-Brilliant Defense
North dealer
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
43 2
•2
•AKQ.154
4A 864
EAST
WEST
•7 5 4
•Q 8 6
V Q 86 4
VAKJ 10
•9 7
•8 3 2
•K 7 3 2
4(QJ 9
SOUTH
•AKJ 109
W9 7 5 3
• 10 6
4,10 5
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
Pass
I•
Pass
1•
Pass
3•
Pass
3•
4•
4•
Pass
Opening lead -- king of hearts.
Many years ago,the distinguished
expert Oswald Jacoby, playing in a
pair championship, got to four
spades with the South hand. Ordinarily., Jacoby would have made the
contract, hut he ran into a seemingly
inspired defense and went down as a
result.
West led the king of hearts, then
shifted to the queen of clubs. Jacoby
saw a possibility of making six if
East had the queen of spades. so he

won the club with the ace, led a
spade and finessed the jack — whichheld!
He next crossed to dummy v..ith it;
diamond in order to repeat the spade •
finesse, since East might have star:vx1
with Q-x-x-x. But when Jacobi
finessed the ten. West took the
queen, cashed three more hearts aria'
a club, and so defeated the contraelthree tricks!
.
Of course, had West taken the
queen of spades at his first opportio;
nit). Jacoby would have made the
contract eat,ily. He would have lod
only a spade, a heart and a club to,
achieve a tar better than avera86
•
result.
I.he highly chagrined Jacobi;
three
would
going
down
realized that
possibly a
be a very' poor score
bottom -- but he nonetheless went
out of his way to congratulate West
for his brilliant play in refusing tcr
win the first trump tnck.
An embarrassed West theat
explained that he had pulled the
wrong card when the first round of
inimps was led. Ile had expectelsi
Jacoby, to play the ace or king and
had not noticed that the jack v.as
actually played on the trick.
"Please," Jacoby implored him,
"won't you try to be a little more
careful in the future'?"

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
. ilPtt Fong F cnInx,s Ssin

37 Hit the books
39 Damage
superficially
42 Bramble
44 House
46 Yves' girlfriend
48 Skirl border
50 Lotion additive
51 Scup-can flaw
52 Just scrape by
53 Dog noise
54 Prudent
55 Hearing ma?
56 Prior to

ACROSS
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Difficulty finding
shingles vaccine

Crosswords

1

MOM

Murray Ledger & Times

1 Huge container
4 Jay successor
7 Small brown
bird
11 Work as
a model
12 Outback bird
13 Gutter site
14 Take
pleasure in
15 Puffin kin
16 Latin 101 word
17 "Maria -'•
19 Jeweler's lens
21 Natural
moisture
22 Made
purchases
24 Build slangily
27 Minnows
28 Large lizard
29 High-priority
32 Put in order
34 Zen riddle
35 Untold
centuries
36 Flow back
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
S AG •A'P S E G r A r NG
AWE CLOG RAIL
SLEDDING OHN76
EPSOM
ICE
YELL DRIVE
ELI SAT
IDOL
PEA GRILL ATE
AVON
END RUN
PATSY RENT
PARRY
ASK
OREO HACKSAWS
DEAF ACHY PEP
SAPS WETS TEA

DOWN
1 Thin material
2 Lopsided
3 Archie or
Jughead
4 Type of parrot
5 Lucky charm
6 Canada territory
7 Show sadness
8 Cheese dish
9 Spacewalk,
to NASA
10 After dedudions
5

3

7-24 (Ci 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
11
18
20
23
25
7

6

11 I

12

13

14

15

16

17

•
•UU18

Implored
Hot - - oven
Beehive St
Excavation
Pamplona
cheer

1
9

20

19

•UU
2220
21

F'

UU

IN1 LJFS

r

II

1111
1
1

_
29
34
36

illil

J

35
lir:

1145
Mil
ill ill 50
illil
51

52

53

54

55

56

ran
11

26 Rather or
Aykroyd
27 Big clock
28 Kind of stove
29 Luau strings
30 Thieve
31 Chewing
the fat
32 Agree silently
33 New Age
singer
35 California
motto
37 Yes. to Pablo
38 Snicker
(hypti )
39 Tooth type
40 Really go for
41 Smell awful
43 Nerve network
45 Pig movie
46 Classified
items
47 Drop - line
49 Mal de -
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OVC FOOTBALL OUTLOOK

NISI: HOOPS
ROI \OUP

Racers
rewarded
by ESPN
msu NAMED
30TH BEST
BASKETBALL
PROGRAM
MONDAY
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By MSU Sports Information
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As ESPN started to unveil
their list of the best college basketball programs on Monday.
Murray State fans anxiously
waited to see where the Racers
would be found.
The excitement peaked on
Wednesday when MSU was
named 30th on ESPN's list.
To calculate the list. ESPN
came up with a numerical points
system to rank every college
hoops program's success since
the start of the 1984-85 season - the season when the NCAA
tournament expanded to 64
teams.
Point values were
assigned to criteria including.
conference regular season titles.
conference tournament titles,
and winning percentage.
The Racers' high consideraAEA. DANN
tion from ESPN is well
Is Editor
deserved.
I. t,wr.g
Murray State earned points
for their 24 Ohio Valley
Sktekr* a I. araet kat anteing MI
Conference titles (13 regulardatenrInse Is. a wee e4 read
has been tabbed
season and II tournament). and
Oloocases rad wheats team
Sate 10711 aussanfi
12 20-win seasons. MSU also
Imo,?MI and lati6 +VSM
has II appearances in the
depeeemor,
St cc as Ma)isSelle
., Chiter-41Yvvia 12 kr 41
Cbiltrotes,friS% MI6 +ton
NCAA Tournament, including a
45 t-r4 5eISd St,acsital ctiamçaa
'Fras
1,
win over North Carolina State in
9.1 lorebert% Mat Ot5.4 Si Mal
1988.
The Racers won a
eitsitneseasor
taverna
Mr
latemd
ttatte.-a
aatrita:try
bat.
,mocipmecocks
tettize-a,5 abetwil !Sacks 4asta sots 12).
tiebreaker with Villanova for
toaatioulders of oft.041 121irour t1) Te
NMI (2), 2100
.
30th place by having a better
ttaltroate.14/10,(It
winning pergentage,.669-.608.
9ctual C
/JAZ
EMUS% Canatlat
The Racers were ranked
Westem
len
-Murray Slate
ahead of Villanova (31).
Weikel,Kent
Oklahoma State (32), Georgia
Eastern Kin
Tech (33), Penn (34). Alabama
Cadman
(35), St. John's (36). and
tem
Missouri (37), and just behind
T
Kentucky,A4
Purdue (29), Maryland (28).
41111111PCitY
Ohio State (27). Gonzaga (26),
F_Imeem K
and Stanford (25).
IMeIdiereoliereeot
"Obviously, it's very excitSesiern
2005,
ing," MSU Head Coach Billy
Male T
6-5 over
Kennedy said. "It's a great credit to the former coaches. the
4?11111"4"'
Murray community and the
's on the field showing and
Ed
1907
great players that have come
rr
through the program. I'm thankTeen
s be, and while he
Was
2tele
ful to be part of it and plan on
by the .151.3 athletic
2801
building on that tradition."
201
OVC officials with
2003
Mieeoun
"Being ranked no. 30, the
Was Sidi (0f1Sili2004 Eeetwa Kaakr.ky
highest true mid-major, is quite
Jaelcaialvilla Sues
a distinction and speaks volKentuky
406
kground idi, that
Min*
umes about the success Murray
1 coach, the strength
Stale
State basketball has experienced
it was bad cteciaa
over the past 25 years." said
Director of Athletics Allen
Ward. "It's a testament to the
never-ending support of our
incredible fans and the outstanding coaches and players responsible for the championship banners hanging from the rafters.
this is just another validation
BREWERS 3, CARDINALS 0
that Racer basketball ranks with
the very best."
This isn't the first time the
Racers have been mentioned as
one of college basketball's best
programs. In 2(X)5. Street &
Smith's selected MSU 52nd in
The 6-foot-7, 290-pound reigning AL Cy
their list of "100 Greatest
Young winner has won seven straight decisions
College Basketball Programs of
overall in his last nine starts.
In Wednesday night's other NL games, it was:
All Time."
the New York Mets 6, Philadelphia 3; Cincinnati
The future looks bright for
9,San Diego 5; Pittsburgh 8, Houston 7; Colorado
MSU as the 2008-09 season
5,the Los Angeles Dodgers 3; Atlanta 9, Florida 4;
approaches. The Racers return
the Chicago Cubs 10. Arizona 6, and San
four starters from the 2(X)7-08
Francisco 6, Washington 4.
team that finished 18-13 and for
Cardinals starter Braden Looper (9-8) lasted
the second straight season were
five innings, allowing a run and seven hits. It wassecond in the OVC at 13-7.
n't enough against Sabathia and the Brewers, who
Last season the Racers pulled
are one win away from a perfect 7-0 trip and a
off a rare "grand slam" of stats
sweep of their division rivals.
when they were the only team in
Sabathia walked Brendan Ryan on five pitches
the nation (in conference play)
to start the first, then retired 17 consecutive batters
to lead their league in field goal
before Ryan's line-drive single just to the right of
percentage, three-point percentfirst baseman Prince Fielder with two outs in the
age, and in defense of both. The
sixth.
Racers also raised their free
Ryan Ludwick followed with an infield hit
throw percentage for a third
down the third-base line that Bill Hall could only
straight season, and lowered
knock down, but Sabathia dealt with his only bit
their turnover total and
of trouble by getting Albert Pujols on a fly out to
center.
improved their assist total.
To start the ninth. Sabathia got the last two of
The Racers will also be
his seven strikeouts, fanning Ludwick and Pujols
working on completing their
JEFF ROBERSON AP 22nd straight winning season in
to show he had enough to finish the job.
-That was as well a pitched game as we've had CC Sabathia throws during the first inning against Cardinals 2008-09. MSU's 21-year streak
against us all year," Cardinals manager Tony La on Wednesday night. Sabathia threw a complete game in the is tied with Connecticut for
Milwaukee win.
fifth-best in the nation.
SI See CARDINALS,2B
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Completely Dominant
SABATHIA PITCHES
3RD STRAIGHT
COMPLETE GAME
By The Associated Press
That trade Milwaukee made for CC Sabathia
lust keeps looking better and better. Every time the
Brewers' new ace takes the mound, he gets them
closer to October.
The big lefty won his fourth straight start with
Milwaukee, allowing just three hits in his third
straight complete game to lead Milwaukee over
the St. Louis Cardinals 3-0 Wednesday night.
Ryan Braun had four hits, missing the cycle by
a double. and J.J. Hardy hit his 14th homer for the
Brewers, who have homered in 19 straight games,
tying the franchise record set in 1996. Not that
they've needed to do much at the plate with
Sabathia starting.
"You feel good if you can get CC one or two,"
manager Ned Yost said. "Just give him a little bit
of breathing room and work from there, it's a good
thing."
Sabathia (4-0) followed up a four-hitter over
Cincinnati and an eight-hitter over San Francisco
with another gem and his 22nd complete game.
Sabathia has won all four starts since the Brewers
acquired him from Cleveland.
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a SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER
Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •

121 N BYPASS• MURRAY,KY

KFIBleilurrae.com
e-mail: stuart_alezander Igrfbins.com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Sara Ann Etazzell, 8-year-old daughter of Kenneth and Sherri Bazzell, has been competing
in tractor pulls throughout the summer. Sara Ann and her dad worked on putting the pulling
tractor together and enjoy going to pulls. She competed in her first pull at the Murray Expo
Center.

Murray Midole School students, Sam Taylor, Haley Cowen and Madison Cohoon, participated in their first tennis match recently. Sam and Haley will be in the fifth grade this fall
and Madison will be in the sixth grade.

The 2008 winners from the Oaks Men's Invitational Golf Tournament held July 19-20
include, from left, Championship Flight -1st five winner's-Nick Newcomb (137), Hunter
York,(1381 1st place winner, center. Patrick Newcomb, (134)Travis Thompson (138) and
Adam Steedley (138)

Grand Opening!
Saturday, July 26th
Randy Burch & The Allegro
Cooking Team
will be grilling all day!

Weekend
Specials
Thursday
iui $5.99 lb.
iiMitsin Bull $17.99
_
iftday
Half ISBQ Chicken

$3.50 each
Saturday

Grilling "How To"
begins at 1 p.m.

Smoked liab
Ribs

Back

$15.99
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Fri. 10-7• Sat. 9-7

Thursday-Saturday
Ground Chuck
$2.89 Ih.

1203C Chestnut St. • Murray

(270) 761 -MEAT
(6328)
Wel`t

to at 00sige"

01
Ryan
The transfer
Perrilloux
from
LSU to
Jacksonville state has vaulted the Gamecocks to the top
spot in this year's preseason
poll.

•Crowe
From Page 113
Perrilloux led the Tigers to a
win over Tennessee in the
Southeastern Conference championship game and despite a
Tiger win over Ohio State to win
the BCS championship, he was
dismissed from LSU in May following a series of undisclosed
off-the-field problems.
The 6-foot-3, 233-pound QB
was the MVP of the SEC
Championship. lie completed
20-of-30 passes for 245 yards
and a touchdown against the
Volunteers.
In the 29 years of polls that
were available, the preseason
predicted champions went on
the win the OVC Championship
12 times. This dates back to
1978. Polls prior to the 1978
season (if there were any are
unavailable) as are polls from
1986 and 1988.
Eastern Kentucky has been
tabbed the preseason favorite
the most times(16). followed by
Eastern Illinois (4). Murray
State (2), Middle Tennessee (2).
Jacksonville State (2), Southeast
Missouri(I), Tennessee Tech(1)
and Tennessee Tech (I). leaving
UT Martin as the odd man out.
The Racers were predicted
preseason champions in 1980.
only to lose the outright crown
to Western Kentucky. Murray
State shared the title in 1986
with Eastern Kentucky and won
again a mere 10 years later. The
Racers won the title in 1995.
beating out the preseason
favorite Colonels. Also, the
Racers shared the title with EIU
back in 2002 when Shane
Andrus kicked a 52-yard field
goal as time expired to defeat
the Tony Romo led Panthers in
the final game of the reular season at Stewart Stadium.
According the OVC office.
this year marks the closest voting in league history. as EKU
and EIU also garnered a substantial share of first-place votes
as all top three teams got six.
JSU, which returns six
starters on each side of the ball
from the 2007 squad that went
6-5 (5-3) got 113 points, while
EKU got Ill and EIU took
home 108.

•Cardinals
From Page 1B
Russa ,aid, -from the first pitch
tri the last"
Reds 9, Padres 5
In Cincinnati, Adam Dunn hit
Cincinnati's first grand slam of
the season, and the Reds kept
Greg Maddux in the longest
winless streak of his sterling
career by beating the San Diego
Padres 9-5 on Wednesday.
The 42-year-old Maddux
hasn't won since May 10, going
14 starts without a victory.
Maddux left the game with a
3-2 lead in the sixth after giving
up an unearned run. Edwin
Encarnacion hit the first pitch by
Cla Meredith (0-3)for a two-run
homer that put the Reds ahead,
dooming Maddux to his fifth
loss with nine no-decisions
since his last victory.
Cubs 10, Diamondbacks 6
At Phoenix, Reed Johnson
had three hits, including a grand
slam in the eighth. for Chicago.
Ted Lilly (10-6) drove in the
tying run and threw six uneven
innings to help the Cubs get
their second win in six games
since the All-Star break and
remain one game in front of
Milwaukee in the NL Central.
The Cubs broke open a tight
game with a six-run eighth after
scoring a total of two runs while
losing the first two games of the
series.

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pot GB
•
Tampa Ba.,,
59 41 590
Boston
60 43 583 1r2
New York
56 45 554 3 112
49 51 490
10
Toronto
Baltimore
48 51 48510 12
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
57 43 570
Chicago
Minnesota
55 46 545 2 1,2
Detroit
52 49 515 5 1/2
13
Kansas City
45 57 441
Cleveland
44 56 440
13
West Division
W
L Pot GB
Los Angeles
62 39 614
Oakland
10
52 49 515
Tex as
52 50 51010 1,2
24
Seattle
38 63 376
-Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay 4, Oakland 3
N se Yankees 6. Minnesota 1
Chicago White Sox 10. Texas 8
Detroit 7, Kansas City 1
LA Angels 14 Cleveland 11
Boston 6 Seattle 3. 12 innings
Toronto 2 Baltimore 1 5 innings susp
rain
Thursday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore comp ot susp
game, 11 05 a m
Toronto at Baltimore after susp game
Tampa Bay at Kansas City. 7 10 p m
Fridays Games
NY Yankees (Chamberlain 2-3) at
Boston (Beckett 9-61. 6 05 p.m.
Minnesota (Hernandez 10-6) at
Cleveland (Lee 3-2). 605 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (G.Floyd 10-6) at
Detroit (Robertson 6-8), 6.05 p.m.
LA Angels (Saunders 12-5) at
Baltimore (Buries 7-8). 6:05 p.m.
Seattle (Batista 4-11) at Toronto
(Parrish 1-0). 607 p m.
Tampa Bay (Jackson 5-7) at Kansas
City (Bannister 7-8). 710 p.m.
Texas (Padilla 11-5) at Oakland
(Gallagher 1-01. 9:05 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Seattle at Toronto. 1207 p.m
N.Y. Yankees at Boston, 255 p.m
Texas at Oakland. 3:05 p.m
Minnesota at Cleveland, 605 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Detroit. 605 p m.
L.A. Angels at Baltimore. 605 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Kansas City. 6:10 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Minnesota at Cleveland. 12:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Detroit. 1205
pm
Seattle at Toronto. 12 07 p.m.
L.A. Angels at Baltimore. 12:35 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Kansas City. 110 p.m.
Texas at Oakland. 3:05 p.m
N.Y. Yankees at Boston. 7:05 p.m.

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pot GB
541 47 535
New York
Philadelphia
54 47 535
53 48 525
1
Florida
48
53
475
6
Atlanta
38 63 376
16
Washington
Control Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
59 42 584
1
58 43 574
Milwaukee
57
46
553
3
St LOUIS
Cincinnati
50 53 485
10
47 54 465
12
Pittsburgh
46 55 455
13
Houston
West Division
W
L Pet GB
50 51 495
Arizona
1
49 52 485
Los Angeles
45 58 437
6
Colorado
42 58 420 7 1,2
San Francisco
38 64 37312 1/2
San Diego

Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 9. San Diego 5
Pittsburgh 8 Houston 7
Colorado 5. L A Dodgers 3
Atlanta 9. Florida 4
NY Mets 6, Philadelphia 3
Milwaukee 3, St Louis 0
Chicago Cubs 10 Arizona 6
San Francisco 6, Washington 4
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia at NY Mots, 11 10 a m
Washington at San Francisco 2 35
pm
San Diego at Pittsburgh. 6 05 p m
Florida at Chicago Cubs. 7 05 p m
Milwaukee at St Louis, 7 15 pm
Friday's Games
Florida (J.Johnson 0-01 at Chicago
(Ba
ste
er11
4 24
:
4,1.atl 2Opm
Cut
Sat: Diego
Pittsburgh
(Duke 4-71, 6'05 p m
Atlanta (Jumens 9-5) at Philadelphia
(Kendrick 8-41, 6 05 p m
St. Louis lUndecided) at N Y Mets
(Petlrey 8-6). 6 10 p or
Colorado (Cook 12-6) at Cincinnati
(Volquez 12-3), 6:10 p.m
Houston (Rodnguez 5-3) at Milwaukee
(Parra 9-2). 705 pm
Arizona (Haien 9-5) at San Francisco
(Sanchez 8-5), 915 pm
Washington (Lerman 6-9) at L.A
Dodgers (Billingsley 9-9). 9:40 p.m
Saturday's Games
Florida at Chicago Cubs, 1205 p.m.
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 2:55 p m.
Houston at Milwaukee, 6.05 p.m
San Diego at Pittsburgh. 605 p.m.
St Louis at N r Mets. 6.10 p.m.
Colorado at Cincinnati. 6 10 p.m
Anzona at San Francisco. 8'05 p.m.
Washington at L A Dodgers, 9 10 p m.
Sunday's Games
St Louis at NY Mets, 12 10 p.m.
Colorado at Cincinnati, 12:15 p.m.
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 12:35 p.m.
Atlanta at Philadelphia. 12:35 pm.
Houston at Milwaukee, 1:05 p.m.
Florida at Chicago Cubs, 1'20 p.m.
Arizona at San Francisco 3:05 p.m.
Washington at L A Dodgers. 3:10 p.m

SPOrtSBrietS
II The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association Fall Registration
will be held Thursday. July 24 from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. and then again on
Saturday, July 26 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. Or you can register online by visiting our website at
wwwbeecreek.org ($5 fee applies for online registration only). Online
registration runs June 29 - August 3rd. Any questions: please call
Andrew Gullixson 227-1518 or Sally Bouiey 293-6244. For more information on the Soccer Association, visit our website at
www.beecreek.org.
•Murray Middle School softball tryouts will be Monday and Tuesday,
July 28-29 at the Murray High softball field at 6:00 p.m. All middle school
girls interested in playing softball this season should attend.
•A hunter safety course will be held Aug. 4-5 at Glendale Road
Church of Christ from 6-9 p.m. For more information. contact Scott
Barrow at 227-6121 or Chuck Betts at 293-6834. The course is free of
charge.
•The Hopkinsville Hot Summer State Championship will be held
August 1,2, & 3 on the 12 hard courts of Ruff Park. Last year's tournament drew a record 16 mixed doubles teams as players prepared for the
Kentucky State Mixed Doubles Championship in Murray. Players rated
from levels 2.5 to 5.0 are invited to attend. Categories available are:
adult singles, doubles, and mixed doubles. For more information contact
tournament director Lori Harper at 270-889-5434 or by e-mail at lharper@rogersgroupinc.com. Players may also sign up on the
www.usta.com website under TennisLink and then go to tournaments.
Entry deadline is this Sunday, July 27th.

ROUNDUP
Tamme, Colts agree to contract
terms; will report today
NFL

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Mike Pollak insisted he would
show up for work on time.
After a series of whirlwind
negotiations.
Pollak,
the
Indianapolis Colts'top draft pick,
and most of his rookie classmates
will report to camp together
Thursday.
Pollak and five other Inds
draft picks agreed to four-year
deals Wednesday, with Pollak
expected to earn roughly $3 million, accordingto a source with
knowledge of the negotiations
who
requested
anonymity
because the contract includes a
confidentiality clause.
Besides signing Pollak. a college center taken 59th overall,
they also agreed to terms with
fourth-round pick Jacob Tamme,
a tight end from Kentucky; fifthround pick Marcus Howard, a
pass rushing defensive end from
Georgia; two sixth-rounders offensive lineman Steve Justice
of Wake Forest and running back
Mike Hart of Michigan: and seventh-rounder Jamey Richard, an

offensive lineman from Buffalo.
Agents for third-round pick
Philip Wheeler, a linebacker
from Georgia Tech, and Virginia
tight end Tom Santi, another
sixth-rounder, did not return
messages left by The Associated
Press.
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12u Murray Bucs complete successful Era with World Series Competition

idelphia
Bucs History
The Bucs were formed in 2003 by coaches Mitch Grogan and Junior Holland. The I 2u Bucs entered their final season together with high expectations and have competed strongly against mainly Major and AAA teams. Their current season record is 24-21, including a 17-4 record against I2u AA teams. In four full seasons pnor to
this year, the Bucs have compiled a 133-61 record with 14 tournament titles and eleven runner-up finishes. Highlights include at one time being ranked r*1 in the nation
according to the USSSA 10u Power Ratings (top Sin points), winning back-to-back USSSA AA Open titles in Southaven. MS, an 18-game winning streak in 2006
which produced four consecutive tournament titles, and finishing 5th overall (with a 7-2 record) at the 10u USSSA AA World Series in Tulsa. OK.
12U BUCS PLAYERS THROUGH THE YEARS
2008 BUCS 12U TOURNAMENT SUMMARY
Name
Number of Years
Win
Tournament Name
Loses
Plass
Parker
Adams
5
5th Annual Back To School Bash Murray. KY
3
4
Ryan Alderson
5
Fall Classic, Jackson. TN
1
2
Austin Anderson
4
Eddie Page Memorial Baseball Tournament, Clarksville, TN
2
2
Dustin Bevil
5'
3
5th Clarksville Orioles Spring Classic, Clarksville, TN
2
Dylan Boone
1
3
Rumble in The Jungle, Jackson, TN
2
S.
Caleb Brannon
7
Mom's Day At The Park. Jackson, TN
1
3
Logan Butler
4
Baseball Blast, Jackson, TN
1
3
Wade Carter
2
Dakota faegin
7
McAlister's Schools Out Celebration, Southaven, MS
2
Zack
Grogan
5*
1
2
10th Annual West KY Invitational. Murray, KY
3
Tycen Henry
3
2
2
Dad's Day At The Park, Jackson, TN
3
Tnstan Holland
2
5
BPA State Tournament, Owensboro. KY
Austin Jackson
1
Hunter Jaco
4
Austin John,on
3
4
Blake Johnson
rAREISTS
COACHES
Jordan
Kendal
2
11
Mitch Grogan
Tandyn Shephard
Roger & Denerta Akkritart
David & /Anti Jaco
Nick Shumaker
3
Anthony Shumaker
Meit3SA
Craig & Becky Johnson
Clay Srnotherman
Mason Wooten
4
Tony & Lint ,Itteannon
Anthony & &hely Shiimaker
GRANDPARENTS
3
Garrison Wagner
Mitch & Kim Grow
Jimmy & LaDonna Woolen
and
GREAT GRANDPARENTS
12U BUCS COACHES THROUGH THE YEARS
Name
Number of Years
Mitch Grogan
5*
Junior Holland
Dave Henry
3
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Anthony Shwnaker
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The Murray Bucs 9 years old and under baseball team will conclude a very successful season at the Baseball Players
Association World Series in Owensboro, KY. The Bucs current
ly hold a 200/3 season record of 29-24-1 against strong competition in the Western Kentucky and Tennessee area. The Bucs
' have won 3 tournament championships, finished runner-ups
• twice and in the top four 10 times. The Bucs hope to finish the
year in style against 10 other travel baseball teams at the World
Series. The opening ceremonies will be Wednesday night and
tournament play will begin on Thursday morning. The tournament will continue throughout the weekend and will conclude
with championship games on Sunday.

I
.

LUCAS
FORSYTHE

5s.
IRVHFR

PEYTON
JOHNSON

THANKS TO THE
2008 BUCS 9u SPONSORS
GOLD SPONSORS
Pella Corporation
Henry Farmers Co-Op
Ky Association of Counties
Peel and Holland
Financial Group
EyeCare Associates of Ky
WK Rural Telephone Corp.

TRACE
COLSON

SILVER SPONSORS
1st Ky Bank
James R. Cash
BRONZE SPONSOR
SJS Cadd. Inc
WCBL/WCCK
Los Portales
The Murray Bank
The Murray Ledger & Times

Murray 9u Bucs Tournament Results
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Murray Bucs 9u Team to
complete successful season at
BPA World Series in
Owensboro, KY
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TsturnaattatAnat
5th Annual Back To School Bash, Murray. KY
Fall Classic, Jackson,TN
Eddie Page MemorialBaseball Tournament, Clarksville, TN
5th Clarksville Orioles Spring Classic. Clarksville, TN
7th Murray Rotary Invitational, Murray. KT
Rumble In The Junglt. Jackson. TN
1s8 Annual Pepsi Showdown, Hopkinsville, KY
Baseball Blast, Jackson. 1N
Mc Alister's Schools Out Celebration, Southaven, MS
10th Annual West KY Invitational (IOU), Murray, K1
Dad's Day At The Park, Jackson, TN
9u Ky USSSA State Championship, Draffenville, KY
Freedom Feat Invitational (9u{, Murray KY
Freedom Feat Invitational IOW
BPA State Tournameni Owensboro. KY

ttim
3
2
2
I
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
I
I
I

Lasss
2
3
I
3
2
I
0
3
1
1
I
2
0
2
2

Ties
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AD SPONSORED BY:

9u PARENTS
Tony and Lisa Brannon
Matt and Joanna Colson
Mark and Becky English
Jim and Michelle Forsythe
Don and Ann Fraher
Scott and Tiffany Ives
David and Misti Jaco
Craig and Becky Johnson
Rebecca Johnson
Jody and Beth Nesler

PRESTON
ENGLISH

LEVI
NESLER
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The family of
Morton Ray
would like to express our sincere
appreciation to family & friends,
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Bro. Eugene Burkeen, Bro. Joey
Reed, Murray City School System
and the Board of Education for your
warm expressions of sympathy,
support, compassion, and prayers
on our recent loss. Your presence
helped to lighten our burden. Your
words were a source of strength.
Sincerely,
Rodney & Mackenzie
Ed & Shirley Morton
Gerald & Sharon Ray

L__

Paula

010

-frigkom
Bnnhaven ot Benton is currendy accepting applestions for LPN's We also offer as excellent beaefit
package. Must be licensed ia the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Bntthaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

-itat*tok
Bnithaven of Benton is currently accepting appbca(ions for a full-time Social Services Worker Lingterm care expenence preferred We otter competnee
wages and an excellent benefit package Apple to
person at Bntthaven of Benton 260/ Main Sate
fiesy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE Ni) PHONE CALLS PLEAS).

Webs
SHERIFF'S SALE
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office will offer at
highest bid the following items:
Approximately 15 vehicles
Harley Davidson Motorcycle
Three and Four wheeled ATV'.
Carpentry Thole & Equipment
Vanoua other items
The sale will take place on Friday July 25, 2008
promptly at 1:00pm at Sycamore Street Extended &
Shelter Lane. All property is sold ass. and with no
guarantee. or warranty The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office reserve* the right to accept or reject.
aro and all bids, waive technicalities, or to readvertise
The sale is being conducted by Dan Miller,
Auctioneer

CNA/Nurse Aide Full time
10prn-6am

A

501C3

ministr

Practical Dental
Assisting
Ws are now accepting registration for
which
class
the
begins Sept. 6, 2008.
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms.
website
our
visit
www.boh ladenta I.co
m or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

MURRAY Real Estate
Licensing Class July
31-August 30.
OChamber 270-2230789.

Michael

Richardson at 270-293-5687.

I
Stocking!
POND
Thursday, kagust 71h,
The Fish Truck will be
at Cadiz SS 9:15-9:45,
Murray Henry Farmer
10:30-11:15,
Co-Op
and Marshall County
12.45-1:30,
Co-Op
Murray S.S, 11'3012:00.
1-800-335-2077.

I

050
Lost end Found

$50.00 REWARD to
return of Stihl grass
Borrowed
trimmer
from Larkspur Dr. Call
978-0544.
LOST: Beloved
blanloe. Multi-colored,
crocheted, tattered
and torn but dearly
missed. Contact Sara
767-0522 or 293-6174

ARE you looking for a
oart time or full time ick
in sales? You're your
own boss selling great
Pampered
product!
Chef that sells its self
with a small investment
$77.50 you determine
your wages Bonus
with free products.
opportunity
Super
before August 31 so
call today 270-7532643 for more information and an interview.
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
Local Insurance office
has opening for air
entry-level staff-peallion If you are pleasant and personabla.
career minded, ambitious, a self-starter
with good work habits.
please send resume
to
P.O Box 1040-D,
Murray, KY 42071
Wages and benefits
negotiable.

Welled

NOW hiring. Must work
weekends. Apply at
Arby's.

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In parson at Sonic
Drive-In. 117 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls

WARD ELKINS
• efit.

f

,,ni I pl.

1270) 753-17i3
is..Furnishings

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 761-7653

• Swisher rough cu
MI mower, pull with
ATV, 14,5 hp, electric
sea used 10 hrc Paid
'.700. Selling 1,300.
loving. 270-354-6805

JOG.
OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL

Catiosay County Propane in
Murray ha6 an nperxeg 101
ar Jet. Manager and a
Clencal prtsreon PAM have
a good attltude end office
woe expense. The best
$010 yes Ma ever have wee
ernellent pay and banetas
Flaamt call (270)753-7485

Israel
RECEPTIONIST- for
doctor's office. bus
have basic clenca
skills and excelen
personality for cleating
people.
with
Experience helpful. but
will train qualified person. To apply, call 7591116 between the
hours of Barn to 8:en.
Monday-Thursday.
SCOTT Winkler."weal therapist, and daft
are in need of an energetic individual to work
full-time assisting herapist. The position will
offer a good work environment and lob setsfactor to caring ndividual Please bring
your resume to Scott
R. Winkler, phyeical
therapist. at 732 'line
Street, Murray, K Y
42071.
STYLSTS wanteo for
fast growing salon.
Great working envionment. Call 761-4247 or
293-3733.

Are you tired of cleaning and to keep thngs
organized? ( I do
hones)
or
offices
You've found someone
to help! I love to oraanize and clean. $15.00
and hour. Cart 270753-2643. Refererces,
38yr. experience.
CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence
270- 753-9006
If you wculd like a
weekly house cleaning.references are
available, please call
me. (270)767-1636
SUPER Clawing
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? If so give
Michelle a call. Ref.
731 -336available.
3891.
WILL set with elderly
person Have 15yrs
referexperience
ences 227-5426

or 1-800-874-4427

PART-TIME appointment setters. Easy
phone work Phone
work $7.00 hour.
bonus. 753-3920 Call
after 12:00 noon

2 small refngerators.
20 cubic foot freezer
Trailer, gas
powered leaf blower
270-762-0910 or
270-227-1455
200 amp service pole
3 ton central air unit,
293-9002
custom
48' black
Viking stove with grill
0-23627
griddle.
and
2210. 270-236-2751.

COUNTRY METAL

(270) 970-7034
AS BUSTER
SCOOTERS
50 CC S90(1
(423) 593-9399

ad 142 co imam
avanwyck upgas corn

PAINTER needed
$800-S11 00 an hour
226-0505

2 crypts at Murray
Memonal Gardens,
Deluxe Companion
Package inside
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included,
(479)244-5968

Local retail business
for sale. Excelent
income for husbard &
wife team. Includes all
inventory. f&f and
equipment. For more
information call
630-561-0203

ITEMS for sale: Stove,
refrigerator, bedroom
set. 978-0896
NEW tobacco sticks.
oak. .50cents each
731-498-8141
REFRIGERATOR for
sale! 20.6 Cu ft stainless look refrigerator
•69' Hx29 5Wx28.5"D
'Factory installed ice
maker.
'Adjustable spill proof
glass sheNes for storage, act.
752-6004
SQUARE bails of fescue hay for sale. $4.00.
759-9251.
STRAW for sale
293-1924
TREX Composite
Decking
5/4x6x20ft.
$29,80 per piece
Other links available at
Kashway Building
Matenals. 3 mi. north
of
Benton on HWY 641.
270-527-1466.
WESLEY Allen black
iron oueen bed, 3
old
years
Entertainment center
cherry wood, 5 yrs old,
comes with two book
cases, coffee table,
end table, sofa table
Pennsylvania cherry
270-247-7017

P68 64x12 mobile
air,
time, central
!opens tank. 2 BR
utilities.
easonalbe
hs to be moved. 270E13-3616. 270-994..
030. 270-293-6572.
992 Buccaneer
6x72, 2BR, 288th,
es treat, good condibn. $8,500.(270)753483 (270)978-0875
994 Fleetwood
sobile home 16x80
tree bedroom, two
IN bath, central neat
lair, front & back
eck. $20,000.
170)293-3847
MO Fairmont 16x80,
SR, 2 Bath, 2x6
ealls, extra nice
1701489-2525
Fleetwood,
1.100
lahvide mobile home.
8)(52, 3 BR, 2 BA,
pod
condition. 2
licks included, must
moved. $29,500
to. Call 270-978953 or 270-293-4394.
107 LAND? Own land
▪ have family !and
readable. you can
talify for $0 down.
FREE
for
:all
IPPROVAL
31-584-9429.
)_DER mobile home
2x60. C/KA, inaulatd roof, windows. 2 Br,
Eta, g000 condition,
rust move. 436-5292.

Hoses For awe
tountry living at it's
bst. 3 BR, 2 BA. Ron
icludes utilities. $800
so., dep. required Call
20-205-6525.

OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
twntown
alerting at $200/mo.
33-4109,
SR IBA Duplex.
all apple
roes. trash, quiet
ale neighborhood.
$50/mo, 1 month
'curdy, no pets.
170)519-4831
BR duplex. nice,
*VA, appliances lurched. Various locators. Coleman RE
53-9898

Ry4811

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murra).. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

KEY

1850 SI Frt 121S
MUrray. KY 42071

..6

A BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

Rental Property &
Property Management
Servims available
Call 761-7355
wee lomersionerealn me

.14IL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
St
of121e:
NM& $25 1111x15
(270)436-2524
(270) 293-6906

724) S. 4TH

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has units available
753-2905 or 753-7536.

!NON itiA
MillioNSTORAGI

EXTRA nice 2 BR, 1
BA duplex in Murray
refrigerator,
Stove,
washer, dryer. $450
.ant and deposit.
(270) 293-3761

cAll V.ze Units
Amiable
'w Have
Climate Control

3BA
4BR,
Huge
duplex, 2,400sq ft &
garage, Located in
great neighborhood.
References, credit and
criminal check. $900
yr
rentedeposit. 1
lease. 1 small inside
cat only
or
dog
Available
allowed.
Sept. 1st
270-753-8242.

Large stii-cfe3 apt.
above Bradley Book
Co. on campoe., newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street.
$675/mc Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.

.270-753-5562

LOVELY country home
in SW section of county. 38R, 1.58A,
garage, central-air,
gas-heat, no water or
sewer bill. Frig w/ ice
maker, stove. washer
& dryer. NO PETS.
$800/month+deposs.
293-0247.

DUPLEX, 2 BR. 1 BA,
washer//dryer,
microwave. $500-,
deposit. References
required. 761-4402
before 8:00pm

LARGE 3BR, 2BA on
court square. Study.
laundry room, storage
room, big living room
kitchen has new hardwood floors, Includes
all new appliances. 1yr
lease, imp. deposit.
No pets. Newly constructed. $975 monthly.
&
water
Incluoes
garbage pick-up.
270-978-0698.

% 733.31153i

Boggess Self Storage
"A Better Place To Store"

24/7 Self

Storage
5x10 to 10x30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guard Armory

759-5555
1465 State Route 121

N., Murray
3 Minutes From MSU

WATERFRONT borne
for rant 2 BR. 2 BA,
fully furnished on main
Kentucky
channel
Lake, Hamlin area.
with single slip dock
and year-round water.
annually.
Available
$750 a month. Call
436-5091, 293-3629.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
6 vouchers.
Apply at Mu:-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. water
paid, available now, no
pets. $260/mo.
753-5980

BR& 3BR apartments
mailable Great locate 1 year lease, 1
oonth deposit, no
fets 753-2905
:BR house, C/H/A 1
153 BR Apt
13-1252, 753-0606
11-3694

BEAUTIFUL 3 BR, 1,5
BA home, on country
acre $750 per month
Call 361-815-3308

OFFICE or retail space .
;
available. Prime
lion. 753-2905,
293-1480

Find out what's
happening
this summer... r

I

subscribe to Wes

1

1

a

MI RR Al
LEDGER &TIMES

I

1
1
1
1
loras
1

38R, 2BA, C/H/A, all
2638
aplliances.
Backusberg Rd. 12mi.
North
town.
from
school district Short
term lease. Pets considered. $725
759-1771

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

1,

1
1

SMALL 2Br. apt near
university, water furper
nished. $300
month. Call 752-1178

3-BR, 1 -Bath, S.
Hazel/N. Puryear,
$450/month, no pets.
(270)293-1437

MINI

OVAREHOUSES

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Comer:tone
Realty & Rental

Hamm For 81161
Articise
For Sea

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 753-9024.

in the Murray Calloway Co.

area. Please contact Rev

MED APPLIANC-ES

had Zero Turn
lowers
Vasshopper, Scag,
Lee Chopper
110-6268
67-4723

EOE

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. full-time, training provided, must be
dependable.
pay
hourly rate and bonuses. Apply in person
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairdealing)

land or a building to expand it's

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray

LARGE
SELECTION

at Fern Terrace Lodge

hiring
now
KFC
casniers & cooks, Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205 N. 12th St.

is

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004

atmosphere. Apply in person

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7.00PM
only. positively.

Ministries

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Good working condition, pleasant

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be iust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St,
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Christian

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

PAN Work all shifts as needed.

INSTRUMENT
Technicien
Full time 40 hour position available immediately. Starting pay
between $15002000
per hour. Must have
valid drivers license
be able to pass
Respiratory Fit Test &
Drug Screen. Back
Ground check will be
done. A degree ir
Instrumentation is beneficial Basic Instiument
Qualifications as well
as Basic Electronic
Circuitry Required, be
an
with
familiar
Industrial Environment
and knowledgeable on
installing electncal circuit boards and power
supply, ultra sonic level
and switch controllers.
Knowledgeable on 3
phase motors, project
logic control, piogrammable vanable speed
90/30
GE
drive,
Control system and 420 Mil-Amp flow meter.
Please call 270-3955800 to set up an
appointment.

looking for a tax deductible donation of

repair,
COMPUTER
upgrade, networking,
web application, development. design, custom computers, on site
in home available. Call
227-0048

Prefer experience, but will train.

Vileread

Reduce Your Taxes

• VISA
mom.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
$G$110entry$
3 ma ----VIM
13.1.00
omo.
3
6 ama.
6 no.I yr.--MIMI
1 yr.--SHIM
Rest el KY/TN
say.a Seclaraurl

Al Other Mall
Subscriptions

a

3 mo.-.-176.50 3
6 rao.
1 yr..-...---41241.00 1 yr. --4145.00

1
I Check

Money Order

Visa

Mit •

1
Name
1
1 St. Address
1
City
I State

_

I Daytime Ph.
1

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270/ 753-1916

1.
1:
a

CI.ttiSIFIEDS

NIurriky Ledger & limes

Times

AUCTION

et

Friday, July 25, 2008•4 p.m.
Andrus Drive, Murray
Off of North 4th Street - Signs Are Posted

far

City of Murray Surplus
Cars - Trucks - Office Equipment - Bicycles - Misc.
DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-1420

TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, July 26, 2008•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove. See
auction sign. From Mayfield, KV take Hwy.80 to Coldwater.
KV,turn south onto Hwy. 1836, follow to auction.
The Estate of J.W. Williams & Others
Nice regular size bedroom suite - nice trundle bed - sofa - odd chairs - recliner - nice dining table & chairs - wood lamp tables - lamps - automatic washer & dryer - color is. - 3 pc. wicker set - old pictures & frames - pots & pans
- old glass & china • portable dishwasher - yard cart - new extension ladder beautiful 4 pc. queen bedroom suite - wood breakfast set - nice coffee & lamp
tables - wood clothes closet - free standing wood bookshelf - open face hutch
- glassed door lighted china cabinet - curio cabinet - 40 to 50 nice framed and
matted prints - canvas oil paintings - nice hanging mirrors - nice wood
pedestal table & 6 chairs - nice oriental pieces - nice mantel pieces may be
lead crystal - painted brass pieces - Russian art Imperial Easter eggs - large &
small deep freeze - nice Craftsman lawn mower - like new Browning lightweight auto, shotgun with raised rib barrel - nice 1986 Dodge pickup 47,000
actual miles bought new by Mr. Williams - 995 David Brown Case tractor
bought new by Mr. Williams 22.000 hours on it -4 or 5 pieces of 3 pt equipment -(2)gas barrels - old loose hay hook - yard sweep log chain & shop tools
- socket set - air compressor. Many ottrr items not listed.

NI
SES
1 2 1S
42071
562

Lunch avaitable • Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and mut auction needs phone ..

ALS
LAGE
1ST.

DAN MILLER 435-4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER

x15 $46
t524
i906

Sat. July 26111 AT 10:00 A.M.

1
IBESIA27 12:13k11:62r
TRACTORS • BACKHOE - SPRAYER Case IH JX95
MFWD 1289 His, C&A, w,,Loader & Attachments• Deutz
Allis 6275, 2472 His, C&A • Agco Allis 9455 MFWD, 2679
Firs, C&A 3 Remotes • Deutz Allis 9150 MFWD 2452
Hr, C&A • MF 492 MFWD, 1898 Hrs, C&A • Steiger ST
270.Case 580 Super E Backhoe, 2871 His • Ream 220
Sur . Coupe. Wiee Frt. Raven Cramer GPS System:1 190
Hrs COMBINE - HEADS Case IH 1688 Specialty Rotor,
Feld Tracker, 2276 Firs Pr As)• Case IH 1020 Senes 25'
Platform • Case Ifi 1063 Series 6 Row Corn Head, Water
Pump Bearings • 2 -AC 72 Pull Type Combines *Auger
Pickup Heads,'Shedded" PLANTING - TILLAGE: Kinze
12-23 Planter • Sunflower 9411 Lc Acreage 15' No Tiil Drill
• JD 630 Disc 32'• Case 11-14300 Feld Cule 30' ieRr
Harrow • Unverterth 220 Rolling Harrow 30' • Case 40
Blade Off Set Disc • Ag System 700 Gal Nitrogen
Applicator SILAGE -HAY- FEEDING : Gehl 1060 Silage
Cutler wi3 Row TF1 330 Head & 6' Pickup Head • Gehl
1060 Silage Cutter wi2 Row Head • Badger 18 Rear
Tandem Covered Silage Wagon • 3-Badger 16' Covered
Silage Wagons•Gehl 1540 Vortex Blower•Owatonna 424
Grinder Mixer *Scales • Gehl 7210 Mix Feed Wagon
wleyd Discharge Apron • Jaylor 350 Tub Grinoer CutterMixer-Feeder • JD 566 Round Baler • Gehl 418 Wheel
Hay Rake • Kuhn 4 Spool Hay Tedder • New Idea 5209
Disc Bare 9' TRUCKS -TRAILERS: '86 Int S-2500 Day
Cab Road Tractor •'97 Wheeler 36' Hopper Bottom Grain
Trailer •'88 Wilson 48' Alum Double Deck Possum Cattle
Trailer • '83 Ford 9000 Twin Screw 22' Grain Truck
Cummins Eng • Bob Trucks wl3eas & Hoists •'97 Ford
F350 Power Stroke 4x4 One Ton •'04 GMC Extenda Cab
4x4 Pickup •'93 Flat Neck Over 24' Dual Tandem Trailer •
'96 Gooseneck 2 Axle 6x24 Stock Trailer • '96 Dodge
Intrepid 4 Doer Sedan • '97 Ford XLT Explorer • '06
Kawasio 610 Mule 44 w/365 Hrs, Tilt Bed • Rancher ES
4x4 ATV 4 Wheeler • Silver Streak 26 Camper Trailer •
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Woods 3240 Hyd Fold Cutter
20 • Woods ,iPt Cutter • Mayrath 63' Swing Auger • 2Westfield 8x3I Electric Transport Grain Augers • JD 540
PTO Manure Spreader willycl Push • Midland 6 Yard Pan
vieTow Doll* • Big Ox 9' Hyd Adj Blade • Danhuser Post
Hole Digger, 8 10" Augers•PTO Ditcher• Buik Feed Bins
.9-21x30 Barge Tops • 3-15)(30 Barge Tops
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale... Bank Letters A Must

CASH
JAMES iR.
KA,ESTATE PO(ER
jr-i. - •":;,'
R
.
ICIIEER
,ZC
FANCY FARM KY-270-623-8466

HU/

llatesday, July 31st • 6:07 PM
Winchester .9, Grubbs Road

7111111M111111

The Grace James Estate
Tuesday, August 12th, 2008 @ 7:00 p.m.

+1-In ming• MON
Traverrg Oyough MUM% raki, 122.
Go appro.. 104 mil and wan rOtt on V*1
• .rer P4 .
14datch for axtrri signs. 5 rranuteS
ht,T% Stale Line. 5 mnutes to kY Lake: 15
if:mutes to Murray, 1 tar to Paducah. 11:2
I ours tr kasbwriema

LOCabon:

LOCATION: 3157 ST. RT. 94W. Murray.
From Murray: Take Main St./94W Proceed To Auction Site
Signs Posted!!

Caioway Co.- New Concord, KY

REAL ESTATE: Tract 1* +/- 2692 Sq. Ft. 4 Bedroom 3 Bath Brick
Home Featunng Living Room, Kitchen, Utility Room,& Family Room.
Other Interior Features Include Liege Open Rooms, Abundance Of
Cabinet Space, Walk-In Closets, 2 Soothing Fireplaces, Built-in
Bookshelves & Florida Sunroom. Notable Features Outside The Home
Include A 2 Car Attached Drive-Thru Garage, Paved Circular Drive.
Covered Front Porch, Exterior Lighting. & A Lounging Patio In The
Backyard_ All Of This Is Situated On A Nicely Landscaped Shaded
Towering Oaks Lot. Being A 1.84 Acre Corner Lot.
Tract 2* A 0.66 Acre Lot With Road Frontage On Oaks Country Club

J-4144
FABULOUS HUNTING FARM!
Each tract borders the Blood R
men a mite TRACT A
TRACT B •

OffiCirioti

Thursday, July 3Ist • 6:37 PM
Saddle Lane, New Concord, KY
•/-54 Lass - flat leafing
.canon. bagels* tacitch %turn& tat',
121
,r• raD lomat 177 rm an tart rntr
Signs
Ra. Go .8 ria awl contrue cur SadCirr
'stead 5 reinutee to KY iTly State Lre. 5 minutes to
Lake. 15 minutes to Murray: 1 hour to Nagai;
2 hous to %ashore. Ts

ENJOY THE OAKS COUNTRY CLUB WITH JUST A SHORT
GOLF CART RIDE!!
Real Estate Sells At 7:00 PM. Absolute To The Highest Bidder.
OPEN HOUSE: Tuesday August 5th Between 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Call For Pnvate Viewing Any Day Before Auction.
CO-BROKER: GREY'S PROPERTIES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

armed
Jean
oxesf
-Hauls
DO

irot

REAL ESTATE: 15% Down Day of Sale Balance in 30 Days Make Inspection
Prior To Day Of Sale. Buyer Will Be Required To Sign A Lead Based Paint Waiver
You May View The Property Anytime Prior To The Auction Date By Contacting The
Selling Agent, A 19% Buyers Premium Will Be Added To The Final Bid And
Included In The Contract Price

p.F01

;ail space ,
me loca-

- -

rhat's t,
ing
1er... I
the

ES

-333.00
.-$63.00
4110.00

I

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
3855 ST. RT 45 NORTH
MAY FIELD. KENTUCKY 42066
MICHAEL HARRIS Broker/Auctioneer
(270)247-3253 OR 800-38O-4318
YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEERS

144t-4 4,4
Outstanding Hunting
He Vttroded
Great :.ixatort

assort42740 Nem'
Auceon ilmit at typos'
RIR PittsCalm(itTlaft Wm 121
Toms of Auction of Each Fain: 15 depos
day or auction hatince mrihin 30 days A
I ill buy,
mil be added to thy
rtal html and ircluded in the total contratl
.:eFt
e ,r.rrtr

lalLOALIFRT ALEXANDER
STATE 9 AUCTIOM
MAVE-)131
"
;_ad=alar

cilProFoqRsnll
1600 Sq. Ft. $1,200 a
month. 1701 St Rt 121
Bypass. 1225 Sq. Ft.
$850 a month. 1625
St. Rt. 121 Bypass.
Days 270-753-2225,
evenings 270-7591509. cell 270-2270836.

Mail
registered
AKC
Bassett Hound lyr old,
male, In colored. $150
obo. 753-5121
AKC Scottish Terrier
wheaten
Puppies
color, $3504400
270-236-2210,
270-236-2757
DOG Obedience.
436-2858.

to:

r--11

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
15 Years Experience

INDOOR
MOVING
SALE
1300-B
MICHELLE
COURT
Thurs-Sat
7:00 am

Border
Purebreed
Collies. born May 14th,
&
shots
had
dewormed. 2 females,
3 males. $150. Great
family and herding
dogs. 436-5589.

Furniture &
clothing

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
2110 GLENWOOD
DRIVE
CRCSSFIELD
SUBDIVISION
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Daybed hutch toys.
twin mattresses air
hockey table Christmas
tree chnstams
decorations. childrens
clothes Everything
must go,

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
217
WOODLAWN AVE
Friday 7/25
Saturday 7/26
6:30 am-?
Some furniture,
Hemp Jewelry,
what-nots, lots of
clothes (name brand!
Something for
everyone

MOVING SALE
4915 OLIVE
CREEK RD
402E. FROM
HARDIN, LEFT
ON RI 1364, 1
MILE ON RIGHT.
SATURDAY
8:00-?
Furniture tools
plants, household
items, eCt

COVERED TENT SALE
1300 COLONIAL RD
94 East, turn left on Van Cleave
Follow signs to Colonial Rd
Friday July 25 7am-3:00pm
Saturday July 26 7am-?
Furniture, glass counter
showcase, office desk, tools,
too much to mention

Owner Financing As ailaliic
2 bedroom. 2
bath home in New Concord. Kentucky tor
$2.500 down Located in a quite neighborhood
down the road from the lake and public boat
ramp this property is recently renovated with
new plumbing. some new wiring. new laminate
flooring and new paint throughout
Call Bonnie at

..eCornerstone

400

440
Lots For SM.

Yard Sala

GARAGE SALE
5513 ST RI 12119

much more,

Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
1270)559-2032

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE
(270) 753-5933

seasonal. crafts.

MURRAY Estates, 3
BR. 2.5 BA, large lot
5239.000. 767-2246.

Itelleethati

YARD SALE
601 LEE ST.
in Woodgate
Friday &
Saturday
7am-11am

3BDR/2 ba brick home
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, more info at
753-2761 293-2819 or
www.owners.com/WT
W7832

Household items,
small appliances,

Collectibles (Barbies,
Hot Wheels. Nascar
& more, area rug,
girls bicycles lamp,
household goods
toys and much more

YARD SALE
1518 BETHEL RD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-5:00
94 E. TURN LEFT AT
HAPPY HOLIDAY
TRAVEL, LEFT ON
BETHEL RD.
FIRST HOUSE
DOWN FROM
CHURCH ON RIGHT.
Lots of stuff

BIG GARAGE
SALE
641 S. TO GREEN
PLAINS RD. FOLLOW THE SIGNS.
HOUSE #668
FRIDAY
THRU
SUNDAY
9:00-5:00
Everything must go!
Make an offer I
can't refuse,

YARD SALE
1300 SYCAMORE
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Clothing for all
seasons,
household items,
used sports
clothing &
equipment

Slurriv I edger St Times Km
Housing Act Notice
All real e.tate advertNed herem
...titscil to the Federal Fur
iou.ing No. Aluch make. it
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s-late baud km tat tor, 11
i..krIon to thew prote,h'd
under Weal law
Ac ciii An,n,mg', accept ant
ern-Ing tor real e.tate uttich
554 iS SIOLIMOM 54 tilt- LIV• All
.111
. herart Informed
that all d.elltngs adsertised are
allabit. km Jr 1.111.11 s•pporto'

7:00-1:00

and

Additions, Drywall. Painting, Windows_

BRENT ALLEN SEPTECH
(270) 759-1515

4 BR, 2 BA brick house
on 3.6 acres. Large
family room with fireplace,
basement,
Toward New Concord.
$82,000.
731-644-0783.

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Contracts. Deeds
Titles, Closings
76/-4558

WANTED: Appx. 40
acres, mostly wooded,
rolling, lake or lake
water
public
site,
preferably with or without house, country
road frontage.
270-354-5226

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service
'II Citron Floor ROMs on
Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile
FREE ESTIMATES
Sban Marto • %Am

270-705-1181

INTIM - DIA IT
131 It I RI I It I!

Sc Sc 55 511k,lits
.. suits
ti suit Cr.
Srti
12-01-6i-114 iNII

NEW 4 BR. 2 BA, 2
car garage, concrete
drive. 4 000 total sqft.
and 2600 living sqft.
Landon Lane
Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
Owner Financed
Land/Home
$250 deposit
Terms Negotiable
(270) 443-6737

Mustang, red,
01
94 xxx miles $7200.
767-0028

93 Chevy 2x2, new
motor. great work
truck, $3,200.
767-0028

Motorcycles 8 API's

Kawaslo bayou 250
good
condition,
$1,700 Moving.
270-354-6805
2007 Yamaha 650 silvered° classic $6,800
or best offer Please
call 270-227-7003

06 Yamaha stratohner.
Like new, need to sell.
$8.500. 759-0992.

510
Cancers
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna. Annual
RV sites on the lake
with YF1 and cable.
Park model cottage or
the lake for sale. 270436-5321
sivww watersedgeky.co

CHRIS
Craft
live
aboart houseboat. 46
ft air, heat to 30 below
zero. insulated. Newly
rebuilt twin merit cruise
350 engine and rebuilt
interior with washer,
dryer. $35,000 At sup
in New Concord, KY. 1612-306-7559
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna. New
covered boat dock,
12x28 slips. Yearly
rental. 270-436-5321
www.watersedgeky.co
1997 Javelin 15ft.
Bass Boat with 2001
Yamaha 4 stroke
motor and trailer.
Good condition $4600
(270)293-9389.

ALL Carpentry .;
Remodeling, additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water'&
termite damage, tile &
hardwood fioors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353

" 759-9501
753-1537

AVIS
-ASPHALT
'rasing. Sealcoating
Haulitig
TO‘' FR Is% IS

270-753-2279

Over 40 sears ere:Saks & Installatimi•
90 days same as cash
753-7728
CATHY'S
Wallpapering.
Painting.
270- 227-6606
ONJ HANDYMAN
Cali us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

IDS1N PAINIT11\1G
Residenuai
• &
Commercial
SIns
_2iS 505

FREE
PI K UP

164114
•
.LAWN SERVICE

USED TIRES

4365141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
!Link & tree work.

2007 Chevy Siverado
LTZ-Z-71. All extras
APPUANCE REPAIR
18-MPG. 39,000 miles
SERVICE & PARTS
$20,000 or best offer
(2701 293-8726 OR
Bought new last year,
759-5534
gave $40,000. Call
Chuck Van Buren
227-6571 or 489-2676.
07 F-150 XLT 4Dr, list
.ASPHALT
$33,305, sell price
Bros.
521,000. 16K miles,
Paving
low profile topper
753-8087

-

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp.
$248,500.00. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

240 Masan Driv•
Mayfield, KY 42066

Services Offered

gregtaytortavv.com

Scrap Appliances •Id Winn&
Metal.Stonn Windows & Doors
Scrap Metal • Mowers & niirs
Fm7l EgutPrnent Cai Srttroles

270-293-5624

Mowing, Manicuring,

Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

GRAVEL, white rock.
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

mounted

753-1816 727-0611

11 \ I

Call 753-5606

Hill Electric

MANAGEMENT

14, 15. 16 inCh .
Starting at S20

Sport Utility *stems

dressing tables, toys, girls clothes &

FREE
Licensed
Esonates
and Insured

2 years old, 3 BR, 2
BA, 1,650 sq ft, hardwood, carpet, crown
and fenced in back
yard. Call
270-210-7857.

7:00-4:00

FRIDAY

shoes, women's plus size clothes, tv

Calhoon Construction,ut

AND
FRIDAY

DRIVE

house & work bench. Disney princess

Phone: 753-0355
Coll: 293-0354

THURSDAY

902 BEE CREEK

Twin bed, dresser, bedding. Little Tike

Free \I

Estimates

(AA)Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

•• Rw
epRairsfs fr'sed
Q''n'a
• Workmanship
Guaranteed

S
"
:.• -'

FREE

(2701761-7355

. ."•hcr

YARD SALE

4'conk.,/

. la • Tear-Offs
V-)

L

Bons

...$75.00
--S96.00
4145.00

1JONES ROOFING CO.

'I C I

Abst'kdEIfla.te-

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

GRAND LOCATION JUST WEST OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ROAD FRONTAGE ALONG NWT 94W & OAKS COUNTRY CLUB RD.

Offered
Ser es

'Th. Loh, Jos Bury-horn Estate,"
rises.- elfilire it use, 114.imirstisaalls yir
i
, -,' • ,
, . : - Take Hwy 123 SW 45
io,ies To mckman Huae Piuceed On west 1 Me TO
Br.stick Road Turn Lett PrOCOOO South 1 5 Saxes To
Ekrcharn Road Turn Right And Proceed West 1 2 Miles
1356 Burchain Roast, Clinton, KY 42031
lades Sion!) DI Union City, PS • 45 Miles SW 01 Paducah KY

53-7536

ER
tAGE
e control

•30
8onwia For Sale

a,

4ft.:IL.Jric-x-ir41.11104 )

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays

tie and
tly has

1 hursday. July 24. 2008 • 7741'
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96 Toyota Pay 4 25-30
MPG. some body damage, but runs good
$1,500 759-1771.
95 GMC Explorer, custom built, excellent
condition. 63.894 actual miles. $4,500 7536488 Or 753-3918

Since 1986
24 noun SIURVICE
Re'.., Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - hie or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning hauling, etc.
Insured

-.1-17

• weekly
• locally ov.neclioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HANDYMAN
work,
carpentry, painting. ect.
No lob too small. 7537522 ask for Terry
NEED a metal roe(
installed"' Call Darrin,at
270-752-0414.

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Thursday, July 24, 2008

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*ADVERTISERS You
car place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
ear as erne as $250 with
one order one pay
inert For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

•Can Yfr;C Dig it? Heavy
Equipment School 3vik
training
program
Beckham Bulldozers,
Trackhoes Local lob
placement asst Start
digging din now 86E3824497
*Increase your Railroad
hiring Potential! Train at
NARS, CNertand Park
KS. Complete training
4-8 weeks Average
salary $63K Lender
info
available
Conductor, Electrical/
Mechanical, Freight car,
signal. welder. 800-2283
7
8
3
were FlailroacfTraining.c

*Divorce
without
Children $95. Divorce
with Children $95.00.
With
FREE
name
ceange
documents
ivete only) and mental
settlement agreement
Fast, easy and profesOrt1
sional Call 1-888-7890196
*Learn to Operate a
Crane or Bull Dozer
AUCTIONS
Heavy equipment trainPublic Land Auction ing. National certificaFinancial
Missouri, tion
&
Kentucky,
Tennessee
land Placement assistance.
parcels
Liouidation Georgia School of
prices Low minimum Construction
bids Owner financing WWW Heavy5.com Use
Everyone
qualifies Code -KYCNH 1-86EInvest now Register to 712-7745
bid today at vnvw.billyMOBILE HOMES
land corn 800-724-0551
•Aaa LEFT IN LAYFINANCIAL
AWAYI New Multi-sec•IRS Troubles/9/ Get tion Homes Must Go
the IRS off your back $0 Down with Laed
We can help-guaran Cat 270-678-2460
teed,
Former
IRS
MORTGAGES/HOME
agents
1-800-427LOANS
Mirch
0790
and
Associates Our clients *I'm looking tOf 5-First
never meet with the Time Homebuyers to
iratSe
take advantage of government insured FHA Of
FOR SALE
VA home loan pro*A New Computer Now!! grams! Done miss this
Brand Name laptops & opporiuney! Call 859desktops Bad or NO 296-4495 to qualify'
credit- No Problem Pro-Mortgages, LLC
Smallest Weekly pay- EHL
ments avail its yours
REAL ESTATE
NOW- Call 800-8405366
*2700 st LOG CABIN
HELP WANTED
eflWESOME First Job!!
Now Hiring motivated,
sharp individuals to
work and travel entire
USA. Paid training.
Transportation, lodging
furnished. Call today,
Start tomorrow. 1-877E46-5050.
*Earn $25 per sale selling our home telephone
service
starting
at
524 95. Free Connect
Fee. Free Features, No
Deposits, No Credit
Checks. Call Today 1866-716-4537

KIT & 1 ACRE LAKE
ACCESS with Free
only
Boat
Slips
SALE'
$84,900.
Saturday. August 2nd
160,000 acre recreational
lake
;n
Kentucky! Ask how to
receive $5,000 Ga$
Card! Lowest financing
in 25+ years. Call now
1-800-704-3154. x1945
SPORTING/SPORTMG GOODS

*STAY AND PLAY at
one al Kentucky's top
golf courses. Cherry
Blossom. Georgetown.
Call
502-570-9489
*lost Families Sought about Stay and Play,
In, Foreign Exchange including
furnished
Students. 15-18 yea's townhome, golf for four
old. Has own spending
TRAVEL
money & Insurance.
Call Today, American
Student
Intercultural
Exchange, 1 -800-SIBLING. wwwaise.corn

*Watkins
Associates
Needed. Flexible hours.
Earn
$500$1000+/month
part
time. Start while keeping your current lob. No
selling required. Free
details. www.k738.core
INSTRUCTIONAL

•DEST1N, FORT WALTON BEACH, SOUTH
WALTON,
PANAMA
CITY & PORT ST JOE,
FLORIDA Best selection of beach cottages.
homes & condos. Online
Reservations.
wenv.SouthernResorts
corn 800.737.2322
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•Attn Drivers. Home
Weekends! Get Paid
40e per mile. Tarp pay
& 6% bonus! CI3L-A &
6 mo. flatbed exp.
Req'd. WVT B00-2466
3
0
5
WVAV.wvtonline.com

*Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career. FAA approved
program. Financial aid if
quakfied. Job placement assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of •CDL Class-A & B
Maintenance (888)349- Classes Financing &
5387.
Employment
Assistance available.
*AMERICAN
HEAVY
TRUCK
AMERICA
EQUIPMENT TRAINTRAINING 866-244ING
866-280-5836
3644 State Training
NCCER
Accredited
Dollars Available to
Equipment
Operator
Qualified Applicants.
Classes. Financing &
TRAIN in KENTUCKY.
Employment Assistance
available. State Training •CDL-A Teams Wanted.
Dollars Available to Split $1.06 per mile.
Qualified Applicants. $1100/wk mmn. per drivTRAIN in KENTUCKY.
teams
0e0
er.
$2.451mile
$1,000
*ATTEND COLLEGE
bonus. 800-835-9471
Online from
home
•Medical
'Business .Class-A CDL Driver
'Paralegal *Computers Wanted in Clarksville.
'Criminal Justice Job TN Area Company &
placement assistance °ems Flatbed & Van
Computer
available freight. Excellent Pay &
Financial Aid if qualrfied benefits, home weekCall
866-858-2121 ends. Low deadhead
vervw CenturaOnline co miles Call M-F 8AMrn
5PM 866-317-9264

*Company Drivers- We
Have Miles!, Top pay 0
42 CPM & new pay
package Class-A CDL
required Cat (800)447
1211 x2057 or visit
www transportamerica corn
*Delta Career Academy
Currently Enrolling local
students for 16 day
Class-A COL truck dnv
er training $800-$850
weekly avg starting
pay
60
Second
Approval
800-8830171

Free Pallets

n

nesOWN

Murray Ledger
Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer,
Elaoe work, Septic
system. Top soil and
Gravel for saki, delivered 270-210-3781
270-559-2032

1Imurding.
. ,efenang,
.
-mil Mee e-Hiniling

leave them startled
They
thought they knew you yet you
transform nght in front of them
Encourage others to do the
same Tonight Get errands
done
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your creativity pops up
out of the blue You seem to
have ideas come in trom out of
left field Otheis might be a bit
too logical Getting others to
understand where you are corning from could be quite the job.
Listen carefully to another's
feedback, and try to approach
this person with the same logic

Ask Ica Mitch
"/ /0 22, 0906
MOWING & Trimming.
Any yarchvork, any size
yard. Steven
767-9178.

Summer
camp is over
for this year
and now I
can get back
into
my
recipes.
Sorry
for
not being in
the
paper
last week.
Tried & True The
recipes
Recipes
readers
By Mr Mom
hair
be-en
Mark Anderson sending me
I1tr1111TMETP191710nce it Is summer we agree to start a seriers
of chicken recipes. So. if you
have a chicken recipes to share
please send to mrmommurray@beilsouth.net or write Murray Ledger & Meer, Attn: Mr.
Mom.
Chicken Spagetti Stir Fry
By local reader
2 whole chicken breasts,
skinned & honed
1/4 c. cooking oil
I med. zucchini, sliced
1 sm. onion, sliced
i c. pared carrot curls
1 c. fresh mushrooms, sliced
1(6 oz.) pkg. frozen pea pods,
thawed
Cabbage, celery, bean sprouts
(optional)
I tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. pepper
1/4 tsp. garlic powder
la c. milk
1/3 c. grated Parmesan cheese

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

•
•
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlnebigarcorn.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

New Orleans Chicken
SP29
0t1
By Clay Thomas from New
Orleans. LA
I chicken, boiled and cubed
••see note
spices, any you like, and are,
amounts you prefer
1/2 stick butter
I onion chopped
1 bell pepper chopped
spices the same yeti put elle
the chicken boiling eater;
I can cream of mushroom
soup
1 soup can eater
1 small can rotel tomatoes
I 1/2 box Velveeta cheese
cubed
I pkg. spaghetti noodles or
fettuccini noodles
Boil Chicken and spices until
chicken is thoroughly cooked.
NOTE:••save water to boil noodless•
While the chicken is boiling,
place butter in another pot and

Chicken Spaghetti
By Stella From Princeton
1 chicken
,ekeeta t. heese cubed
onion chopped
hell pepper chopped
:tick butter
an rotel
(-an mu.hrtottrn.
can green pea,
small tar pimientos
Boil chicken and remove from
hone. Cook spaghetti in the broth.
Saute onion :pepper in butter.
Add cheese and stir until melted
then add motel, mushrooms.peas:
and pimiento.
Drain spaghetti and mix with
chicken and sauce. Bake or
microwave until bubbly.
hope you try these recipes
and send us your favonte. Remember
my daughter said 'That's
some keepers". Until next week
cook with a child!

'ACT'NOW-AND SAVE'.
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Don't let the DIGITAL TRANSITION catch you by surprise. Call for details!

04ve

rat
,&Vora/pry
#e444504;Dee,

REMEMBER

BORN TODAY
Painter, photographer. sculptor
Thomas Eakins (1844). first U S
Secretary of War Henry Knox
(1750). British statesman Arthur
James Balfour 11848)

saute onions and bell peppers
until onions are clear.
Stir in cream of mushroom soup
and I can of water Add another bit of spice to sauce. Add motel
tomatoes and heat through. Add
Velveeta cheese and cook on low
until cheese is melted.
While cheese is melting. cube
the chicken and add to sauce,
keeping heat on low. Cook noodles in chicken water. Drain nondies. Add to chicken/cheese sauce
and simmer tor about ten nunutes

/MaI
retevesttirt.

eoe,ree,

ting on Keep communication
flowing You might be surprised
by Meat you learn Tonight Get
to know someone better

I lb. pkg thin or Angel hair
spaghetti
3 tbsp. butter
Cut chicken in julienne stnps
In a large skillet heat oil, add chicken. cook and stir for 2 minutes
or until done. Add vegetables.
salt, pepper and garlic powder.
Stir fry until vegetables are crisptender. Add milk and Parmesan
eheese. Prepare spaghetti according to package directions. Drain.
Toss hot spaghetti with butter.
Combine with chicken and vegetables.

•• .asr,

The Place to
Murray

Only then might you be talking
turkey Tonight Stan the weekend well
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
lir*** A personai matter
demends your attention t isten
to what is being shared more
openly A Mend tosses an interesting perspective if you are
writing to listen Think in terms of
growtn and gain Tonight Happy
at home
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Express your feelings
with the full expectation of being
heard Someone feels more
pressured than he or she is let-

Time is running out By Feimary
you MUST convert to an a!i-digttai signal

ISOM

6,44izti).-a.

matteee topa 1;4

Start

Please
No Phone Calls

TODAY'

Don't be Chicken

411

A oo coptee
V EARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

First Come
First Serve

270 753-1916

&

06/4aprie,

t -t -sr, Rs 1211N.753-8087

& Times

iscusellse SIM

JOE'S JOBS

1 M
Lawn Service

1 5 years old
half beagle and golden
lab Playful and fovea
kids Call 436-eu38
',uBSCRIBE
Free dog

Maw

'
,,b_

le

THE Murray Ledger & Times conarders its SOUfCeS
reliable, but ,
1 1111CCUMMIS do occur Readers using
this information do so at their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday. July 25, 2008:
You naturally assume a leadership role_ You could be tired and
drawn, feeling as if you cannot
*Drivers ii Drivers succeed. Learn to recharge your
Needed
Sign-On energy, and you'll feel better in
Bonus 35-42 cpm Earn all realms of your life. Diet and
over $1000 weekly exercise could be instrumental.
Ask yourself if you have been
Excellent
benefits
getting a little soft or overindulNeed CDL-A & 3 mos
gent. If you are single, look to
recent OTR 800-635New Year's on for an important
8669
person to enter your life. The
•Dnvers Class-A & B biggest problem could be that
Drivers Needed, Local, you might have several very
Regional P. OTR Job special people enter your life.
Openings In LOU!S,Pfie, You might not want to choose
KY. Evansville, IN & but then you might not need to.
Princeton IN Areas NO If you are attached, your sweetie
FORCED DISPATCH lightens up, adding more warm
866-270-26E5 I2YRS and cheerful moments to your
RECENT
EXP life. TAURUS can push you to
REQUIRED) your limits.
WWW.bestcdltobs net
The Stars Show the Kind of
•Drivers - Competitive Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
Pay. Great Home Time. 4-Positive. 3-Average; 2-So-so;
Van and Flatbed Reefs
I -Difficult
Accepting
Recent
Grads 23Y0, lyr OTR, ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
CDL-A.
Smithway ***** You reassess a finanMob' Xpress 888-619- cial matter. You might want to
restructure your budget. Know
7607 mine.sm xc com
that you don't have to make a
*Drivers- Home week- change this very second.
ends,
Great
pay! Explore your options. Perhaps a
Company a UP avail- minor adjustment could make a
able. Paid vacation & big difference. Tonight Nice and
Premium
benefits. easy.
CDL-A arid 3 months TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
experience required. ***** You might want to
)800)441-4271 make a major change within a
Call
xKY-100
partnership. This relationship
might not be personal but proKNIGHT
*Driversfessional. You could feel tense
Transportation and insecure with your choices.
Indianapolis,
IN
Trust yourself. Others do!
Division- Be paid for
Tonight: Easy does it.
your experience! Strong
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Debt Free Company.
*** Take your time. You could
Home Time, Miles.
feel confused or insecure about
Money. Medical/ Vision/
a personal matter. Listen to what
Dental/ 401K. 888-346others are saying There could
,4639. 4mosi OTR expe- be a lot of good sense
here The
rience required. Got
decision must be yours, no matQualified Today
ter what. Tonight: Get some
*Drivers- We have Miles extra R and R while you can.
& Freight! Posieons CANCER (June 21-July 22)
available ASAP, Class• ***** Aim for exactly what
A CDL ....think endorse- you want. Choose to do nothing
ment req'd. Top pay & halfway. Meetings and networkpremium benefits. Call ing favor a key project or goal.
877-484-3061 or visit You might want to rethink a deel.
WNW.oakleytransport.c sion that surrounds your work or
daily life. Tonight: Make what you
OM
most want happen
*international
Truck LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Driving School located *** Take charge it you must
in KY Now Enrolling have a proiect or plans go exactstudents Class-A COL ly as you want. How you make
Training.
Job suggestions and how you comAssistance_ Financing municate make a big difference
to help everyone. Start in others' reception of them. Use
working now Call 888- care with money commitments.
Tonight: Out and about.
780-5539.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
"Midwest
Owner ***** If yot; feel contused,
Operators
Needed! seek advice and information.
ALL
$1.05
miles
Decisions ar.d actions need to
Generous fuel sur- come from a point of security,
charge.
Guaranteea not a random decision. Consider
home
weekends. a change that could have a proPermits, fuel taxes paid. found impact on your personal
2500-3008
miles. life Tonight: Surf the Web.
Frontier (800)991-6227 UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** A partner puts his or
*Want Home Weekly
her foot down. You are encourWith More Pay, RJn
aged to listen and get to the botHeartland's
Ohio tom of a problem
with this perRegional,
$.45/mile son. Take advantage of this difcompany drivers 51 32 ferent insight. It could make all
for
Operators!
12 the difference in the end result.
months OTR required
Tonight. Dinner for two.
Heartland Express 1- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
8 0 0 - 4 1 - 4 9 5 3 ***** Review a situation and
wee neartlandex- make an important decision.
press corn
How you view a changeable
event influences others. Still,
take in what a partner says or
feels. He or she might have a lot
more to share than in the past.
Tonight: Just don't be alone.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Your opinions have a profound impact on others You are
also changing your perspective.
For some, this process could
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
since 1971"
'Carpels *Upholstery
•Emereency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827

Murray Ledger & Times
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Ledger & Times

TO CHECK US

(270)753-1916

OUT ON THE WEB

BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
MURRAY, KY. 759-0901
PARIS TN. 731-642-4077
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BACK TO SCHOOL

Thursday, July 24, 200N

Calloway Schools Ready To Start 2008-09
Information for the Calloway County
School System's 2008-09 registration
dates have been announced, according
to Fred Ashby. director of pupil personnel for the district.
The information is as follows:
• East Calloway Elementary School:
Pickup registration packets and pay $15
school fee. Registration packet pick-up
was July 16-17.
Back to School Night - July 24 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. Return packets and meet
teacher. The evening will begin with a
school-wide assembly in the gym.
• North Calloway Elementary School:
Pickup registration packets and pay $15
school fee. Registration packet pick-up
was July 17.
Back to School Night was July 22 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. Return packets and meet
teacher.
Kindergarten Parent Orientation was
July 22.
• Southwest Calloway Elementary
School: Packets sent home with current
students in early May 2008 to be
returned by end of school. New student
registration packet pickup was June 5.
Back to School Night was July 21-22.
• Calloway County Middle School:
Packets sent home with current students
in early May 2008 to be returned by end
of school. 2008-09 registration day for
all students July 24 noon to 8 p.m.
Register and pay $20 school fee.
Regular office hours begin on July
288 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Calloway County High School:
Registration for current students was
completed in April 2008.
New student registration was July 22.
The following are dates for students to
pick up their schedules:
July 29 Seniors pick up schedules
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
July 30 Juniors pick up schedules

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times

Melinda Mohler looks on as her son, Kameron, signs paperwork during Southwest Elementary's back-to-school
night. Kameron is in Mrs. Amy Edwards' 2nd grade class
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
July 31 Sophomores and freshmen
pick up schedules from noon to 8 p.m.
The Calloway County 2008-2009 School Calendar includes
July 31 Any student who missed
August 4 - Professional Development;
Tuesday and Wednesday pick up schedAugust 5, 2008 - Opening Day;
ules from noon to 8 p.m.
August 6. 2008 - First Day for Students.
Freshman and new student orientation
September 1, 2008 - Labor Day;
will be held August 5 at 6:30 p.m. in the
October 6-10. 2008 - Fall Break;
gymnasium.

2008-09 Calloway County School District

ASP.
We Now Hoye Girls sizes up to 6X & boys sizes up to 7 for fall'
ec 5\0
(
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ett'skirts
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Soppy pillows
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Children's Clothing & Accessories
209 N 12th St • Murray, Ky 42071 • 270-753-7534
Mon-Fri. 10-5 p.m. Sat. 10-4 pm

October 13, 2008 - Professional Development,
November 4, 2008 - Election Day,
November 26, 2008 - Professional Development;
November 27-28, 2008 - Thanksgiving Break;
December 22, 2008 - January 1. 2009 - Christmas Break;
January 2, 2009 - Professional Development:
January 19, 2009 - Martin Luther King Day;
February 16, 2009 - Presidents' Day;
March 16, 2009 - Mini-Break,
March 30 - April 3, 2009 - Spring Break:
May 19, 2009 - Election Day;
May 21, 2009 - Last Day for Students,
May 22, 2009 - Closing Day.
If for any reason school is cancelled the following is a list of make-up days:
1st day missed - February 16, 2009, 2nd day missed - March 16, 2009: 3rd day
missed - May 22. 2009; 4th day missed - May 26. 2009; 5th day missed - May 27,
2009, 6th day missed- May 28. 2009, 7th day missed - May 29, 2009; 8th day missed
- June 1. 2009; 9th day missed - June 2, 2009; 10th day missed -June 3, 2009.

BACK TO SCHOOL

Thursday, July 2,4, 2008
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Murray Independent Gearing Up For Opening Day
As the lazy days of summer begin, the Murray
Independent School District is busy gearing up for the
August 12 opening day of classes.
A summer open house will be held at Murray Elementary
School on Thursday. July 31, from 7:30 a.m. until noon in
the gymnasium. During this time class lists and information will be available regarding the new school year.
A Murray Middle School general information and fee
day, new student registration will also be conducted in
Murray Middle School's atrium on July 31 from 7:30 a.m.
until 3:30 p.m.
Prior to the August 12 first day of school, a Back to
School Round Up will be held at Murray Elementary
School's playground August 7 from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. The
annual event, that includes complimentary food, fun, fellowship and entertainment, is held to welcome the students
and their families to the new school year.
Murray High School freshman students are invited to
attend a freshman orientation August 1 from 8 a.m. until 3
p.m. Students are to arrive for a welcome session at 8 a.m.
Lunch will be provided for students and parents; all are
invited to attend. During this time, freshmen may pick up
their schedules and locate their classrooms, and also pay
their fees
(Fees are established based on class curriculum.)
Murray High School seniors will be able to pick up their
schedules July 29 from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m, and noon to 3
p.m.; juniors - July 30 from 8 am. to 11 a.m. and noon to 3
p.m.; and MHS sophomores - July 31 from 8 a.m. to 11
a.m. and noon to 3 p.m.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Murray Middle School students Haley Stewart, left, and Paige Vanpelt talked with MMS Ptincipal Lou Carter
about class schedules and locker assignments at the start of last year's 2007-08 school year.

2008-09 Murray Independent School
District Calendar
The Murray Independent District 2006-2009 School Calendar includes.
August 6-7, 2008- Professional Development;
August 8, 2008- Planning Day;
August 11, 2008 Opening/Closing Day (Staff Only);
August 12, 2008 - Pirst Day for Studer ts.
September 1, 2008- Labor Day;
September 15-19, 22-26 - Testing.
October 13-17, 2008 • Fall Break:
October 13, 2008- Professional Development
November 4. 2008 - Election Day;
November 27-28, 2008 - Thanksgiving Break;
December 22, 2008 - January 1, 2009 - Christmas Break.
January 2, 2009- Professional Development:
January 19, 2009 - Martin Luther King Day:
February 16, 2009 - Proffesional Development:
March 10, 2009 - Testing:
March 24, 2009 - Testing;
March 30 - Aonl 3, 2009 - Spring Break:
May 4-8, 2009 - Testing:
May 11-15, 2009- Testing:
May 18, 2009 - Testing;
May 19, 2009 - Election Day;
May 20, 2009 - Testing;
May 21, 2009 - Last Day for Students;
May 22, 2009 - Closing Day.
Snow make-up days are as follows:
December 22. 2008
May 25, 2009
May 26, 2009
May 27, 2009

Is Your Child Ready For Scheel?
School•-age chikineri need an annual eye exam.
Eighty peent ofyour child's learning is
accomplished through his or her vision.
Call today for your child's appointment.
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•Diagnosis & Treatment of Eye Infections & Disease
•Glaucoma & Cataract Evaluations•Contact Lenses
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New Year, New Faces
Brian Wilmurth has been named the principal at Calloway County High School. He
has been at the school for 10 years - seven
of those years as an assistant principal.
Wilmurth replaces Yvette Pyle, who will
he retiring August I. Pyle was recently
named the state high school principal of the
year.
Wilmurth said he plans to continue
appearing with others on the popular
Coaches' Football Show on local television. Last year he served as an assistant
football coach, but he says he will not be
able to continue with that responsibility.
For 10 years he has been the public address
announcer for CCHS basketball games.
The new assistant principal at CCHS is
Heath Walls. He last served as the InSchool Detention teacher based in the
Calloway County Middle School. He
taught both CCHS and CCMS students in
that program, which is for students who
require less than the Alternative Education
Center or the Day Treatment Center, it was
reported.
Josh McKee', head football coach, has
been named as the new CCHS athletic
director. McKeel will continue to coach the
Lakers on the gridiron while also taking on
athletic director responsibilities, it was
reported.
Retiring Laker A.D. Bill Cowan said he
will remain available to assist McKeei
when necessary, especially during football
season. In McKeel, Cowan said he believes
he's leaving the program in more than capable hands.
"I probably wouldn't retire if he wasn't
the one taking over," Cowan had been quoted as saying. "He knows and understands
what needs to be done here. In many
respects, he's been an assistant A.D. for the
last year or so anyway."
Calloway County has had to replace Mike
White as the assistant principal at the mid-

die school. White has taken the Lone Oak
Middle School principal's position. Amy
Turner, who was previously an 8th grade
Language Arts/Social Studies teacher at
CCMS has been named to serve in his
place.
New teachers for 2008-2009 include:
Stephanie Hobbs, Speech Language
Pathologist at East Elementary; Vicki Bell,
Art Teacher at North Elementary; Melisa
Hicks, P.E. Teacher at Southwest
Elementary; DeAnn Anderson, David
Elliott, Samantha Hobbs, and Molly Rogers
at CCHS; Rhonda Ringstaff, at CCMS.
As numerous Murray Independent School
District personnel work daily ensuring the
classrooms are spic and span for the students to begin a new school year, MISD
administrators are finalizing new staff positions. Bob Rogers, MISD superintendent.
said that MISD experienced a larger than
usual turnover this summer.
"Many reasons were contributing factors
that included job promotions, retirement
and teacher relocations," he said. "But we
have been very fortunate securing teachers
to replace those who will not be returning
and are confident they will continue
Murray's long tradition of excellence that is
offered inside the classroom by each
teacher."
Rogers said in addition to the new faces at
each school new positions have been also
been filled at the MISD central office.
These include: Dr. Tom Rendek, director
pupil personnel, Carol Elder, Head Start
director, Mallory Cathey, food service
director and MHS Cheerleading Coach and
Lisa Matheny, administrative assistant.
Janet Caldwell. MES principal, said they
are still in the process of filling numerous
positions at MES. However, Caldwell said
Molly McCoy has been added as the new
MES art teacher and Cory Matheny will
also join the staff as a new primary teacher.

2008 Back to School
Blast offering class
supplies to families
The Family Resource Youth Service Centers of Murray and Calloway
County
will sponsor a Back to School Blast school supply give a way at the
National
Guard Armory, 121 North, on Tuesday, July 29. from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m,
Supplies ranging from backpacks to binders to pencils and pens will be
offered
to students in grades preschool through 12th grade in Murray and Calloway
County schools.
The only requirement to receive supplies is parent completion of a free and/or
reduced lunch application. General income information will be adequate.
Detailed verification of income may be required upon completing the application at a later time.
For more information regarding this event, contact Calloway County Farnik
Resource Center at 762-7333 or Murray FRYSC at 759-9592.
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Preemptive strikes can battle kids' anxieties
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
With summer on the verge of ending and another
school year about to begin, some students approach
the first day of school with anxiety centered around a
new school, new teachers, a new grade and unfamiliar places.
In an attempt to counter the anxiety that some students may experience, the Murray Independent School
District takes measures to combat stress before school
even starts.
"What we know so well, we need to communicate
well," said Eleanor Spry, supervisor of instruction at
the Murray Independent School District.
The elementary school is hosting its Fee Day on
July 31 and a "Back-to-School Round-up" on Aug. 7.
Children will get a tour of the school and be able to
meet their teachers for the coming year in a picnic
and entertainment atmosphere. Bus drivers and route
coordinators will be available at Fee Day to answer
questions that parents or children may have.
"That can be a source of stress for parents and
children," Spry said. "We really try to work on that
particular part.'
In another outreach effort, Spry said this year the
district is also starting home visits where students and
parents are met at their home by teachers and administrators. "It's not to bring any bad news," she said.
"It's just to say we're a team."
According to Leisa Faughn, a guidance counselor at
Murray Middle School, third-grade students were intro-

Please See Next Page
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Familiarizing yourself to the school surroundings can help ease some anxiety
From previous page
duced to the school at the end of last
year in preparation for their fourth grade
debut.
"Sometimes students can build things
up in their minds and talk themselves
into something," she said. Her method
is to approach their fears head-on and
dispel fears by facing the reality of their
new situation.
After school starts on Aug. 12, the
middle school will have a back-to-school
night.
A lot of students are concerned with
the size of the school, she said, and
think that it has more rooms then what
they're used to. Last year, the students
were paired up with current fourth graders
and given a tour of the school. Their
teachers from elementary school accompanied them and introduced them to their
new teachers.
Faughn said being friendly and always
having a smile is another way to make
new students feel comfortable. Students
are also encouraged to ask for help whenever they need it.
Calloway County school psychologist
Pain Ward said there are designated days
for each Calloway school to pick up
schedules and be oriented to the school
prior to the first day of class. On the

first day of class, "teachers are prepared
to handle that transition," she said.
In May, the Calloway County Middle
School invited fifth graders and their
parents to tour the school and meet other
students, said Beth Brockman, a guidance counselor at Calloway County Middle School. The student council members gave tours and clubs, organizations
and sports set up tables to help orient
new students to activities.
Brockman said students can set up a
tour anytime and walk the halls to find
their classrooms after they register for
It also gives the
classes on July 24.
parents an opportunity to see the school.
'Parents are a little more nervous,'
she said. "Sometimes they need assurance that everything's going to be okay."
For students that are new to the area,
Brockman said she pairs them up with
other students for their first day so they
are introduced to other people
Cleta Bermingfield, a guidance counselor at Murray High School, said orientations are good things for high school
freshmen to particiapte, especially if they
are anxious about the new school. She
said that seniors are paired with a small
number of freshmen and serve as mentors.
Transfer students are also given a tour
of the school and are able to join the
freshman orientation if they're not famil-

FYI
Th. Afnefican

School Counselor Association (ASCA), suggests that three tools
be utilized to help relieve the stress associated with starting Middle School.
• Visit the school - if possibie, get a feel for your child's middle school before
his or her enrollment.
• Discuss expected ohenges - parents and students should understand that
middle ached students have MOOS personal nseponSIMIlles than etementery school
students do. Tali to your mad about the oppottallthee he or she MN have to
excel during the middle school years. Students oil have the chance to select
their elecOve courses and poutcipate in various dubs and sports. Middle school
is sbout deveioping socially and emotionally an well as acaderniceily.
The ASCA also entourages parents to connect with their child's school '3tinodor to ensure the overali safety of .eir children. The ASCA otters helpful tips
for parents:
• Understand the expertise and responsibilities of your child's school counseir,
• Meet or contact your chiles school counselor at lear three "tries per school
year
school courseelor
• Discuss your child's challenges and concerns ireih
• Learn about your child's school and sociai connections from the school counselor
• Work with the school counselor to identify resources and find solutions to
problems
For more information, visit www.schook-Alunselor.org.

'sr with the school or the area.
Overall. Benningfield said most students look forward to their high school
career. "A lot are excited because they're
getting older and it's a big step," she
said.
While students are encouraged to contact teachers or counselors if they're hay-
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ing problems, Benningfield added that
teachers will notify her of students who
look as though they're having a hard
time adjusting.
"Some are withdrawn, shy and don't
seek help," she explained. "If they look
like they're having difficulty, teachers
can refer them."
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The first day of school can be trying on the new students, but can also
be trying for the parent, as well.

School can be a hard
transition for parents, too
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Many times the first day of school is more trying for the parent than it is for
the youngster.
The child is venturing out of mom and dad's cocoon to spread its wings for
the very first time in a cold, cruel world and sometimes it's more than a parent
can take. That's a natural fear for some, says Murray State University psychology
professor Renae Duncan.
Duncan says parents' anxiety about their children starting school is most often
a result of one — of both — of two broad concerns. The first is that parents may
fear school might be a negative and stressful experience for my child or the parent may feel lost and not know who they are or what they will do without the
child at home.
"Parents who have the first concern need to examine why they have the fear
that their child will, have a negative experience,- Duncan said. "Once the parents
have identified the source of the concern, they can work to determine whether the
concern is realistic. Parents will at times remember negative experiences they had
in school and then assume that the same will be true for their own children. This
can lead to unrealistic concerns about what the child will experience in school and
can even set the child on the path to failure or distress because they give the
child the message that school is a scary or negative place.Giving the child positive expectations about school and learning will increase
the likelihood that the child will have a positive experience in school, according
to Duncan.
"There are cases, however, in which parents see that their child has certain
behavior problems such as aggression or immaturity or physical or learning differences that might lead to interpersonal difficulties or bully victimization." she said.
"This is a case in which their concerns about their children's experiences in school
are much more realistic.
Please See Next Page
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Starting off with a ceremony can help turn the situation into a celebration
From previous page
"If the parents find that their concerns are realistic,
they should meet with appropriate school personnel in
advance of the first day of school to share their concerns and to work toward solutions before any problems develop."
What is commonly called "empty nest syndrome'.
may also crop up. "When parents realize that they are
having difficulty dealing with their children going to
school because they will be lonely or lost without the
child at home, it is time for the parents to change the
way they think about the child and the child going to
school," Duncan said. "It is normal to feel sadness or
even a sense of loss as the child transitions from being
the baby to developing the steps toward independence
that occur as a child starts school."
When parents think about this transition as a joyful milestone to be celebrated, sending the child to
school will be a joyful experience tinged with sadness
instead of a sad experience tinged with a touch of joy,
according to Duncan.
"Parents might find it helpful to mark the first day
of school with a small ceremony. A special dinner or
small token given to the child to help make the day
a happy day of transition for all involved," she said.
"Then, once the child is at school, it is important for
the parent to do something special to mark the occasion for themselves as well, because it is not only a
day of transition for the child; it is also a day of transition for the parents."
But just in case there are problems and parents need
a little help come August and that dreaded day arrive,
both Calloway County and Murray Independent school

age students, who are attending school for the first
time. The orientation is designed to aid parents in
knowing where their child will be and what he or she
is doing; possibly allaying any apprehension about their
child's first experiences at school.
David Dowdy, public information officer for Calloway County Schools, said the district offers several
outreach programs to parents of school age children
that can help parents deal with the situation. The list
includes a special film that will be made available on
cable TV.
"It's called 'A Day in Kindergarten,- Dowdy said.
"We'll be running that on the Calloway County cable
TV channels on Murray Electric System, New Wave
and Mediacom. It will be included several times a day
Internet photo including the early evening so parents can sit and
Parents can learn more about their child's school watch it with their kids. I've had some folks tell me
and can feel more at ease by learning what they that they have watched it two or three times with their
kids before school starts."
will be doing throughout the day.
The program is yet to be scheduled, but involves
districts have programs in place that will assist the all aspects of a child's first days at school from getanxious.
ting out of the car or bus, to going into breakfast to
Janet Caldwell, principal of Murray Elementary School, first exposure to a classroom environment.
said the school's former "Crying Room" program will
Also available are guidance counselors that will
be dropped this year in favor of a parent-child orien- speak to parents if requested.
tation that will lead the parent through a "day in the
"We don't have a formal program but we will have
life- of an MES student.
several people available on the first day of school for
"We'll break up the parents and the children in that," Dowdy :aid. "It's not unheard of. During our
small groups and lead them through a shortened ver- kindergarten registration that we do in March we had
sion of the child's school day," she said. -They will a parent that came in and was crying so we are aware
visit the classrooms the child will go to each day as of it. Sending a little one off like that is an imporwell as the lunch room, the library and the gym. It tant time in the parent's life too. We want everybody
gives the parent an idea of what their child will be to get off to a good start and we want to do our
doing during their day at school."
The class is primarily for parents of kindergarten-"We understand that the first day of school is a
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milestone in the life of a
parent and child. We encourage parents to bring their
children to the 'back to
school' nights scheduled at
all of our elementary schools
in order to meet their teachers and to ask any questions they may have. said
Pam Ward, one of the Calloway district's school psychologists. "Teachers, especially in the kindergarten
classrooms, are well trained
to deal with student anxieties at the beginning of the
school year. Our guidance
counselors are also available, along with our principals, to assist parents with
any separation anxieties they
may experience."
Catherine Sames, a counselor at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, said parents sometimes want to hang
around and observe their
child's first day of school.
but she's never had to go
so far as to counsel a parent.
-They want to stay that
first day and we usually
allow them to," Sames said.
"They stand in the background and kind of keep an
eye on their child. It's eas-

ier for the parents. We sometimes try to get them to go
to the library and meet with
some other parents that feel
the same way."
Carol Elder, the new
director of Murray Independent's Head Start program,
has seen it all during her
19 years of teaching preschool. She sympathizes with
parents because she felt the
same way they do.
"I just think it is very
important for educators to
be very supportive of those
families," Elder said. -One
way that I have found to
be good is to take a picture of their child and email it to them if they have
an email address or something like that to reassure
them. So many times as
soon as they get out in the
hallway the child is just fine
and having a great time."
Elder has also sent a digital photo home with a child
along with a note about what
happened that day.
"It's just a matter of trust,"
Elder said. "I know as a
mother of three I was in
the same boat at one time
and not too long ago."
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How to get organized
for school success
(StatePoint) Today's kids have the overflowing
paperwork and bulging day planners of pint-sized
CEOs. And organizing those activities and assignments takes capable assistants: mom and dad.
"Without parental intervention, virtually all elementary school children, and many middle and
high school youths, will be unable to manage the
flow of information from school to home and
back again," says
Dr. Anne
Rambo, associate professor
of family therapy at Nova Southeastern University
in Florida and
author of the
book. "I Know
My Child
Can Do Better!"
Institute a

daily backpack-unpacking ritual, she advises. Sit
down with your child after school and sort
through all the contents, putting thcrn in one of
six piles: trash; supplies; books; things to keep
(like graded papers); long-term assignments
(instructions for a book report due next month);
and short-term assignments (homework due the
next day).
"After you've thrown out the trash, put the
books back, and saved what you wanted to keep,
you're left with short- and long-term assignments.
Designate a folder that returns to school, for
homework, permission slips and everything else
that should go back the next day." she says.
Keep a second folder for long-term projects at
home. "Assignment sheets for reports due later.
information about upcoming field trips, and the
like stay in this folder.'
"Organization is a skill your child needs for
future academic success," she says. "A teacher
doesn't have time to teach your child this. The
task is up to you."
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Schools stand up
against bullying
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Both Murray Independent and Calloway County school districts are adopting or revising policies dealing with bullying in school classrooms, hallways and
playgrounds prompted by recent legislation enacted by the Kentucky General
Assembly.
Essentially the new legislation, which
went into effect July 1, requires school
districts to have an anti-bullying policy
and investigative process in place to deal
with reporting acts of bullying, along
with a plan for disciplinary action. A
plan to educate students about bullying
is also required in an acceptable code
of behavior.
Of course both districts already have
initial policies in place adopted following consultation with Murray resident Dr.
Alan Beane, a nationally and internaand
authority
recognized
tionally
spokesman on bullying issues.
Officials from both districts say they
are concerned about the negative effects
of bullying on students because not only
is it harmful to individual students, it is
also a detriment to a school's mission
to educate students.
David Dowdy, public relations coordinator for the Calloway County district,
said students are expected to treat classmates with respect at all times which
precludes any act of bullying.
"In order to effectively participate in
the democratic process as adults, students must learn to respect the rights of
others and to interact with them in a
civil manner," Dowdy said, stating the
content of the district's current policy.
"Therefore, students are required to speak
and behave in a civil manner toward
students, staff and visitors to the schools."
The use of obscene language is prohibited and students are not to engage
in behaviors such as hazing, bullying,
menacing, taunting, verbal or physical
abuse of others, or other threatening behavior, the policy states.
It extends to all student language and
behavior including cyber-bullying, which
uses electronic methods such as texting,
e-mail or any other " ethernet" communications.
However, the policy is not designed
to prohibit civil exchange of opinion and
debate between students protected by
state and federal law. "The actions are
not prohibited where the opinion expressed
does not otherwise materially or substantially disrupt the education process or
intrude upon the rights of others," the

Internet photo
rule book states.
When a complaint is received that
does not appear to be covered by specific policy, Dowdy said school administrators review other policies that may
govern any allegations, including but not
limited to regulations regarding harassment and discrimination.
Eleanor Spry, assistant superintendent
for curriculum for Murray Independent
Schools, said the district alleady has a
comprehensive policy in place. However
it is her opinion that any anti-bullying
measures need to be taken well beyond
the four walls of the classroom and into
the home, the church and the community as a whole.
"Bullying takes place across the board.
It's not just in our schools, it's in our
society." she said. "I think the reason it
pops up so much at school is that we
have a captive audience in a contained
area, but it occurs in many other places
where there is no one around to see it
or report it.
"It's not just in schools. It's a 24-7
problem especially when you look at cyberbullying."
Telephones, cell phones with or with-

out cameras, text messaging, computers and the
Internet give bullies many
technological weapons to
use against their victims.
Much of that type can
occur off-campus, but often
leads to trouble at school.
"We just want to make
sure that students have the
opportunity to report it and
for us to follow through
with it," Spry said.
The focus of community-wide programs like
Character Counts also help
to teach students to respect
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There is a lot parent
can do, according to Beane,
and there is also a lot
schools can do, particularly at the beginning of the
new school year. He says
the first weeks of school
is a good time to stop bullying in its tracks.
"Bullies spend the first
seven to eight weeks of
school 'bully shopping' —
looking for easy targets,"
he said. "Therefore it is
important for school personnel to be very observant and have 'with-it-ness'

themselves and one another and prevent bullying.
Spry said the old adage
"Stick and stones may
break my bones, but words
can never hurt me" is not
true.
"Words do hurt. We
know that."
For parents concerned
about the issue. Beane has
recently published a new
book, "Protect Your Child
from Bullying," that provides valuable information
concerning what to do when
a child is bullied.

during this time."
During the last few
months, Beane said he has
served as an expert witness in five lawsuits involving bullying.
"One thing I have
learned from this experience is that schools are
going to have to examine
their supervision practices."
he said. "Supervision may
have to be increased and
the quality of supervision
may have to be improved."
He said supervision may
also have to be provided

where it sometimes is not
provided as often as it
should be.
"I think we have reached
a point where maybe middle school and high school
students cannot be left
alone unsupervised, especially in bathrooms and
locker rooms."
Beane is expected to
conduct a two-day training session soon concerning bullying at North Calloway Elementary School.
Parents and the public is
invited to attend. Schedul-

ing will be announced soon.
He said Murray schools
have already adopted his
patented "Bully Free" system.
"The Murray School
System has adopted our
program, the "Bully Free"
Program, and will be fieldtesting our new lesson plans
this coming year," he said.
"The plans are based on
the input their teachers,
counselors and others gave
us last year."

Study tips to help kids do better at school
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iStatePoint) Kids today
have to deal with a heavy
load of schoolwork and
activities, all demanding
time and attention.
Teachers often introduce
basic study habits to their
students, but it is important that parents reinforce
these skills and create a
favorable study environment at home.
"Parents need to help
their children develop
homework and study strategies that will provide them
with the foundation necessary to successfully navigate the school year,"
advises Joan Rooney, Vice
President of Tutor Management at Tutor.com, the
world's largest online tutoring service.
The key is to help children get organized, create
study schedules and, most
importantly, recognize their
weak spots and how to
overcome these hurdles.
Here are some tips from
Rooney and the experts at

Tutor.com on how to help
your child achieve success
this school year and develop good study habits that
will last throughout their
academic career:
• Create a schedule.
Breaking studying or homework down into manageable chunks can help alleviate stress. Students should
start studying early for tests
and work at least a week
backwards from an exam
date. They can even set
reminders on their cell
phones or computers to help
stick to the plan.
• Figure out weak spots
and prioritize. Most students do well in some subjects and struggle with others. It's best to schedule
the largest chunks of time
for subjects with which they
are struggling.
• Know where to go
for help. Many parents and
kids are finding help from
online tutoring services,
such as Tutorcom, to help
students keep up with their

peers and fill in weak spots
where they need work.
Look for a service that
offers 24/7 access and the
ability to instantly connect
with a tutor to get homework or study assistance
at the actual moment it's
needed.
• Work with a study
partner or group. Sometimes peer support can help
students motivate. Encourage them to make plans
with friends to review class
material,compare notes and
work through tough stuff
together.
• Get to know the test.
Many teachers provide few study tactics that may
study guides, review sheets boost student's recall at test
and class time for review. time.
Make sure your son or
• Eat well and get rest.
daughter knows as much All-fighters are a bad idea!
as possible about what top- Even though students need
ics will be on a test and to work extra hard to prethe format of the test.
pare for tests and projects.
• Create study aids and it's also important for them
test strategies. Making flash to take a breather. Encourcards, outlining subject age them to grab a snack,
notes or coming up with do leisure reading or watch
a mnemonic device are a

Serendipity
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Go Back To School In Style!
Sunglasses • Handbags
Jewelr9• Watches
and more!
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Court Square • Murray
761-BAGS 12247/
M-F 10-5• Sat. 10-2
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their favorite TV show for a short break.
• Set the right tone.
Create as stress-free an
environment as you can.
Let your child know you're
available to help or will
help them locate help from
fellow students or from an
online homework help service. Be sure children know
that what is important is

Statepoint photo
that they do their best and
you are there to support
them.
"Creating the right study
strategy can help a child
use time wisely, ease stress
and achieve the best grades
possible," said Rooney.
To learn more about
finding timely homework or
study help for your children, visit www.Tutor.com.
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Drivers should be cautious with buses, children
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Back to school means
lots of children and vehicles will bc taking to the
streets this fall and drivers need to be extra cautious when approaching a
bus, whether or not it is
loading or unloading children.
The Calloway County
Sheriff's Department is
working with drivers for
Calloway County Schools
concerning ways to identify drivers who disregard
red and yellow warning
lights on buses that indicate drivers should come
to a stop while children
are getting on or off the
ing the bus drivers to
bus
describe the car and if posdrivers
Each year. bus
plate
report cars that speed past sible get the license
a slowing --even a stopped (number)," Marcum said.
-Then they can make a
— school bus.
formal complaint through
Clayton
Chief Deputy
we'll take
Hendricks. during a meet- my office and
attoring with bus drivers this that to the county
week, said the majority of ney and he will issue a sumaccidents involving school mons. If it's bad enough
issue a warbuses are driver inatten- they may even
rant."
tion.
Students may also get
"Inattention is what gets
license plate numbers
the
Hendricks
everybody,
of violasaid. -Nine out of 10 acci- and description
them to
dents is going to be because tors and provide
the bus driver or school
of inattention."
Sheriff Bill Marcum officials.
Marcum says bus drivsays drivers need to yield
to make
to school buses at all times ers do all they can
stopped
in the interest of safety to sure drivers have
bus
children, averting poten- before they open the
door.
accidents
tragic
tially
"They do everythiag
resulting from speeding
around buses or trying to they can to get the drivbefore
pass. If caught, violators ers attention even
sign
stop
that
put
they
will be prosecuted to the
out." Marcum said. "They
fullest extent of the law.
"Obviously we are ask- may hit that caution light,

Danger from Passing Vehicles

8
Daver from %Mr.:re Passirrc

but they want to make sure
they have that drivers attention before they turn on
that stop sign and they
may even be stopped."
When a bus is flashing
the yellow caution light,
that means the bus is coming to a stop to either load
or unload children and drivers should come to a stop
in the interest of safety. It
does not mean drivers
should hurry to speed past
the bus to avoid stopping.
According to a CNN
report in April, laws in all
50 states require that drivers stop when a school bus
is picking up or dropping
off children. But drivers
ignore the law too often;
sometimes with tragic consequences.
A study by the Kansas
State Department of Education found that since
1970, more than 1,100 children have been killed

boarding or exiting their
school bus. Most are kilied
in accidents involving the
bus they're on or other
school buses. But more than
400 were killed in accidents involving other vehicles, including eight in the
2004-2005 school year.
Of course students and
parents should also he
aware of basic safety
around a school bus.
to
According
www.google.com, there are
10 basic tips on school
bus safety that are important. Parents should:
• remind the child to
get to the bus stop at least
five minutes before the
school bus arrives. Children
should never run after the
school bus to try to catch
it if they miss their ride.
• tell child should stay
on the sidewalk. It there
is no sidewalk, tell your
child to walk on the left
side of the street facing traf-

Googie photoigraph.c
With buses taking to streets and roadways soon as
the 2008-09 school year kicks off, drivers are urged to
use extreme caution and come to a complete stop
when approaching a school bus loading or unloadrrig
children. Parents are also urged to discuss school
bus satety with their children and instruct them concerning proper behavior when waiting for, entering,
nding on or exiting a bus.
tic
• remind the child that
he or she should cross the
street only at a corner. If
there are no street corners
because your family lives
in a rural community, you
should show your child the
safest way to get to the
bus stop. When crossing
the road, your child must
remember to look to the
left, then to the right, and
to the left once more before
crossing.
• tell the child to take
five steps back from the
road when the school bus
is approaching the bus stop.
• instruct children to take
a seat as quickly as possible and put his or her
belongings under the seat
and stay calm.
•remind the child to wait
until the school bus comes

to a complete stop before
getting off.
• tell the child to use
the handrail when getting
off the school bus.
• remind the child to
stay away from the three
danger zones: the front,
sides and back of the bus.
Children should stay at least
10 feet away from the
school bus.
• tell the child that if
they must cross the street,
they should always cross
in front of the school bus,
but only after establishing
eye contact with the school
bus driver.
• instruct the child that
if they drop something near
or under the school bus,
they should never attempt
to retrieve it without the
driver's permission.
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Knowing what to wear to school this year
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
With the first day of school comes the
inevitabk question: what am I going to
wear?
Fortunately, that question can be
answered through the help of people who's
sok job is to make kids of all ages prepared
for their fuss day back to school by supplying in-style information and items.
According to Dan Foster, owner of Dan's
Mens Clothing in Murray, Lucky, Silver
and Big Star are the desirable brands for
back to school jeans.
While these brands might not he different
from last year. Foster said the rave this year
are the pocket treatments that the back
pockets on the jeans have.
-That's what people are wanting." he
said. "Everything's going to your pocket
treatment."
One of his hottest items are the La Coste
sport zippered and buttoned shirts he said.
Ralph Lauren shirts are also popular.
Lucky Brand shirts are a hot item this
year with woven plaids and button downs
creating a dressy but casual look when
worn with jeans.
Customers Are opting for plaid shorts, he
said.
As for shoes, Foster said his patrons
aren't wearing tennis shoes much anymore
but gravitating to the comfortable/casual
loafers that casually dress up a pair ofjeans
or khakis.
Half-zipped sweaters are "where it's at,"
said Foster. They can be layered with T.
shirt or button down, he added. This look
would be more suitable for older high
school and college age stsidents.
The store supervisor at IC Penny, Susan
Co, said she is seeing a lot more denim
this year then in previous years. A lot of
them are loose fining, she added.
Plaids and stripes are popular for boys
and girls, she said. And, of cow-se, the

trusty jeans And T-shirts are available as
well.
Loafer shoes are also popular among her
clients.
According to Family Education, there are
some tips to be followed this fall for backto-school fashion:
• Ballet flats - This school year is all
about combining comfort and style. Ballet
flats can be worn with anything from Cd-SUal jeans to dresses. This versatile shoe will
most likely be in fashion for many seasons
to come.
• Graphic T-shirts - Sticking with the
comfort theme, this trend will keep your
child cool and collected while walking the
halls of his school. If design isn't up your
child's alley, he can still find a variety of
graphic Ti at his favorite stores.
• Polka dots - This stand-out trend can be
found on everything ranging from shirts to
skins to shoes. But don't expect to see just
the typical black and white version on these
items. This season's polka dots come in
bright and wild colors, such as yellow and
magenta, and are all over the charts with
cool patterns. Rumor has it the polka-dot
trend will stick around for a while, so stock
up while you can!
• Canvas bags - Instead of the typical
backpack, fashion-forward kids are now
toting their books around in oversized canvas bags. The size makes it easy to fit in
everything needed for school, and these
hags can be found in colors and patterns to
suit anyone's taste.
• Textured tights - Textured tights are a
great way to add a little flair to a skirt or
dress, and they're all the rage for back to
school. With choices ranging from solid,
dark colors to shiny, sparkly, and colorful,
your daughter is sure to find a pair to go
with ao- outfit.
• Abbey Dawn - This clothing line. created by singer Avnl Lavigne. mixes the feminine with punk rock. Your child will find
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Dan's Mens Clothing offers a generous
selection of back-to-school clothes for
boys of most ages.
her sense of style in pieces that include
studded belts, plaid skirts, and zebra-print
hoodies. l'his clothing line is all about combining edgy flair with comfort.
• Scarves - This fun accessory isn't just
for cold weather anymore. Scarves can be
worn as belts or headbands, or in the typical around-the-neck fashion. Your child
will find that this trend comes in many different materials, including silk, and can be
as hold or as sweet as she is. She's bound to
find scarves to fit eveiy mood.
• Funky sneakers - From classic white to
every color and pattern under the sun, your
child will see snazzy sneakers walking the
halls of his school this season. Trendy teens
are moving beyond the realm of typical

sneakers such as New Balance and Nike.
towards shoes like plaid chino sneakers and
argyle slip-ons. Whatever pattern your
child chooses, his feet will be comfortable
as he cruises to class this fall.
Back to school hair styles are low maintenance this year, said Hanna Shapla, a stylist at Debbie and Company Hair Salon. For
girls, Shapla said heavy bangs, short layers
and swing bobs are popular cuts this year.
Shorter cuts for boys make getting ready in
the morning a quick and easy chore. Older
children and teenagers will find that many
styles from early spring are still the rage for
the fall, according to Hair Styles Cuts.
For girls. "long, pin straight hair" is popular as well as long loose waves and ponytails for convenience sake. Longer hair is
layered around the face, some with bangs,
some without
Boys are wearing longer hair on top and
shorter on the sides. Some are opting with
an easy buzz cut or fade.
Hair Styles Cnts provides additional tips
for great back to school hair styles:
• Visit a salon before school starts and
discuss the options with your stylist. Bring
pictures of styles you like or have a celebrity in mind whose look you would like to
emulate so the hairstylist can get some idea
of what kind of looks you like and then
adapt them to your own face shape and hair
texture.
• For a fresh look without too much
change. start with a small variation of his or
her current style. such as adding bangs or
changing the part
• Haircuts should be maintained with cuts
every six to eight weeks in order to continue to look good for such events as school
pictures, homecoming dances. recitals, etc.
If the style involves hair color, updates
should be made every four to six weeks.
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Local Schools Have Plenty of Activities To Offer Students
Students attending the Calloway County
School System have a wide assortment of
extracurricular activities to choose from
Activities can range from academics to athletics arid can involve students of all ages.
Participation in school athletics, clubs and
other extracurricular activities broaden and
enrich a student's school experience. These
programs can also help students develop
lifelong skills and interests. Calloway
County Schools offers a wide range of
extracumcular activities to meet the needs
of its students.
Extracurricular activities by schools
include.
Calloway County High School: Academic
Team, Band, BETA Club, Chemistry Team,
Drama Club, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, Future Business Leaders of
America, Family Consumer and Career
Leaders of America. Future Educators of
America, FFA, Future Problem Soiving
Team, Health Occupations Students of
America, Jazz Band, Jr. BETA Club, KY Art
Education Association Regional and State
Competitions. KYA, Kentucky United
Nations Assembly, Leadership Tomorrow,
Mayfield Art Guild Competition Murray
Woman's Club
Annual Art Competition, iaational Latin
Exam Competition, National Science Honor
Society, Pep Club, Speech and Debate
Student
Council,
Student
'ream.
Council
Representatives on SBDM
Technology
Student
Committees,
Leadership Program, Technology Student
Association, The Laker Review newspaper,
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.
World Languages Club, World Languages
Festival Regional and State Competitions,
Yearbook, Zero Hour Choir
Sports include: Baseball, BasketballBoys and Girls, Cheerteading, Cross
Country, Dance Team, Football, Golf-Boys
and Girls, Soccer- Boys and Girls, Softball,
Swim team- Boys and Girls, Tennis- Boys
and Girls, Track- Boys and Girls. Volleyball.
Wrestling.
Cailoway County Middle School:
Academics: Academic Team, BETA Ciub,
Speech Team and Student Technology
Leadership Program
Sports: Basketball, Cheerfeading, Cross
Country, Football, Golf, Soccer, Softball.
Track, Volleyball and Wrestling MUSIC:
Band, Choir, Yamaha Music Keyboarding
Lab

General Interest Art Club, Just Say No
Club, Yearbook, Chess Club, Student
Council, KUNA, KYA, Poetry Club, Spanish
Club, FCA, Dance Team and Step Team
Elementary Schools:
4-H, Brownies, Choir, Cub Scouts, Little
League Basketball, Littie League Football.
At East Calloway Elementary School, we
offer a variety of extracurricular activities
which irudes an Academic Team, a Chess
Club, a Student Technology Leadership
Program, the Boy/Girl Scouts, a Track
seam, and a child care program (LASER).
Also, there ise a 'Beck to School" night,
family literacy events, book fairs, and
school-wide Arts/Humanities programs that
students as well as parents ctin attend.
At North, a variety of extracurricular activities are offered which include but are not
limited to academic team, future problem
solving team, fourth arid fifth grade choir
and percussion ensemble, fifth grade art
club and Student Technology Leadership
Program.
Southwest has many iaxtracurncular activities to oiler students. Technology workshops are conducted after school.
Academic Team Competition offers students an outlet for developing individual
strengths and talents. Other extracumcular
activities include Student Council, Fit Kids
Club. Character Crew, Field Day, Jump
Rope for Heart, Relay for Life and various
poster/essay contests.
prince al,
MES
Caldwell.
Janet
announced MES Extre Curricular Clubs that
will be offered this year
Tiger Cub Earth Team:The Tiger Cub
Earth Team at Murray Elementary School
meets once a month to learn how to take
better care of our Earth. Members will participate in hands on activities that beautify
our school, learn about recycling, and participate in community projects. The team will
also work directly with Murray State's
Environmental Work Club. For more information please contact Amberty Munsey or
Courtney Vanover at Murray Elementary
School.
Odssey of the Mind teams: Students from
Murray Elementary work together in teams
to showcase their abilities in mental stamina
and creativity in the Odyssey of the Mind
program. Groups are able to chose from five
different topic problems designed at an
international ley& and supply a solution
The primary team is a non-competitive team
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while the Division I team(s) compete at the
regional. state and international levels.
STLP - (Student Technology Leadership
Program): STLP participants learn how to
use Microsoft Office Programs. They specifically work with Word and Power Pointe.
Students design slide shows telling information about themselves, while also learning
how to add clip art, change fonts and size,
change slide design and layout as well as
use spe!I check, animation. and color. While
students learn how to make new folders and
save their projects, they also learn how to
take digital photos, import pictures into documents, produce slide shows and
desigrJcreate publications with Publisher
(address labels and calendars).
Chess Club: Students meet weekly to
enhance their skills at the game of chess.
Some members of the club compete as a
team at regional and state competitions.
Little League Football arid Basketball:
Stuoents are given the opportunity to participate in little League football and basketball
programs. These programs are sponsored
by coaches from our school district and volunteers.
Murray Middle School Principal Lou
Carter said MMS has also added new faces
to the staff including Justin Scott as the
assistant principal. 'Mr. Scott is a wonderful
addition to our faculty at Murray Middle
School. We are excited to have him on our
staff and look forward to implementing his
ideas and knowledge of educating students."
Carter said other new faces include: Katy
Hill, fourth grade teacher, Krista Shelby,
eighth grade language arts literature
teacher, Ted Booth, physical education and
health, Mandy Swain, 8th grade language
arts composition and Jim Baurer, MMS
Boys' Basketball coach and Zak Taylor,
MMS assistant basketball coach.
?ANIS Clubs/Organizations featured: Jr
Beta Club: sponsored by Amanda Tipton,
Katy Hill and L9ISEi Faughn. Science Club:
sponsored by Mike Epperson as students
will explore and experiment in R variety of
areas. Archery Club (grades 4-8): sponsored by Clint Wilson, Mike Epperson,
Randy Louis, Sherri BaizeII and Chris
Merteld. ART Club is sponsored by Gene
Maley and Chelsea Thompson. Students(45 grade club) and (6-8 grade) club will be
given opportunity to expand and explore art
media and materials that will enrich their

visual art experiences.
Teresa Speed, MHS principal, said in
addition to David Fields, former MHS
Basketball Boys' Coach being promoted to
MI-IS assistant principal and athletic director, there are many new faces on the MHS
faculty this year. These include: Ron
Greene: MHS Boys' Basketball coach and
physical education, Joey Adair, MHS Boys'
assistant Basketball CORCh and alternative
education, Rick Amtxmgey, English, journalism and yearbook, Patrick Armstrong. math,
Amy Cox, science, Katherine Drennon, biology, Steve Duncan. MHS Football coach
and special education, Hilary Edwards,family consumer science, Ailene Greene,
health, Sarah Jacobs, English, Erin Kelly
French and Daniel Runnels, Spanish, Adam
Ragsdale, MHS assistant Boys' Basketball
coach, and Jane Ann Turner has been
narneo the new MHS "The Den. Youth
Services Center coordinator.
Speed outlined numerous clubs and
organizations available to MHS students
An array of offerings include Future
Business Loaders of America (most recently received national recognitions at the
national conference, (FBLA), The Tiger
Bank. (students enrolled in Government
and Economics run a school bank; the
bank, affiliated with the Murray Bank pays
interest on savings accounts and makes
small loans), The MHS Speech 'Team, along
with the school's strong and diverse curriculum that includes an extensive list of electives, e.g., business law, desktop publishing, financial services, computer graphics,
oral communication, telecommunications,
journalism, computer technology, physics,
technology education, family and consumer
science, Spanish, French, Latin, chorus,
band and history of the visual and performing arts.
Selected students may also participate in
"Leadership Tomorrow," a community-run
leadership prcgram which offers students
knowledge about the community while
developing their communication arid leadership skills.
"Our rigorous curriculum provides students with the essentials to advance into
higher educational opportunities, as well as
professional careers after postsecondary
education," Speed said. "Our dedication to
providing our students with outstanding
opportunities for learning and growth is
marked by the exceptional achievements of
our students."
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P1 (Kindergarten)
1 container Wet Ones antibacterial hands
and face wipes (in Containers-no refills or
individually wrapped singles)
2 boxes Ziploc bags with slide locks (.1 gallon size. 1 quart size)
2 boxes Kleenex
Ibex 8 Large Primary Color Crayola
Crayons
lbox 24 regular size Crayola Crayons
lbox 8 Large Classic Colors Crayola
Washable Markers
lpair Frskars Safety Scissors
1-24 ct. pkg. Regular size no. 2 pencils
4 Two-pocket Folders (with bottom pockets)
4 oz. bottle Elmer's White School Glue (no
gel)
1-2 ct. pkg. Elmer's Glue Sticks (no color)
Folding plastic Kinder resting mat
School box (no larger than 5x8) no zippers
Spiral notebooks (wide-ruled, non perforated)
Backpack (large enough for folders-no
wheels)
Arts and Humanities Supplies
10 pi( Crayola Broad line markers for art
class
P2(First grade)
Boxes of tissue
Box of gallon-sized plastic bags
Box of sandwich-sized plastic bags
Bottles of glue
#2 Pencils ONLY
Packs of washable markers
2 Packs of crayons
Pair of Fiskars scissors
School Box
Package of cap erasers
Wide-ruled. spiral-bound notebooks
Two-pocket folders
Art and Humanities Supplies
Extra pencil for library
10 ok Crayola Broad line marker for art
class

P3(Second grade)
Box of 24 Crayons (no larger)
#2 lead pencils
5 red ink pens
Box of large Ziploc bags
lbox of small Ziploc bags
Pair of children's Fiskar scissors
Elmer's white school glue (no glue sticks)
3 medium spiral notebooks (8 1/2 x 11)
wide ruled
Packages of wide-ruled loos leaf paper
Pocket folders, pockets on the bottom, not
on the side
Large cloth pencil pouch (no school boxes)
Packages of pencil cap erasers
Box of wasable markers
Steno pad for joumaling
Box of Kleenex (large)
Roll of paper towels
Roll of wet wipes (anti-bacterial)
No Trapper Keepers
Arts and Humanities Supplies
Extra pocket folder, and a little loose leaf
paper for music
Extra pencil for library
4 oz bottle Elmer's Washable School Glue
for art class
P4(Third grade)
2 Boxes of 24 crayons
2 Pkgs. of 24 lead pencils
1 Pair of FISKER scissors
1 Large Cloth Pencil Pouch (no school
boxes)
4 Medium Spiral Notebooks (8 X 11)
wide rule
1 Pkg of WIDE RULE Loose Leaf Paper
6 2 Pocket Folders (pockets at the bottom)
1 Pkg. cap erasers
2 Boxes of Kleenex
1 Pkg. of Antibacterial Wipes
1 Box of Washable Markers
2 Large Glue Sticks
1 Pkg. of Expo Markers - optional
-No binders or Trapper Keepers of any
kind"Please label your child's school supplies-

-4•Nommonommiiiiii

MURRAY MIDDLE SCHOOL
4th Grade
(1) 3.-ring bindei (Trapper Keepers are OK)
(5) #2 Pencils (keep 2 at school at all
times)
(1) Package of markers
(3) Packages of wide-ruled loose leaf
paper
(2) Single subject, wide ruled, spiral notebooks
(5) 2-pocket folders
(11 Pair of scissors
(2) Large glue sticks
(3) Composition books
(1) Package of colored pencils
(2) Large pink erasers
(1) Highlighter
(1) Box of tissue
Optional Supplies to Donate to Classroom
Wide Masking tape
Expo brand dry-erase markers
Roll of paper towels
Germ X
Clorox Wipes
Pencils will need to be replenished
throughout the year.
5th Grade
(1) 3-ring binder (Trapper Keepers are OK)
(6) folders with pockets and holes for
binders
(1) large box tissues
(1) bottle of liquid hand sanitizer
(5) ink pens(No neon colors)
(1) box of colored pencils
(1) large package of # 2 pencils (mechanical are OK)
(2-3) packages of wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper
(1) package subject dividers (at least 6)
(1) non spiral ;cairns]
(1) package (3x5) lined index cards (500
cards)
(1) ruler (metric & English measurements)
(1)4 pack EXPO markers (large, thick tip)
Art:
(1) package Crayola thin line markers
Optional supplies to donate to the classroom•

Arts and Humanities supplies
Extra pencil for library
1 box 24 colors Crayola Crayons
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scissors
(1) glue stick

(1) pair

(1) box washable markers
(1) container Clorox Wipes
Paper and pencils will have to be replenished throughout the school year as they
are consumed quickly.
6th Grade
(24)#2 Pencils
(1 pkg.) pencil cap erasers
(2) boxes tissues
(1) accordion folder with at least 5 divisions
(6) 2 pocket/3 brad folders made of
durable plastic-must fit in accordion binder
(5)2 pocket folders
(1) yellow highlighter
(5) red checking pencils
(1) box of 12 colored pencils
(1) box of 24 crayons
(1) pencil pouch
(1) Merriam-Webster paperback dictionary
(1) Merriam-Webster paperback thesaurus
(2 pkg.) wide-ruled loose leaf notebook
Paper
(1) flash drive
(1) composition notebook with no spirals
7th Grade
(1)3-ring binder (at least 2') OR Five Star
3-ring binder for LA/Writing
(1) pkg subject dividers (5 tab) for
LA/Writing binder
(3) pocket folders (Social Studies. A/H, &
Math)
(2) 2 pocket/3 prong fclders--preferably
plastic (Reading & Science)
(3) Spiral 1 subject notebooks (Science,
Math, & Reading)
(1) USB flash pen drive—minimum 256 MB
preferred - If you already own a USE drive.
then use the one you have. This is a onetime educational purchase and can be
used year after year (if it is used
responibly.)
(1) box of tissues
(1) pkg of pencils (#2 wooden or mechani
cal)
Loose leaf paper for the year (suggested 2
Pkgs.)
(1 )Book cover (for Social Studiesmo adhesive covers)

continued on next page
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Elle's Dance Studio
TAP. BALLET, POINTE, JAZZ AND LYRICAL DANCE - AGES 3 & UP

REGISTRATION
Tuesday, July 29th
Thursday, July 31st
Monday, August 4th
3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
903 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 753-5352 • Cell 227-3260
Elie Aront Director/Owner

.
FOR ALL YOUR SPORTS NEEDS
-Screen Printing
•Ernbrokiety
•Soccer Specialty
•Afhisitic Footwear & Apparel
*Trophies & Awards
*roam Uniforms

COUPON
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20% OFF
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'Your Spire Wear Headquarters For Murrcry Tigers, Calloway Lakers & Murray State"
Individuals • Businesses • Teams • Groups

270-753-8844
516 MAIN ST.• MURRAY
(Former location of Twin Lakes)

www.tcsportz.com
.*,
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2008-09 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
MURRAY MIDDLE CONT'D
Art:
(1) Sharpie Black Marker - for art (students
should not use permanent markers outside
of art)
(1) pkg. index cards (any size-3x5. 4x6.
5xB)
(2) College Rule Composition Books - not
spiral (Reading &
LA/Writing)
*Denotes items that will be turned in to the
students homeroom teacher
You will also need your dictionary/thesaurus from 6th grade.
(1) paperback dictionary (Webster's New
World suggested—both)
(1) paperback thesaurus (dictionary/thesaurus combos are not as useful)
Optional items:
Pencil pouch (we've found it keeps students prepaied and organized)
Clorox wipes
Purell hand sanitizer (state regulation—
must be the Purell brand)
Expo Markers—large, chisel point
8th Grade
Binder (1 ? inch binder or Trapper Keeper)
1 pencil pouch to put in 1 ? inch
binder. not needed for the Trapper Keeper
5 Subject Folders
2 packages Loose Leaf Notebook Paper
(No spiral notebooks)
Pens (Blue or Black Ink)

Pencils (#2 or Mechanical)
Package (8 or 10 count) colored pencils
2 boxes Kleenex
1 jump drive/thumb drive OR floppy disk
for saving files
Optional Items to be kept in classroom
1 package Expo Markers
1 package of pencils or pens
Hand sanitizer
2 packages typing paper

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY
K4 and K5
Lunch box (for snacks)
Set of watercolors
Box of Kleenex
Pencil box
2 glue sticks
1 pal' blunt-edge scissors
1 pkg drawing paper
1 pkg construction paper
2 pocket folders
1 change of clothes
2 cans play dough Backpack
Please write your child's name on all items
Extended-care students need a sleeping
bag or mat for nap time.
First Grade
Backpack
Lunch box
Pencil box (no big ones please)
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Second and Third Grades
Backpack
Lunch box
Pencil box (no long ones, please)
Scissors
2 glue sticks
1 bottle school glue
Crayons
Ruler (12 inicm)
2 folders
1 pkg construction paper
2 pkg wide-ruled, loose leaf white paper
Small dictionary
2 boxes of Kleenex
2 red pencils
1 spiral-bound weekly planner (assignment
book)

Composition notebook
Eraser
#2 Pencils
1 half-inch thick three-ring binder (white
w/ciear on front)
Piease write your child's name on all items.
Fourth and Fifth Grades
Backpack
Lunch box
1 pkg wide-ruled, loose leaf
white paper (no spiral)
1 pkg 3x5 cards (ruled)
Dictionary
Colored pencils
1 glue stick
2 red ball-point pens
2 black ball-point pens
1 pkg white copy paper
1 pkg construction paper
Ruler (12-in/cm)
1 box Kleenex
1 spiral-bound weekly planner (assignment
book)
Scissors
1 pkg graph paper
#2 pencils
Three-ring binder
Clear protractor
Compass
Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grades
Pencils

continued on next page
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GOOP LUCK STUPENTS!!
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Scissors
2 glue sticks
1 bottle school glue
Crayons
Watercolors
Ruler (12-in/cm )
2 plastic pocket folders
2 pkg wide-ruled, loose-leaf white paper
1 pkg clear plastic sheer covers
2 boxes of Kleenex
Small dictionary
2 pkg #2 pencils with erasers
1 pkg white copy paper
1 pkg construction paper
Spiral-bound assignment book
Change of clothes
Please write your child's name on all items.

sack To School...
Make It Personal
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• Tune Ups
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• Fuel Injection Service
• Fuel Filter Change
Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. M - F

619 South 4th Street
753-6831
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FREE initials or one word name with purchase.
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BACK TO SCHOOL
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2008-09 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
EASTVVOOD CONT'D
2 red ball-point pens
2 black ball-point pens
Scissors
1 glue stick
2 pkg, wide-ruled, loose leaf white paper
Ruler (12-in/cm)
Compass
Clear protractor
Colored pencils
1 spiral-bound weekly planner (assignment
book)
Dictionary
3x5 cards (ruled)
1 box Kleenex
1 pkg clear sheet protectors
1 pkg white copy paper
1 pkg graph paper
3-ring-binder
1 pkg pocket folders w/prongs
1 pkg construction paper
1 bottle hand sanitizer
Backpack
Ninth through 12th Grades
Pens (red and black)
Pencils
3x5 note cards
Dictionary
Loose-leaf paper (no spiral or tear-out)
Colored pencils
Ruler (12-in/cm)
Clear protractor
Compass

8 white glue sticks (no colored glue)
1 pair of child's Fiskar scissors
2 box facial tissues
1 "1 r Binder-Plain Red in color
1 backpack - no wheels
2 boxes of Ziplock freezer bags(1 gallon
size, 1 quart size)
Wish list: Clorox wipes, Sanitary Soap,
paper sacks, extra tissue and glue sticks

EAST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Second Grade (P-3)
6 packs of pencils (#2)
4 large block erasers
3 boxes of crayons (24 count or less)
1 zippered pencil pouch
4 packages of wide ruled loose leaf paper
4 handwriting tablets - 2nd grade
4 plain pocket folders (no center brads)
4 large glue sticks
1 pair fiskor scissors
1 spiral bound index card set
1 box facial tissues
1 large Clorox wipes
1 backpack - clear or mesh -no wheels (no
duffel bags
No Trapper Keepers or large binders; they
take up too much desk space
Wish list: Please consider donating one of
the following to the class for special projects*
Modeling day
box of zip lock bags (large or small)
paper iunch sacks (white)
cotton balls
extra facial tissues

Kindergarten (P-1)
1 pkg. of 8 or more pencils
2 boxes of crayons 0 least 24 count
1 pkg. fat washable markers
1 spiral notebook
4 pocket folders (no brads in the center)
4 large Elmer's glue sticks
1 box facial tissues
1 backpack - no wheels
Wish list: extra box facial tissues & zip lock
baggies
First Grade (P-2)
4 packs regular #2 lead pencils
2 pkg. of pencil top erasers
1 pkg. colored pencils
1 zipper pencil pouch
2 box of 24 crayons
1 pkg. of 8 washable markers
1 spiral index cards
6 plain plastic folders in red, yellow, green,
blue, orange & purple (no brad, no character folders)

GOOD LUCK STUDENTS!

TOSHIBA
COMPANY

COPY• FAX • PRINT

Office Technology Specialists

eke Only Difference One likes Color While The Other Doesn't )
TRY THE E-STUDIO 2500 C DIGITAL COPIER
35PPM BLACK & WHITE AND 25 PPM FULL COLOR
IF YOU DON'T WANT COLOR, TRY THE NEW E-STUDIO
353 AND KEEP THE SPEED
* FREE DELIVERY *

Contact Our Murray Area Representative

Jeremy C. Bell
1393 State Route 45 North
800-858-0492
Mayfield, KY 42066
270-247-5912
hdhappv.com
.........

-Qwwwsms.nromiiiis

Assignment pad
1 pkg clear sheet protectors
2 Mead notebooks
3-ring binder
1 pkg pocket folders w/prongs
1 pkg graph paper
Glue stick
1 box Kleenex
1 bottle hand sanitizer

ge
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chenille craft sticks
paper plates
hand saninzer
Library-Media Center
1 plain pocket folder (4th & 5th only)
Hand sanitizer
Facial tissue
Physical Education
Tennis shoes are required (no slip-ons, flip
flops and no rollers)
Third Grade (P-4)
6 pkg. of 10 #2 pencils
1 large pink eraser and 1 pkg, pencil top
erasers
1 box of 24 crayons
1 pkg of loose-leaf paper
5 plain pocket folders (no brads in the center)
1 large clear glue stick
1 pair scissors
1 plastic pocket folder
1 5 x 8 plastic school box
2 boxes of facial tissues
1 backpack -no wheels
No Trapper Keepers or large binders they
take up too much desk space.
Wish list: extra facial tissues, Ziplock bags
(sandwich, quart, or gallon), Clorox wipes,
red gel ink pen
Fourth Grade
40 #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils)

continued on next page
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2008-09 SCHOOL SUPPLY LISTS
EAST CONT'D
10 pencil top erasers
1 box of crayons, markers or colored pencils
3-ring binder (2 inch or larger) No Trapper
Keeper or large binders
1 pkg. of 8 subject dividers for your binder
1 zippered pencil bag for your binder
3 pkgs of loose leaf paper
1 pocket folder with center brads
2 composition book
1 pair of scissors
2 glue sticks
1 bottle of Elmers School Glue
1 plastic school box (5x8)
1 large box of facial tissues
1 backpack - no wheels
Wish list: Clorox Wipes, highlighters, dry
erase markers
Fifth nrade
6 2 two-pocket folders with center brads
Loose-leaf notebook paper (wide ruled)
24 #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils)
1 pkg. pencil top erasers
2 red pens (no gel pens)
1 box of crayons or colored pencils
1 pair of scissors
2 glue sticks
Dry erase markers
2 1 subject spiral notebooks wide-ruled
1 zippered pencil pouch
2 box facial tissues (preferably the pop-up
type)
1 backpack - no wheels
No Trapper Keepers or large binders; they
take up too much desk space.
Wish list: extra red pens
extra colored pencils
extra notebook paper (wide ruled)
Overhead markers
Music:
Plain pocket folders for grades 3, 4. & 5
1 box facial tissues per family
Dry Erase markers
Art:
3 - #2 wooden pencils
Wish list Washable markers (Classic
eight)
Crayons (Classic eight)
glue sticks
1 box facial tissues

I)r('. IL

1 Plain pocket folder
Hand Saritizer

NORTH ELEMENTARY
SCH001
The North SBDM Council has determined
that students who choose to carry bags or
packs may carry any type of bagpack as
long as it does not have wheels.
Please put child's name on all supplies.
First Year Primary (Kinderparten)*
4 large pencils
1 Box crayons (8ct)
1 Backpack without wheels
1 Pocket Folder
1 Plastic School Box (Cigar box size)
1 Pair of Safety Scissors (Blunt point)
1 Nap Mat
4 Glue Sticks
1 Play Doh
1 Hand Sanitizer
1 Box Facial Tissue. Wet wipes
Second Year Primary (First Grade)*
20 Regular Pencils(No mechanical)
6 First Grade Tablets
4 Pocket Folders
1 Backpack without wheels
1 Box Crayons (No larger .than 64 ct)
10 Glue Sticks
1 Pair of Safety Scissors (Blunt point)
1 Plastic School Box (Cigar box size)
4 Block Rubber Erasers
1 Box Facial Tissue
No Markers, Colored Pencils, Trapper
Keepers, or Binders
Third Year Primary (Second Grade)*
20 Sharpened Pencils
1 Box Crayons (24 ct only)
4 Block Rubber Erasers
4 Third Grade Writing Tablets
1 Plastic School Pox (Cigar box size)
4 Boxes Facial Tissue
1 Pair Scissors (Sharp point)
4 Glue Sticks
11" Clear View Binder(No Trapper
Keepers)
1 Black White C'omoosition Notebook
Fourth Year Primary (Third Grade)*
4 Pocket Folders

Jessica Wilburn
David Turner

Fourth Grade*
No Trapper Keepers
Loose Leaf Paper
Colored Pencils or Crayons
5 Pocket Folders
50 Pencil Top Erasers
2 Boxes Facial Tissue
1 Glue Slid(
1 Zippered Pencil Holder
1 - 150 Page Sr.O.al Notebook
4 Pocket Folders
20 Pencils
4 Loose Leaf Wide Ruled Paper
1 Box of Crayons
Colored Pencils
1 Backpack without wheels
2 Stick Glue
1 Pair Scissors (Sharp point)
2 Boxes Facial Tissue
1 1- Loose leaf binder (No Trapper
Keepers)
1 Roll Scotch Tape
1 Zippered Pencil Holder (no school box)
1 Pack color copy paper
1 Pack cap erasers
Fifth Grade*
Loose Leaf Wide-ruled paper
3 - 70 Page Composition Journal (No spiral)
1 - 3 Ring Binder (2-2 112 in)
5 Pencils (Non Mechanical)
6 - 3 Hole Pocket Folders (to fit in binder)
Plain Pocket folders (without brads)
Pencil Pouch to fit in binder
Pair scissors (Sharp point)
gel type glue (4 oz size)
Crayons or Markers

2 Boxes Facial Tissue
3 Glue Sticks
1 Plain Pocket Folder for Music
1 Plain Pocket Folder for Art
Please note Individual teachers may
request additional items

SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Kindergarten
1 -Book Bag
1 Package Crayola "Twistables" (crayons)
12-Glue sticks
1-pair Fiskars blunt scissors
1-box of Kleenex
1-REFILL pack of Baby Wipes (any brand)
1-set of water color paints
1-Package washable marker
1-Regular crayons (24)
Wish List
Germ-X sanitizer
Wiggley eyes (crafts) lbox
1 Box Brads (Brass fasteners)
1 Package Play-Doh brand play dough
Dry erase markers
Magnetic Tape
First Grade
No Trapper Keepers
1- Book Bag
1-24 Pack crayons
6-Glue sticks
1 -pair Fiskars blunt scissors
2-1 St
Grade writing tablets
2- boxes of Kleenex
24- No. 2 pencils (paperrriate mirado pencils preferred)
Wish List
White sticky tac
Dry Erase Markers
Second Grade
2-70 count wide ruled spiral notebook
6- #2 pencils( can buy at school )
1-24 pack crayons
1 pack dry erase markers
2-all purpose glue sticks
1-pack washable markers

continued on next page

Sandra Stone's School of Dance

tor

Keta Travis
Whitney Scott

20 Pencils
4 Loose Leaf Wide Ruled Paper
1 Box of Crayons
Colored Pencils
1 Backpack without wheels
2 Stick Glue
1 Pair Scissors (Sharp point)
2 Boxes Facial Tissue
11" Loose leaf binder (No Trapper
Keepers)
1 Roll Scotch Tape
1 Zippered Pencil Holder (no school box)
1 Pack color copy paper
1 Pack cap erasers
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105 Worth 6th St. Murray. KY • 761-LIFE (5433) •
Hours: Mon.-Fn. 9-5 By Appointment After.5 • Sat. 9-2'

Announces Registration: Mon., July 28th • 2-6 pm

Classes available in:
• Tap • Ballet • Jazz • Tumbling
Ages 3 & up are welcome!

For more information call

270-293-3590
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2008-09 SCHOOL SUPPLY
SOUTHWEST CONT'D
1 -pair of Fiskars scissors
3-Pocket folders—(yellow,blue,green)
1 -pencil box (approx. 8" x 5")
1 -Tissue/ Kleenex Box
Big Pink Erasers
No Trapper Keepers or binders
"*At the beginning of the second semester
(Jan. 2009), supplies need to be replenrshed.
Wish List
4-Sticky tac
2-Small lunch size paper sacks
1 -Plastic
zip loc baggies
3- Magnetic Tape

Third Grade
3- packs wide ruled notebook paper
Pencils 2 packs
4 pocket folders with tabs
2- spiral notebooks
Crayons
Fiskar Scissors
Ruler
Glue. Dab'n Stick
Big erasers
Clear tape
Kleenex or Tissue
Washable makers
Colored pencils
1 pack of index
cards
Wish List
Dry Erase Markers
Magnetic Tape

2- Boxes of Kleenex
Ruler (inches and centimeters)
2-Packages of index cards (100ct lined)

Fifth Grade
Ruler
Crayons
Markers
Pencils
Colored Pencils
2-large glue sticks
Roll of Scotch tape
Scissors
6- folders
1-3 ring binder
4 Packages of loose-leaf notebook paper
2 Box of Kleenex
Graph paper
3-Spiral notebooks
2-Large pink erasers
"Make sure that your child's name is listed
on all school supplies
Please remember for all grade levels:
No pull-along book bags
"Paper and pencils will be sold at school
at Back to School Night and on the first
day of school for kindergarten and first
grade.
Art Request List:
Kindergarten: Box of crayons
1st Grade: Box of colored pencils
2nd Grade: Box of regular markers
3rd Grade: Box of skinny markers
4th Grade: Box of scissors
5th Grade: Set of watercolor paint
Please label the "extra- supplies with Art
on them and bnng to Mrs. Paps Room.

Fourth Grade
3-Packages of loose-leaf notebook paper
2-Packages of graph paper
1-three ring binder ( 2-Y)
2-Package of dry-erase markers
Crayons (at least 48-count)
Markers
Colored pencils
4- glue sticks
Fiskar scissors
6- plain pocket folders for 3-nng binder
Pencils( No.2
1-peocil box
3-spiral notebooks

CALLOWAY COUNTY MIDDLE
61h Grade
• Six pocket folders wibracts
• Loose leaf paper
• One set colored pencils
• One set markers
'Two boxes Kleenex
• Ink pens (black, blue. red)
* Pencils
• Two highlighters
• Loose leaf binder - 112" or Trapper

ige
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Keeper
• Index cards
• Notebook for math journal(NOT Spiral
Bound)
• Small pencil sharpener
• Glue sticks (1 pkg. of 2)
• 81,2 x 11 notebook for language arts
• One CD, IBM disk or USB flash drive
'Protractor

7th Grade
• to 2 inch binder with 5 sections
• Two boxes Kleenex
• Loose leaf paper (College or wide-rule)
• 2-4 IBM Disks, CD or USB flash drive
• One set colored pencils
• Ink pens (black, blue)
• Notebooks - 8 1/2 x 11 (Each class)
• Pocket folders (plastic)
'Pencils
• One set markers
• Scientific Calculator (Recommended fraction calculator)
• Ruler
• Scissors
• Glue/glue stick
• Small wrieng journal (80 pages minimum)
• Index cards

8th Grade
• Ruler
• Pencils
• Glue sticks
• One binder with 10 folders
• Protractor
• One set colored pencils w/manual sharpener
• Scientific Calculator w/fraction capabilities for Math & Science
'One box Kleenex
'White loose leaf paper(NO spiral bound
paper for any class)
• Ink pens (black.. blue)
'One 2" 3-ring binder for Social Studies
(required)
• One set markers
• Crayons
• 1 pkg. graph paper
Remember. For school safety, backpacks
must be of a clear or mesh design.

Ennchment (All Grades)
In addition to general supplies needed for
core classes, enrichment classes will need
the following items
Choir - • Pencils •Paper, • 112" Binder
NOTE Choir students will need a white
blouse/shirt and black pants/skirt for concerts
Spanish - • IBM disk. CD or USB flash
drive. • 2 pencils. Composition notebook,
• Index cards, • Loose leaf paper,'Colored
pencils or crayons. • Glue sticks. •
Scissors
Technology - • IBM disk or USB flash dnve.
• Ruler divided into 16ths of an inch. with
metric as well
Art - • Colored pencil set.'Glue stick, •
Marker set, • #2 pencil with eraser. • Ruler
• Kleenex, • Pencil sharpener, • Folder •
Notebook paper
Computer Enrichment -'2-pocket folder •
Pencil and pen (blue or black ink)
Band - • Pocket folder w/brads, • Loose
leaf paper. • Pencils. Band Method Book
(purchased at the beginning of school),'
Band Instrument (6 th grade - do not purchase an instrument until Instrument Tryouts are over).'Uniform Cleaning Fee.
Uniform Shirt, & Band Shoes (7 th & 8th
grade only - discussed at beginning of
school)
General Music - • Pocket folder w/brads •
Loose leaf paper. • Pencils
Special Education Classes
Additional supplies needed for Special
Education classes are as follows:
• 1 pocket folder for each class,'Pencils no mechanical, • Paper/notebook for each
class
Ms. Lamb's classes: • 2 boxes of Kleenex.
Composition Notebook for Math (one for
each 9-week grading penod),
Composition Notebook for LA (one for
each 9-week grading period).

Taylor Dental, P.S.C.
Dr. Randy Taylor, D.M.D.
Dr. Richard Vonnahme III, D.M.D.
700 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
)0
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University Plaza • 1203C Chestnut Street • Murray

(270) 753-9201
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Primary
Annual
Care
Check-Ups

MEDICAL CENTER

Primary Care Medical Center considers preventive core to be a crucial
part of a child's total health core. Annual children's check-ups offer a
great opportunity to evaluate and monitor your child's growth
and development. Call Dr. Joyce Hughes or Dr. Kim Burch to
schedule an appointment at 270-759-9200.

AN'. Atka.
Care
Primary
Call
to schedule my

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sot: 8am - 6pm
Sun: I -6pm

Primary
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

2

Annual
Check--Up
270-759

00

1QOQ SOUTH 12THSTREET, MURRAY'27O.759.9200
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